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GENERAL

ORDER,

Horse Guards, War Office,
Mill May, 1883.
The following- Regulations for the Dress of the Officers of
the Army having received Her Majesty's approval, His
Royal Highness the Field Marshal Commanding-in-Ohief
enjoins on all Officers the strictest conformity thereto, and
he holds General Officers and Commanding Officers of Corps
responsible for any deviations from the authorized patterns
in the uniform of the Officers under their respective
commands.
By Command,
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3. Item, " Great-coat (Dominion of Canada)," in the 1st and 2nd
lines, for the words " (blue for general and staff officers) "
substitute " of the colour authorized for the ordinary great
coats for each service," and in the 8th and 9th lines,
for the words " with black astrachan fur for general and
staff officers ; grey astrachan for other officers," substitute
" in the case of blue great-coats, with black astrachan fur,
that of grey, with astrachan fur of that colour."
4. Item " Haversacks " add an asterisk to the word " Haversacks,"
and insert at the foot of the page—" "Haversacks need not
be worn, as a general rule, except on service in the field or
at extended manoeuvres."
Item " Helmets—Home pattern " " (6) insert after the word ' Artillery ' in the 2nd line 'and
in the Medical Staff.' "
5. Item " Helmet, white "—
Insert after the word "Departmental officers " in 2nd line,
" except Officers of the Medical Staff."
" (c) Dele ' and Army Hospital Corps ' in the heading com
mencing ' Royal Engineers, &c.' Insert after the heading
' Royal Artillery ' ' and Medical Staff,' and after the word
' Royal Artillery ' in the 1st line of the sub-article insert
' and in the Medical Staff.' "
Item "Helmet, white," sub-article "Plumes." After the word
" white " in the 4th line, insert " Officers of Royal Engineers
(other than Staff) not performing regimental or garrison
duty, a plume of white cock's feathers 7 inches long."
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5. Item " Helmet, white," sub-article, ' Stations at which the
above description of helmet is worn ' —
(a) Insert after the word " India," " West Indies and
Mauritius."
(6) Dele " West Indies " iif the 1st line and " Mauritius "
in the 3rd line.
Paragraph " Stations at which the above description of helmet
is worn." Sub-paragraph («), dele from the word " during "
to end of sub-paragraph.
11. In the article " Holsters," for the words " in tropical climates,"
substitute " abroad."
13. In paragraph headed " pantaloons, &c., for mounted duties,"
substitute " blue cloth " for " Oxford mixture cloth."
14. Item " saddlecloth," after the word " star," in the last line,
insert " baton."
In the article " Wallets," for the words " in tropical climates,"
substitute " abroad."
18. Ditto
ditto
21. Ditto
ditto
24. Ditto
ditto
29. Insert after the 4th paragraph :—
" The aiguillette will not be worn with regimental uniform
by officers appointed from the Regular Forces, Militia,
and Yeomanry, nor by those appointed from the Volun
teers when doing duty with their corps. This regulation
does not apply to members of the Royal Family."
After the description of dress for " Equerry to the Queen,"
insert—
" HONORARY PHYSICIANS AND, HONORARY SURGEONS
TO THE QUEEN.
" Uniform of the Medical Staff, and horse furniture ac
cording to rank, but on State occasions, as a mark of tl o
distinction conferred on them, they will wear, instead of
the dress pouch-belt and pouch, a gold and black sash of
special pattern."
41. Item "Stable-jacket"—
Insert after the word "lace" in the 3rd line " (1$ Licb.es for
field officers)."
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43. Item, " Pantaloons, for Levees," &c. —
After the word " cloth " in. the 1st line, insert "scarlet Berlin
diagonal cloth in 10th Hussars."
44. Item " Sabretache "—
In the 4th line dele " all round, within ^ inch of the edge."
After the word "centw" i» the 5th line, insert " Dimensions
not to exceed 7J inches at the top, 10J inches at the bottom,
nor 12 inches in length."
40. Item " Sabretache "—
Insert after the word " leather " in the 1st line, "Dimensions
not to exceed 7 inches at the top, 9f inches at the bottom,
nor 11 inches in length."
46. Item " Shabracque "—
Insert an asterisk against the word " Shabracque " and before
the word " the " in the last line but one of the page, and
at the bottom of the page insert " *The 10th Hussars are
permitted to wear, in review order only, a scarlet sha
bracque, and a bridle, breast-plate and crupper, ornamented
with shells."
49. Item " Stable-jacket."
Insert after the word "lace" in the 2nd line " (li inches for
field officers)."
51. Dele note commencing " Officers commanding Auxiliary Artil
lery, &c.,n and substitute—
"OFFICERS COMMANDING AUXILIARY ARTILLERY.
" In full dress wear regimental dress with cocked hat and
plume. In undress as detailed above for regimental
colonels, except that they will wear the regimental un
dress belts instead of full dress belts. Horse furniture
of regimental pattern.
" In review order, when mounted, they will wear pantaloons
. .
with scarlet stripes."
53. Item " Patrol-jacket for officers under the rank of regimental
colonel "—
After the word " jacket," in the last line, insert " the silver
embroidered grenade, authorised to be worn on the collar
of the stable-jacket, will not be worn on the false collar."
After the item " Patrol-jacket, &c.," insert—
" Patrol-jacket, for wear in India and at all warm stations during
the hot weather.—Fine blue serge ; welted seams ; stand-up
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collar, square in front, fastened with one hook and eye, a
grenade
inches long, in gold embroidery, at each end ;
shoulder-straps of the same material as the garment,
fastened at the top with a small black netted button, £-inch
in diameter, badges of rank embroidered in gold ; five gilt
ball-buttons down the front ; a slit on each side, sleeves
ornamented with flat plait, forming crow's feet, 6 inches
from bottom of the cuffs ; two inside breast pockets, and
watch-pocket."
55. Article " Sabretache and Pantaloons," insert after the word
" sabretache '' " Knee boots."
59. Footnote t, after the word " sabretache " in the second line add
" In India the white helmet with the plume as for cocked
hat, but 7 inches long, will be worn instead of the latter
head-dress."
60. Item " Patrol-jacket "—
In the 5th line, after the word " olivets," insert "pockets edged
with flat plait, forming an eye at each end."
Item " Patrol-jacket for Active Service." For " Patrol-jacket
for Active Service" substitute "Patrol-jacket for all Warm
Stations andfor Active Service."
62. Article "Royal Engineer Militia," insert above the items
" Helmet and Accoutrements "—
" Buttons—For Royal Engineers," substitute " Engineer Militia
on the garter."
In the item " Helmet-plate and Accoutrements," insert " regi
mental " before the word " mottoes," and after the word
" mottoes " insert " In the waist-plate, the words ' Engineer
Militia ' are substituted for ' Royal Engineers 1 on the
garter ; and on the tip of the shoulder-belt the letters
'E.M.'for 'RE.'"
65. In the Article "Holsters," after the word "covers" add
" except abroad, where they are to have brown leather
covers."
66. Item " tunic." After the word " wide " in the 12th line, insert
" a hook and eye inside the bottom of the collar."
67. Dele " Scarlet Serge Patrol-jacket for Officers in India" and
substitute " Scarlet Serge Patrol-jacket for Officers in India
and at Warm Stations during the hot season."
68. Item " Mess-Waistcoat," after the word " pattern " at end of
item, insert " In the Connaught Rangers a mess-waistcoat
of special pattern is authorised."
69. In the article " Wallets," for the words " in tropical climates,"
substitute " abroad."
70. Substitute " § " for ," £ " in the last line but one.
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71. Dele " Head-dress—Not yet decided " and insert " Feather
Bonnets—Of authorised pattern."
72. Item " Glengarry " dele " Seaforth Highlanders " in the second
line, and insert " Seaforth Highlanders " after the word
" the " in the third line.
73. In the 8th line, after the word " Sash " dele " Shoulder-Plaid
and Brooch."
Article " Scottish Regiments (Wearing Trews)," item
^cabfovrd } " after the word " reg™**11*8 " iwert " but with
a removal basket hilt for levees, &c. ; on other occasions
a cross-bar hilt." After the item " Scabbardf
Claymore ^ " tmeri
,
" Sword-Belt to be worn on State occasions and at balls—Gold
lace, thistle pattern, 2 inches wide, with slings 1 inch
wide.
Sash (instead of the sashes described at page 67)—"Crimson Silk,
Highland pattern."
74. Item " Chaco " insert, after the word " strap " in the last line,
as a sub-paragraph—
" Colonels and Lieut.-Colonels have two rows of f-inch lace,
thistle pattern, round the top of the chaco ; Majors have
one row."
74. Article " The Royal Scots Fusiliers," item " Claymore
A
Scabbard \] " am
the word " regiments " insert " But with a removable
basket hilt for levees, &c. ; on other occasions a cro3s-bar
hilt." After the item " Claymore \ " .
Scabbard J
" Sword-Belt to be worn on State occasions and at balls—Gold
lace, thistle pattern, 2 inches wide, with slings 1 inch
wide.
" Sash (instead of the sashes described at page 67)—Crimson Silk
Highland pattern."
79. Item " Patrol-jacket," substitute " square " for " round " in the
11th line.
82. Item "Shell-jacket," after the word "cuffs" in the 8th line
insert " of black velvet."
83. Article " West India Regiments," below the item " Helmetplates" insert "Waist-plate.—Round gilt clasp, universal
ends ; frosted gilt centre, with the number of the regi
ment surmounted by the crown, in silver. On the circle
' West India Regiment.' "
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86. Artide " Royal Guernsey Light Infantry," in column 7, after
the word " bugle " in the 8th line, insert " ; below, a
crimson velvet scroll, inscribed ' Royal Guernsey.' "
88. Article "Reserve of officers," add—
(e.) Officers retired from the Auxiliary Forces who may
be granted commissions as officers of the " Reserve of
Officers."
The Uniform of the corps in which they last served, with the
word "RESERVE ' below the badges of rank on the
shoulder-straps in silver, or in silver embroidery, on
garments for which gold shoulder-straps are authorised,
and in gilt Jnetal, or gold embroidery on garments for
which cloth straps are authorised.
91. In the Article "Wallets," for the words "in tropical climates "
substitute " abroad."
94. Article " Quartermasters," dele description of forage cap.
98. In the Article "Wallets," for the words "in tropical climates"
substitute " abroad."
99. Article " Quartermasters," dele description of forage cap.
101. Article "Army Pay Department," after the word "with" in
the 5th line, insert "two bars of."
Article " Army Pay Department," below the item " Sword "
insert " Scabbard, Brass."
103. In the Article " Wallets," for the words " in tropical climates,"
substitute " abroad."
105. The following will be substituted for the description of uniform
laid down in the Dress Regulations for the " Army
Medical Department " and " Army Hospital Corps ; " but
officers will be allowed to wear out old pattern articles of
uniform now in possession before being required to provide
themselves with the new pattern.
MEDICAL STAFF.
DIRECTOR-GENERAL AND SURGEON-GENERAL.
Tunic.—Blue cloth ; the skirt rounded off in front and closed
behind. Black velvet collar and cuffs ; the collar laced
round the top and bottom with inch lace ; the cuff's
pointed, with two bars of inch lace round the top, showing
^-inch of black velvet between the bars ; a figured braid
ing of 'alternate large and small eyes above and below
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the lace, according to special pattern, the top of the
braided figure is 10 inches from the bottom of the cuff.
Eight buttons down the front, and two at the waist
behind. Scarlet cloth edging all round (except the collar)
and up the skirt plaits ; and the skirts lined with black
silk. A plaited strap on each shoulder of round gold cord,
flinch in diameter, intertwined with a small dead gold
cord, and small button at the top ; on each strap crossed
sword and baton, with star above, in silver. .
Lace.—Gold, Staff pattern, for tunic and shell jacket, and
special pattern (with two lines of black silk) for cap, dress
trousers, dress pantaloons, and saddle-cloth.
Buttons, —Gilt, with burnished edge. On the button a star ;
on the star a garter surmounted by the crown. The
garter inscribed " Medical Staff." Within the garter, the
Royal Cypher.
Dress Trousers and Pantaloons. —Blue cloth, with 2£-inch lace
down the side seams.
Boots.—As described at page 1.
Spurs.—Brass.
Cocked Hat.—As described at page 2, with loop of double gold
bullion, gold purl netted button ; tassels, flat gold-worked
head ; six gold bullions, with five crimson bullions under
them.
...
Plume.—Black cock's-tail feathers, drooping outwards, 10
inches long, from the top of ,a feathered stem 3 inches
long.
Helmet, White.—As described at pages 4 and 5, except that in
undress the gilt ball in a leaf cup, as laid down for
Garrison Brigades of the Royal Artillery will be worn in
place of the spike.
Sword.—Mameluke gilt hilt, with device of sword and baton
crossed encircled with oak-leaves ; ivory grip ; scimitar
blade.
Scabbard.—Brass, ridged, with cross lockets and rings.
Sword-Knot.—Gold and black cord, with gold and black acorn.
Sword-Belt.—Black Morocco leather, H inches wide, with
slings 1 inch wide ; three stripes of gold embroidery,
§-inch wide on belt, and TsHinch wide on slings ; a gilt
hook to hook up the sword.
Waist-Plate. —Round, gilt, chased clasp ; with the Royal Crest
i - in silver, on the centre-piece.
, . ,

Pouch-Belt.—Black Morocco leather, 2 inches wide, with four
stripes of gold embroidery, each f-inch wide ; gilt chased
buckle, tip, and slide.
Pouch (for Note Book and Pencil).—Black Morocco leather ;
the flap six inches long and 3£ inches deep, with three
stripes of gold embroidery §-inch wide, round the bottom
and sides ; in the centre a gilt chased Royal Cypher and
Crown,
Frock. — Blue cloth, single-breasted. Black velvet rolling
collar and pointed cuffs ; the cuffs ornamented with black
braid of the same pattern as the cuffs of the tunic. The
collar, front and back skirts edged with f-inch black
mohair braid ; 5 loops of the same braid on each side in
front, with 2 olivets on each loop ; 2 olivets at the waist
behind, encircled with braided crow's foot ; the skirts
lined with black. Shoulder-straps with badges of rank as
for tunic.
Patrol Jacket for Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres.—Blue
cloth, with stand and fall collar of black velvet, edged with
inch black mohair braid, and a false upright collar of black
cloth, with f-inch gold lace round the top, to button on
inside collar of jacket. Inch mohair braid traced with
Russian braid all round, up the slits and along the back
seams. The tracing forms an eye at each angle of the
braid, except at the top of the slits and back seams, where
it forms a crow's foot, 1 inch in length, and at the bottom
in the centre, where it forms a long crow's foot, H inches
in length. Five loops of inch mohair braid at equal
distances down the front on each side, with two olivets on
each loop, the top loops extend to the shoulder seams,
and the bottom to 4 inches. Black velvet cuffs, pointed
with inch mohair braid traced with black Russia braid
forming an Austrian knot above and below the mohair
braid. The mohair braid reaches to 7 inches from bottom
of cuff, and the Austrian knot at the top to 9 inches.
Pockets in front edged at the bottom with inch mohair
braid ; black silk lining ; pocket inside left breast. Hooks
and eyes in front. Shoulder-straps of the same material
as the garment, edged with £-inch black mohair braid,
except at the base ; black netted button at the top. Badges
of rank in gold.
Shell-Jacket.—Blue cloth, edged all round with inch gold lace,
forming a bullseye or ring at the bottom of each back
seam ; black velvet collar and cuffs ; f-inch gimp lace on
the collar seam ; cuffs pointed and edged with inch lace ;
a loop of gold braid at bottom of collar to fasten across the
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neck ; a row of gilt studs down the front on the left
side, fastened with hooks and eyes. Black silk lining
Shoulder-straps with badges of rank as for tunic.
Mess- Waistcoat.—Scarlet cloth, edged with T^-inch gold Russian
braid all round, and on collar seam. Pockets edged with
similar braid, forming a crow's foot at each end. A row
of gilt studs, and hooks and eyes down the front.
Waistcoat to be worn with blue Frock Coat.—The same as for
the mess-waistcoat, except that the gilt studs down the
front and the edging of braid round the pockets will be
omitted.
Karnarband.—See page 6.
Undress Trousers and Pantaloons.—Blue cloth, with scarlet
stripes 2£ inches wide, and welted at the edges, down the
side seams.
Forage Cap.—Blue cloth, with gold embroidered staff peak
and band of 2-inch lace ; gold and black purl button and
• gold-braided figure on the crown.
Forage Cap for Active Service and Peace JUanceuvres.—Blue
cloth folding cap, 5 inches high, with black cloth top, blue
side flaps, 4 inches deep, to turn down when required ;
black mohair braid welts on cap and flaps and at front and
back seams. Badge on the left side, the Boyal crest with
sword and baton crossed.
Great-Coat and Cape.—Blue milled cloth, of pattern described
at page 2, lined with scarlet rattinett ; the collar lined with
black velvet. Shoulder-straps of the same material as the
garment ; a small button at the top. Badges of rank in
gold.
Horse Furniture.
Saddle.—Hunting ; or the saddle described at page 7 ; plain
stirrups, and blue girths.
Wallets.—Brown leather, with black bearskin covers, except
abroad, where the covers will be of brown leather.
Saddle-Cloth.—Blue cloth, 3 feet 2 inches long, and 2 feet 2
inches deep, with two stripes of 1£-inch lace lj-inch apart
all round ; at each hind corner crossed sword and baton
with star above, in silver.
Bridle.—Brown leather, cavalry pattern ; with brown leather
front and rosettes ; steel chain reins ; gilt bosses on bit
and breastplate, having the Royal Cypher within a garter,
and a crown above.
b
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DEPUTY SURGEON-GENERAL.
Uniform and horse furniture as for Surgeon-General, with the
following exceptions :—
Badges of Rank.—Crown and two stars below.
Tunic.—The collar ornamented with f-inch lace round the top,
gold Russia braid along the bottom, and a figured braiding
of alternate large and small eyes below the lace ; the lace
on the cuffs to be f-inch, and the braiding below the lace
of small eyes only. Shoulder-straps of twisted round gold
cord, universal pattern, lined with blue ; small button at
the top. Badges of rank in silver.
Dress Trousers, Pantaloons, and Forage Cap. —The lace If
inches wide.
Undress Trousers and Pantaloons.—The scarlet stripes 1f inches
wide.
Co.ked-Hat.—The loop of f-inch staff lace ; flat tassels, netted
gold purl head ; 8 small gold bullions, with 7 crimson
bullions under them.
Plume.—Black cock's-tail feathers, drooping outwards, 8 inches
long from the top of a feathered stem 3 inches long.
Frock.—The collar and cuffs of blue cloth ; shoulder-straps of
blue cloth edged with £-inch black mohair braid, except
at the base ; a black netted button at the top. Badges of
rank in gold.
Patrol-Jacket for Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres.—The
collar and cuffs are of blue cloth.
Shell Jacket.—The lace f-inch wide ; a line of gold Russia
braid along the bottom of the collar. Shoulder-straps
with badges of rank as for tunic.
Sword.—As described at page 7 ; the hilt of gilt metal, with
device of Royal Cypher and Crown, and lined with black
patent leather.
Scabbard.—Brass.
Sicord-Knot. -Gold and black lace strap, with gold and black
acorn.
Sabretache.—As described at page 6. Device on flap, gilt
chased Royal Cypher and Crown.
Forage Cap for Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres. —Badge
on left side, the Royal Crest.
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Horse Furniture.
Saddle-Cloth.—Blue cloth, 3 feet long and 2 feet deep, edged
with inch lace ; at each hind corner a crown and two stars
below in silver.
BRIGADE SURGEON.
Uniform and horse furniture as for Deputy-Surgeon General,
with the following exceptions :—
Badges of Rank.—Crown and one star below.
Tunic.—The figured braiding on the collar, and above and
below the lace on the sleeve, to be small eyes.
Sword-Belt.—As for Deputy-Surgeon General, but with only
2 stripes of embroidery.
Pouch-Belt.—As for Deputy-Surgeon General, but with only
3 stripes of embroidery on belt.
Pouch (for Instruments). —Black Morocco leather of special
pattern, to contain the Regulation instrument case ; the
flap 6£ inches long and 4 inches deep, with 2 stripes of
gold embroidery J-inch wide, round the bottom and sides ;
in the centre, a gilt chased Royal Cypher and Crown.
Plume.—Black cock's-tail feathers, 6 inches long, without
feathered stem.
Patrol-Jacket and Helmet.—When doing duty with the Medical
Staff Corps, a patrol-jacket and helmet, as laid down for
Surgeon-Major over twenty years' service, will be worn
instead of the frock and cocked-hat.

SURGEON-MAJOR OVER TWENTY FEARS' SERVICE.
Uniform and horse furniture as for Brigade Surgeon, with the
following exceptions :—
Patrol-Jacket instead of Frock.—As ordered for other officers
under the rank of Surgeon-General for Active Service and
Peace Manoeuvres.
Cocked-Hat.—Will not be worn, except by officers employed
at Army Head-quarters or on the Staff of a Governor or
General Officer.
..*
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Helmet. —Home pattern ; as described at page 4, with the gilt
ball in a leaf cup as at (b).
Helmet Plate.—The Royal Arms in gilt metal. The dimensions
of the plate are as follows :—
From top of crest to end of scroll, back
measurement ...
... 3£ inches.
Extreme horizontal width, back measure
ment ...
...
...
...
... 3J „

SURGEON-MAJOR OF LESS THAN TWENTY YEARS'
SERVICE.
Uniform and horse furniture as for Surgeon-Major of over
twenty years' service, except—
Badge of Rank.—Crown.
Tunic.—The braid below the lace on the sleeve is plain, without
eyes.
SURGEON.
Uniform, &c. (including pantaloons, knee boots, and horse furni
ture, when required to be mounted), as for Surgeon-Major,
with the following exceptions :—
Badges of Rank.—Two stars.
Tunic.—The braided eyes on the collar are omitted : the braid
above as well as below the lace on the sleeve is plain,
without eyes.
Scabbard.—Steel.
Forage Cap.—Lace l£ inches wide.
Spurs for Mounted Officers.—Dress, brass ; undress, stee
Horse Furniture.
Saddle-Cloth. -No badges of rank.

QUARTERMASTER.
Uniform, &c., as for Surgeon, with the following exceptions :—
Badges of Rank.—One star or two stars, according to rank.
Tunic.—One bar of lace on cuffs for Quartermasters not of
the honorary rank of Captain.
Pouch.—Black patent leather pouch, of special pattern, to hold
writing materials. The Royal Cypher and Crown in gilt
metal on the centre of the flap.
Pouch-Belt.—Two stripes only of gold embroidery on the outer
edges.
SURGEON ON PROBATION.
The undress and mess uniform of Surgeon, with the following
exceptions :—
Badge of Rank. —One star.
Sword.
Sword-Belt.
Dress Trousers.
Captains of Orderlies of the late Army Hospital Corps and
apothecaries to the forces will continue to wear their
present uniform.
Medical officers of the Household Cavalry and Foot Guards
wear the dress laid down at pages 35 and 6"5.

MILITIA MEDICAL STAFF.
Uniform and horse furniture as for officers of the Medical
Staff of corresponding rank, with the exception that the
letter M will be worn below the badges of rank as
authorised for officers of Militia Battalions at page 35.
Note. —Medical officers of Militia battalions who have not
elected to serve on the departmental list will continue to
wear the uniform of their regiments, but with cocked hats
(with lace of loop and button of regimental patterns),
plumes, belts, and pouches as for officers of corresponding
rank in the Medical Staff.
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RETIRED MEDICAL OFFICER APPOINTED TO
A MEDICAL CHARGE.
— Retired Medical officers appointed to medical charges under
the provisions of Article 323 of the Royal Warrant of
10th June, 1884, will, while so employed, wear the
unform of the Medical Staff according to their rank on
retirement, or the honorary rank they hold.
128. Dele the article "Officers of the Royal Victoria Hospital,
Netley," and substitute—

" OFFICER COMMANDING DISCHARGE DEPdT."
" Uniform as for Officers Commanding Regimental Districts,
with band of l|-inch black oak-leaf lace and badge of
Royal Cypher and Crown on the forage cap, with drooping
peak."
132. In column 4, substitute for " The Lothian Regiment," " The
Royal Scots."
144. Article, " Badges, Worcestershire Regiment," dele description
in column 3, and substitute " On a silver eight-pointed
star, the garter with motto in gilt metal : within the garter,
the Lion in silver ; below the garter, a scroll in gilt metai
inscribed ' Firm.' "
In column 4, substitute for " blue enamel," in the 7th line,
" frosted silver."
In column 5, dele fronl " on " in the 1st line to " silver" in the
4th line, and substitute " as for helmet-plate."
In column 6, in the 8th line, substitute " blue cloth " for " blue
enamel."
146. Add after word " silver " in the last line of the 5th column,
" On the circle, ' The Duke of Cornwall's Light Infantry.' "
156. Add after the word, " nullis," in the last line of the description
of waist-plate for South Yorkshire Regiment, " On the
Circle,' The King's Own Light Infantry.' "
159. Column 7, dele the description of the badge, and substitute—
" A Maltese Cross in dead gilt metal, with burnished edges.
On each division of the cross the battles of the regiment,
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in relief. The metal lined between each battle. On the
cross a circle inscribed ' The Wiltshire Regiment.' Within
the circle, on a raised burnished centre, the Coronet within
the Cypher, in silver."
" 3rd Battalion. Battles omitted, but the word ' Mediter
ranean ' is inscribed on the upper division of the cross."
168. Article " badges, the Bifle Brigade," in column 4, dele from the
word "an" in the 1st line to the word "star" in the
3rd line, and from the word " the " in the 24th line to the
end of the column.
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I.-GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS.

Badges of Rani:—The rank of officers is shown by badges as
under :—
Field-Marshal—Crossed batons on a wreath of laurel, with a
crown above.
General—Crossed sword and baton, with crown and star
above.
Lieutenant-General—Crossed sword and baton, with crown
above.
Major-General—Crossed sword and baton, with star above.
Brigadier-General—Crossed sword and baton.
Colonel—Crown and two stars below.
Lieutenant-Colonel—Crown and one star below, .
Major—Crown.
Captain—Two stars.
Lieutenant—One star.
Badges of rank, except when otherwise ordered, Will be worn
on shoulder straps, and in certain cases, specially provided for,
on saddle cloths. They may be in metal or embroidery. In
metal, the stars and crowns on shoulder straps are f inch high j
in embroidery 1 inch high. On saddle cloths, stars and crowns,
whether in metal or embroidery, will be 2£ inches high. The
badge of crossed sword and baton on shoulder straps is 2 inches
long ; on saddle cloths about 4 inches.
Regimental Officers having Brevet Rank wear the badges of
their Army Rank, and Departmental Officers wear the badges
of their honorary or relative rank.
Badges, Special—No badges of a special character are allowed to
be worn, except those authorized by these Regulations.
Boots and Spurs—Mounted Officers, except where otherwise speci
fied, wear, when on mounted duties, knee boots with cranenecked spurs fastened with straps and buckles. Officers who
are not mounted wear Wellington, or ankle, boots. The knee
boots must be, as regards shape, in accordance with the sealed
pattern, but the height will depend upon the length of the leg
and the relative height of the calf. The boot, which is sloped
down at the back, should reach in front to about 4 inches from
the top of the knee and at the back just to the top of the calf.
(D.R.)
/B
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General Instructions.
Braid, Buttons, the.—Unless otherwise specified, loops, frogs, and
buttons on the front of tunics, &c., will be at equal distances.
Buttons, generally, will be an inch in diameter ; small buttons
f of an inch. When loops of lace or cord are worn across the
breast^ the top loops will reach to the sleeve seams, and those at
the waist will be 4 inches long.
Cocked-Hats—Cocked-hats will be of black beaver, or silk ; and of
the following dimensions :—
The left side 7 inches high, the right side 6£ inches, each
corner 4f inches long.
On the right side, a black silk cockade with a loop and button
over it ; and, at each corner, a bullion tassel, I f inches
long, exclusive of the head.
Collars—The collars of tunics,- frock-coats, and jackets will, unless
otherwise stated, be rounded at the top in front. The height
of the collar of the tunic for Cavalry (including the Household
Cavalry) is not to exceed 2 inches.
Depth of Skirts—The skirts of tunics for Officers 5 feet 9 inches
high will' be—
For Field Marshals, General Officers and Colonels on the
Staff, Artillery, Engineers, Foot Guards, infantry Regi
ments, and Departments generally—10 inches.
For General Staff, Household Cavalry, Dragoon Guards,
Dragoons, Hussars, Lancers, and Rifle Regiments—9
inches.
The skirts of frocks will be 17 inches deep for all Officers
5 feet 9 inches high, except for Chaplains, who may wear
them deeper.
The proportionate variation for each inch of difference in
height is about \ inch in the skirts of frocks and J inch in
..
. the skirts of tunics.
Forage Caps—Round forage caps with peaks will be 3 inches high ;
without peaks 2f inches.
Gloves—Gloves, except where otherwise stated, will be of white
leather.
Oreat-Coats and Capes—Great-coats will be made according to the
following description :—
Milled cloth, double-breasted, to reach within a foot of the
ground. Stand and fall collar, 4£ inches deep with a fly
to cover the band of the cape when buttoned on, Loose
round cuffs, 6 inches deep. 2 pockets with flaps at the
waist in front, 2 openings behind, at the side-seams, with
pointed flaps 11 inches long ; a pocket inside the left
breast. A slit in the left side for hilt of sword to pass
through. An opening behind, 19 inches long, with a fly.
2 rows of buttons down the front, 6 in each row, the top
buttons 6 inches apart, the bottom ones 4 inches ; 3
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buttons on each skirt-flap, the centre one to close the
pocket ; 4 small buttons at the opening behind ; and 5
flat buttons under the fly at the collar. A cloth backstrap, attached to the top button of the skirt-flap, to con
fine the coat at the waist ; 2 hooks and eyes to the collar.
Shoulder-straps on the coat of the same material as the
garment ; a small button of the pattern authorized for
the respective services at the top. Badges' of rank in
gold ; in bronze for Rifle Regiments. Cape 6i the same
cloth as the coat, and long enough to cover the knuckles ;
4. small buttons in front ; to fasten at the neck with a
leather strap, runner and buckle. Four cloth tabs with
buttdn-holes in the lining at the bottom; one on either side
in front and two iii the fear, so as to secure the cape to the
bottom 'buttons of the coat in front and to the top buttons
on the'flaps behind.
In the case of the Mounted Officers for whom the above
pattern of coat is authorized, the following modifications
will be made:—The opening of the tioat behind will be
long enough to reach to the cantle of the saddle, and a
gusset will be introduced commencing at the top of the
slit and extending downwards to alsout 24 inches, with
•about 19 inches' width at the bottom. A tab with button
hole a$ the' bottom of the gusset to close it when the coat
is worn on foot. A small pocket with a flap at the back of
the left sleeve.* On the inside of each skirt a cloth band
with button to secure the skirts over the knees when the
coat is worn on mounted duties. The four buttons at the
opening behind are omitted. The coat to reach to the
ankles' When worn on foot.
Great-Coat (Dominion of Canada). Milled cloth (blue for General
and Staff Officers, grey for other officers) ; double-breasted,
with' lappels, 4§ inches wide at the top, and 2J inches at the
bottom ; the shape as for frock-coat ; to reach within a foot of
the ground.' For mounted- officers the coat will: reach to the
ankles. The body, skirts, and sleeves lined with j real or imita
tion fur ; the collar and cuffs on the outside and the lappels on
the inside lined with black Astrachan fur for General and Staff
Officers, grey Astrachan for other officers. The Astrachan
forms an edging 1 inch wide on the inside of the collar find
down1 the lappels, on the outside, to the waist. Four loops of
|-inch black flat cord down the front on each side. Each loop
forms an eye in the centre at the top and bottom and a crow's
foot at the end ; a black netted olivet on each loop near the
crow's foot, two olivets at the waist behind. Pocket inside the
left breast. Pockets in the plaits of the skirts behind. Three
'hooks and eyes on the collar. Shoulder-straps of the same
(d.r.)
"
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material as the garment a black netted button at the top.
Badges of rank in gold.
Haversacks. Black for Rifles ; white for all other services. Two
large pockets, the rear one containing a metal enamelled plate.
At the back of the front pocket, two smaller pockets, and a
loop with portable knife and fork. Flap fastened with a small
button of Regimental or Departmental pattern. White web
strap with white metal fittings ; for Rifles, black strap with
black metal fittings.
Helmets—
/ (a) Cork, covered with blue cloth in four seams, two on each side ;
peaks, front and back, stiffened and covered with cloth without a seam ;
the front peak bound with Kilt metal ys inch wide, the back peak with
patent leather $ inch wide. Above the peaks and going round the helmet
a cloth band } inch wide, and stitched top and bottom. Back peak to
centre of crown 10i inches; front peak to centre of crown lot inches;
side to centre of crown 8 inches. Gilt curb-chain chin strap, the links
f inch wide and the strap lined with black velvet. Gilt rose fastenings at
the sides ; gilt convex bar, i inch wide, down the centre of the back, and
to the bottom of the back peak. The bar is in one piece, and is fastened
^- I to the helmet by means of two studs and a flattened prolongation of the
2s I bar under the back peak. At the top of the helmet, a gilt spike mounted
on a cross-piece base.
The dimensions of the spike are—
Height of spike from place of insertion in the top") 2« inchcs
of theof cross-piece
base
S 3J inches.
Totalrose
height
spike and base
Diameter of spike at point of contact with the top) - fa^h
rose of base
)*
The cross-piece base is of gilt metal; there is a rose at the top into
which the spike is screwed, and a smaller rose on each of the four ter
minations of the base. A gilt hook at the back of the base, to which the
chin strap is attached when not required to be worn under the chin. The
width of the base from the point of the front termination to the point of
the rear termination, measured in a straight line underneath, 4| inches,
that from side to side 3^ inches. The base is attached to the helmet by
four screws and nuts. For ventilation, the base is perforated with four
holes. A gilt collet inserted in the crown of the helmet.
(b.) in Field Batteries and Garrison Brigades of the Royal Artillery, a
gilt ball in a leaf cup is substituted for the spike. Height of ball and cup
if (r.)
inches.
In Light Infantry, the helmet is covered with dark green cloth.
(<;.) In Rifle regiments the helmet is covered with rifle-green cloth,
and bronze is substituted for gilt metal in the fittings. Bronze curb-chain
chin strap on Morocco leather of the colour of the regimental facings.
The leather lined with black velvet.
(e.) A description of the plates worn with this pattern of helmet is
included in the Dress of the Services for which it is regulation. The plates
are also worn on the white pattern of helmet at stations for which
\ puggarees are not authorized.
I Cork, covered with white cloth in six seams, bound with buff leather at
Ki
8
,
Ss « a .
the bottom ; above the peak, and going round the helmet, a buff leather
band, 1 inch wide, stitched top and bottom. The head-piece let in with
zigzag ventilator ; back peak to centre of crown 12 inches, front peak to
centre of crown 10J inches, side to centre of crown 9 inches, gilt side
hooks, gilt curb-chain chin-strap, the links 4 inch wide, the strap lined
with white leather. At top of helmet a gilt collet, riveted on to a gilt
- - S «9
collar, | inch wide, to receive spike and base.
Rifle regiments will have a bronze curb-chain chin-strap on Morocco
leather of the colour of the regimental facings, lined with black velvet.
Is
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Ornaments.
General, Staff, and Departmental Officers, when plume* are not worn,
(«.) A spike of bright gilt metal, on a dead gilt base,—leaf pattern.
The dimensions are:—
Height of spike from base 3} inches.
Total height of spike and base Q inches.
Diameter of spike at point of contact with leaf base 1 fnoh.
Diameter of base inches full.
The base has eight principal points, with an interval of about l\ inches between
each point.
Cavalry.
(6.) Spike and base as at (a.).
Rotal Engineers, Infantry, Commissariat and Transport Corps,
Ordnance Store Corps, and Army Hospital Corps.
fc.) Spike of bright gilt metal, mounted on a bright gilt dome base.
The dimensions of this spike and the dome base are :—
Height of spike from place of insertion in dome 2f inches.
Total Height of spike and dome 3\ inches.
Diameter of spike at point of contact with dome 1 inch.
Diameter of dome 1£ inches full.
Circumference of dome at point of contact with helmet 5£ inches.
Rifles.
In Rifle regiments the spike and base are of bronze. Dimensions as for Infantry.
Royal Artillery.
In the Royal Horse Artillery in India, and Field Batteries of the Royal Artillery,
a gilt ball in a leaf cup, on the pattern of base as at (a.). The height of the ball
and cup is 1J inches. In Garrison Brigades the gilt ball in leaf cup is mounted on
the dome base as at (c).
Zinc Button.
A zinc button, covered with white cloth, is worn on all occasions when the spike
is not used.
Plumes.
(a.). General and Staff Officers—White swan feathers, 10 inches long, drooping
outwards, with red feathers under, reaching to the end of the white ones. Officers
under the rank of Brigadier 7 inches long, instead of 10 inches. Military Secre
taries and Aides-de-Camp wear the smaller plume, but with the red feathers
outside the white. The leaf pattern of base is to be worn with the plume.
Regimental Staff Officers do not wear plumes. By Regimental Staff Officers is
meant those officers who are borne on the establishments of regiments, not
Departmental Officers attached to regiments for duty.
(b.). Departmental Officers—Plumes of the description and colour laid down in
these Regulations for their respective services. The plumes for officers having the
relative rank of Major-General will be 10 inches long, under that rank 7 inches.
The leaf pattern of base will be worn with the plumes.
(«.). Plumes are attached to the helmet by means of a screw passing through a
dead gilt socket, 1 J inches high, leaf pattern, and fastened by a nut.
Puggarees.
White puggarees aro worn with helmets in India, Ceylon, Hong Kong, the
Straits Settlements, Mauritius, and Cyprus.
Plates.
At stations for which puggarees are not regulation, plates are worn in front of
the helmets. For General, Staff, and Departmental Officers, the plate is gilt, and
represents the Royal Arms. The dimensions of the plate are as follows :—
From top of crest to end of scroll, back measurement
%\ inches.
Extreme horizontal width, back measurement
3£ inches.
For other officers, including officers attached to the Commissariat and Transport
Corps, and Ordnance Store Corps, plates are worn of the patterns approved for tho
Home pattern of Helmet.
Stations at which the above description of Helmet is worn.
(a.) India, by all officers.
(6.) Mediterranean, West Indies, Bermuda, ^ Worn by all regimental officers.
Cape of Good Hope, Ceylon, Hong Kong,
including Regimental Staff
Straits Settlements, St. Helena, Mauritius,
Officers. For definition of
Dominion of Canada (when fur caps are not
Regimental Staff Officers, see
worn), and in the West African Settlements.
Sub-article " Plumes.'
(c.) At the Stations at (6), the hejmet is also regulation for General, Staff, and
Departmental Officers during the hot season only. At the termination of the
hot season, the wearing of cocked-hats is resumed.
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General Instructions.
Kamarband—During a voyage through the Red Sea or Indian
Ocean, officers may be allowed to wear at mess, a kamarband.
instead of the mess waistcoat.
The colour of the kamarband will be :—
For the Staff
Red.
„ „ Scottish Rifles
Green.
„ „ King's Royal Rifle Corps Red and green.
„ „ Royal Irish Rifles
.... Green.
„ „ Rifle Brigade ....
.... Black and green.
For every other regiment, corps, \ ge(j
or department
)
With the kamarband a white collar and black tie will be
worn, and the mess jacket will be fastened at the neck by
a loop of gold or black braid, according to the regulation
for the respective services.
Patrol-Jackets—Patrol-jackets, except those otherwise specified, will
be made according to the following description :—
Blue cloth serge, for warm stations, 28 inches long- from the
bottom of the collar behind, for an officer 5 feet 9 inches
in height, with a proportionate variation for any difference
in height, rounded in front, and edged with inch black
mohair braid all round and ,up the openings at the side,s.
On each side in front, 4 double drop loops of % inch flat
plait, with eyes in the centre of each loop ; the top loops
extend to the shoulder seams, and the bottom to 4 inches ;
4 netted olivets on the right side, to fasten through the
loops on the left. On each sleeve, an Austrian knot of
flat plait 7 inches high from the bottom of the cuff.
Doxible flat plait on each back seam, with crow's foot at
top and bottom, and 2 double eyes at equal distances,
Pookets fitted with flaps in and out. Hooks and eyes in
front. Shoulder straps of the same material as the gar
ment, edged with i inch black mohair braid, except at the
base; black netted button, at the top. Badges of rank in
gold.
Sabretaches—Staff Officers will wear, when mounted, Russia leather
sabretaches with three slings of Staff pattern.
Officers of Household Cavalry, Dragoon Guards, Dragoons
and Lancers, Mounted Officers of Royal Engineers, Foot
Guards, Rifles, and Departments, wear, when on mounted
duties, black leather sabretaches of similar' pattern, with
three slings, f inch wide, of patterns to match their swordbelts. Metal ornaments pf regimental patterns, or of de
partmental patterns, will be, worn on the flaps. .
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Mounted Officers of Infantry will also wear sabretaches of
the pattern above described, but without metal ornaments.
Saddle—General Officers, Officers of the General, Divisional, and
Brigade Staff, and other officers for whom a hunting saddle is
approved, may use, instead, a saddle as briefly described here
under—
The seat and flaps are similar to those of a hunting saddle,
but with fans as in a Cavalry saddle. The pannel is lined
with soft leather and stuffed with curled horse-haif.
Regulation wallets are fastened in front ; no surcingle.
The regulation waterproof cloak can be carried resting on
the fans behind. A brown leather waterproof pocket can
be fastened to the off side, and a spare horse-shoe carried
in a case which is on the near side under the flap.
Sashes.—Sashes are worn by Field Marshals and General Officers
round the waist, the tassels hanging from the left side. By
other officers sashes are worn diagonally over the left shoulder
under the left shoulder-strap and over the sword belt : the
ends are crossed through a runner at the waist. Sashes will
be of such length that the ends of the tassels shall just reach
the bottom of the skirt of the tunic.
Shovlder-Straps—Shoulder-straps, except when otherwise provided,
are worn on tunics, stable-jackets, shell-jackets, frock-coats,
patrol-jackets, cloaks, and great-coats. A description of the
shoulder-straps is included in that of the articles on which
they are worn.
Swords—Swords unless otherwise described, will be made according
to the following description :—
Half-basket hilt and back-piece of steel or gilt metal, black
fish-skin grip, bound with silver wire when the hilt is of
steel, or with gilt "wire when the hilt is of gilt metal ;
slightly-curved blade, grooved and spear-pointed. Full
size—blade 35 inches long and inch wide at the shoulder :
extreme length, including the hilt, 41 inches ; weight,
without scabbard, 2 lbs. Second size—blade 33 inches
long and an inch wide at the shoulder ; extreme length,
including hilt, 38i inches ; weight without scabbard 1 lb.
12 ozs.
Tunics and Jackets—All tunics, and jackets, will be single-breasted,
unless otherwise stated.
Waterproof Cloak—For all ranks in accordance with the pattern
sealed and deposited in the pattern room. Length of the cloak
to vary according to height and size of wearer. This cloak
may be worn by the Staff, and in camp and quarters off parade
by all other officers.
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Whistle, for Officers of Infantry, except Officers of Rifle Regiments—
White metal, pattern as for Serjeants. To be carried in a
pocket in the officer's dress.
N.B.—Sealed patterns of buttons, lace, embroidery, badges of rank,
special badges, devices, horse furniture and appointments, are
deposited, for reference and guidance, at the Horse Guards, War
Office.
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II.-STAFF.
FIELD MARSHALS, GENERAL OFFICERS, AND
COLONELS ON THE STAFF.

FIELD MARSHAL
Tunic—Scarlet cloth, with blue cloth collar and cuffs. The collar
embroidered in gold. The cuffs round, 3 inches deep, with
gold embroidery 2J inches deep round the top ; a scarlet flap
on each sleeve, 6^ inches deep and 2J inches wide, embroidered
in gold. A similar flap on each skirt behind, i inch shorter
than the length of the skirt and 2£ inches wide ; 8 buttons
down the front : 3 on each flap ; 2 at the waist behind. The
front, collar, cuffs, and flaps edged with white cloth, inch
wide. An aiguillette of gold wire cord, J inch in diameter,
with gilt embossed tags will be worn. The aiguillette is
attached to a plaited strap, on the right shoulder, of round gold
cord -fg inch in diameter, intertwined with a small dead gold
cord. A similar strap on the left shoulder. On each strap,
crossed batons of crimson velvet and gold, on a wreath of laurel
embroidered in silver, with a crown in silver above ; a small
gilt button at the top.
Five years from the 1st July, 1880, are allowed for the wearing
out of the tunics then in possession.
Embroidery—Oak leaf pattern, in dead and bright gold.
Lace—Gold, oak-leaf pattern.
Buttons—Gilt, with crossed' batons and crown, encircled with
laurel.
Pantaloons—"White buckskin.
"1 To be worn at DrawingBoots—Jacked.
\ Rooms, and on other
Spurs—Gilt, with straps and buckles. J State occasions.
Dress Trousers—Blue cloth, with 2i
To be worn on other
inch lace down the side seams.
Boots—Wellington, with brass spurs.
Cocked Hat—As described at page 2, with loop of double gold
bullion ; gold purl netted button ; tassels, flat gold worked
head, 6 gold bullions, with 5 crimson bullions under them.
Plume—White swan feathers, drooping outwards, 10 inches long,
with red feathers under them long enough to reach the ends of
the white ones ; feathered stem three inches long.
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Helmet, White—See pages 4 and 5.
Sword—Mameluke gilt hilt, with device of crossed batons encircled
with oak leaves ; ivory grip ; scimitar blade.
Scabbard—Brass, ridged, with cross lockets and rings.
Sword- Knot—Gold and crimson cord, with gold and crimson acorn.
Sword-Belt—Russia leather H inches wide, with slings 1 inch wide,
gold oak-leaf embroidery on belt and slings. The belt to be
worn under the tunic, but over the frock coat, and in the latter
case, under the sash.
Five years from the 1st July, 1880, are allowed for the wearing
out of the sword-belts then in possession.
Waist-Plate—Bound gilt clasp : on the centre-piece, crossed batons
and crown, in a wreath of oak and laurel leaves, all in silver ;
on the outer cicle, a laurel wreath in dead and bright gold.
Sash—Gold and crimson silk net, 2^ inches wide ;: 2 crimson stripes
§ inch wide, the rest gold ; tassels of loose gold bullion fringe.
9 inches long. The sash fastened with gilt buckles, round the
waist, the tassels hanging from the left side.
Frock—Blue cloth, double-breasted, with blue' velvet collar and
cuffs ; the cuffs round, .3 inches deep. Plain flaps at the plaits
behind, 11 inches long and lj inches wide ; 2 tows of buttons
down the front, 8 in each row, the rows 8 inches apart at the
top and 4 inches at the waist ; 2 buttons at the waist behind,
and 1 at the bottom of each skirt flap. The skirts lined with
black. Shoulder-straps, with badges of rank as for tunic.
Patrol-Jacket, to be worn oil service in the Field'—Blue cloth; blue
velvet lay-down collar, square in front, inch mohair braid at
bottom of collar, with black Russia tracing at top of braid, ,
showing J inch blue light and forming an eye at either comer.
1-inch mohair braid traced with Russia braid all round up the
slits, and along the back seams. The tracing forms an eye at
each angle of the braid, except at the top of the slits and back
seams where it forms a crow's foot, 1 inch in length, and at the
bottom in the centre, where it forms a'loiig crow's foot 1^ inches
in length. Five loops of inch mohair braid at equal distances
down the front on each side, with two olivets on each'luop,1 the
top loops extend to the shoulder .seams, and the -bottom to 4
inches. Blue velvet pointed cuffs, with inch mohair braid traced
with black Russia braid forming an Austrian knot above' and
below the mohair braid. The mohair braid reaches to 7 in. from
bottom of cuff, and the Austrian knot at the top to 9 inches.
Pockets in front edged at the bottom ith inch mohair braid,
black silk lining ; pocket inside left breast. Shoulder-straps of
the same material as the garment, edged with i inch black
mohair braid, except at the base ; black netted button at the top,
Badges of rank in gold.
,
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Undress Trousers—Blue cloth, with scarlet stripes, 2h inches wide
and welted at the edge3, down the side seams.
Pantaloons, &c., for Mounted Duties—Oxford mixture cloth, with
scarlet stripes as on the trousers. Kuee boots, as described at
page 1, with brass spurs.
Forage Cap—Blue cloth, with gold embroidered drooping peak and
byid of 2 inch lace ; gold purl button and braided figure on the
crown.
Forage Cap, for Active Service and Peace Manceuvres—Blue cloth
folding cap 5 inches high, with scarlet cloth top, and blue side
flaps 4 inches deep, to turn down when required. Gold Trench
braid welts on cap and flaps, and at front and back seams.
Badge on the left side, the Royal Crest, with crossed batons.
Great-Coat and Cape—Blue milled cloth, of the pattern described at
page 2, lined with scarlet rattinett ; the collar liued with blue
velvet. Shoulder-straps of th? same material as the garment ;
a small gilt button at the top. Badges of rank in gold.

Horse Furniture.
Saddle—Hunting, with gilt metal cantle, or the saddle described at
page 6 ; blue girtlis.
Stirrups—Gilt, square-set, with oval bottoms ; the sides engraved
with oak -leaves ; the top to cover the eye, and to have crossed
batons and crown in relief,
Saddle-Cloth—Blue cloth, 3 feet 2 inches long at the bottom, and 2
feet 2 inches deep, laced all round with 2 stripes of li inch lace,
| inch apart ; at each hind corner, crossed batons of crimson
velvet and gold with a crown in gold above on a laurel wreath
embroidered in silver.
Holsters—Brown leather, with gilt caps to the pipes, chased with a
double row of pointed leaves ; covers of bine cloth, with lace
. and badges as on the saddle-cloth, ami cloth flounces similarly
laced. With undress, the holsters are to be covered with black
bear-skin, except in tropical climates, where they are to have
brown leather covers.
bridle—Brown leather, with chased gilt whole buckles ; bent
branch bit, with pads ; gilt bosses, with Royal Cypher in the
centre, and crossed batons under, encircled with laurel, and
surmounted by a crown ; cheeks of the shell pattern ; open
tails with bojts and rings ; gilt water chain.
Head-Stall and Dridoon Rein—Gold lace, an inch wide, lined with
red Morocco leather ; blue front and rosettes.
Breast Plate—Brown leather, with device in gilt metal of crossed
batons, with crown above, and oak branches below.
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GENERAL.
Tunic—Scarlet cloth, with blue cloth collar and cuffs. The collar
embroidered in gold. The cuffs round, 3 inches deep, with gold
embroidery 2j inches deep round the top ; a scarlet flap on
each sleeve, 6j inches deep and 2|- inches wide, embroidered in
gold. A similar flap on each skirt behind, £ inch shorter than
the length of the skirt and 2i inches wide ; 8 buttons down
the front ; 3 on each flap ; 2 at the waist behind. The front,
collar, cuff's and flaps edged with white cloth, T3S inch wide.
Shoulder-straps of round gold cord A inch in diameter, inter
twined with a small dead gold cord. On each strap, crossed
sword and baton with crown and star above in silver ; a small
gilt button at the top. '
Five years from the 1st July, 1880, are allowed for the wearing
out of the tunics then in possession.
Embroidery—Oak-leaf pattern, in dead and bright gold.
Lace—Gold, oak-leaf pattern.
Buttons—Gilt, with sword and baton crossed, encircled with laurel.
Dress Trousers—Blue cloth, with 2£ inch lace down the side
seams.
Dress Pantaloons—Blue cloth ; gold lace as for dress trousers.
Boots—Wellington. Knee-boots for mounted duties, as described
at page 1.
Spurs—Brass.
Cocked Hat—As described at page 2, with loop of double gold
bullion ; gold purl netted button ; tassels, flat gold worked
head, 6 gold bullions, with 5 crimson bullions under them.
Plume—White swan feathers, drooping outwards, 10 inches long,
with red feathers under them long enough to reach the ends of
the white ones ; feathered stem 3 inches long.
Helmet, White—See pages 4 and 5.
Sword—Mameluke gilt hilt/with device of sword and baton crossed,
encircled with oak leaves ; ivory grip ; scimitar blade.
Scabbard—Brass, ridged, with cross lockets and rings.
Sword-Knot—Gold and crimson cord, with gold and crimson acorn.
Sword-Belt—Russia leather 1£ inches wide, with slings 1 inch wide,
gold oak-leaf embroidery on belt and slings. The belt to be
over the frock coat, and in the
worn under
latter case, under the sash.
Five years from the 1st July, 1880, are allowed for the wearing
out of the sword-belts then in possession.
Waist Plate—Round gilt clasp ; within a laurel wreath in gilt metal,
the Royal Cypher surmounted by the Crown on a burnished
gilt centre.
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Sash—Gold and crimson silk net, 2J inches wide ; 2 crimson
stripes f inch wide, the rest gold ; tassels of gold fringe,
9 inches long. The sash fastened with gilt buckles, round
the waist, the tassels hanging from the left side.
Frock—Blue cloth, double-breasted, with blue velvet collar and
cuffs ; the cuffs round, 3 inches deep. Plain flaps at the plaits
behind, 11 inches long and l£ inches wide ; 2 rows of buttons
down the front, 8 in each row, the rows 8 inches apart at the
top and 4 inches at the waist ; 2 buttons at the waist behind,
and 1 at the bottom of each skirt-flap ; the skirts lined with
black. Shoulder-straps with badges of rank as for tunic.
Patrol Jacket to be worn on service in the field—Blue cloth, blue
velvet lay-down collar, square in front, inch mohair braid at
bottom of collar, with black Russia tracing at top of braid,
showing J inch blue light, and forming an eye at either corner.
1 inch mohair braid traced with Russia braid all round, up the
slits, and along the back seams. The tracing forms an eye at
each angle of the braid, except at the top of the slits and back
seams, where it forms a crow's-foot, 1 inch in length, and at
the bottom in the centre, where it forms a long crow's-foot, \\
inches in length. Five loops of inch mohair braid at equal
distances down the front on each side, with two olivets on each
loop, the top loops extend to the shoulder seams, and the
bottom to 4 inches. Blue velvet pointed cuffs, with inch
mohair braid traced with black Russia braid, forming an
Austrian knot above and below the mohair braid. The mohair
braid reaches to 7 inches from bottom of cuff, and the Austrian
knot at the top to 9 inches. Pockets in front, edged at the
bottom with inch mohair braid ; black silk lining ; pocket
inside left breast. Shoulder-strap3 of the same material as the
garment, edged with £-inch black mohair braid, except at the
base ; black netted button at the top. Badges of rank in gold.
Undress Trousers—Blue cloth, with scarlet stripes, 2i inches wide
and welted at the edges, down the side seams.
Pantaloons, <kc., for Mounted Duties—Oxford mixture cloth, with
scarlet stripes as on the trousers. Knee-boots, as described at
page 1, with brass spurs.
Forage Cap—Blue cloth, with gold embroidered drooping peak and
band of 2-inch lace ; gold purl button and braided figure on
the crown.
Forage Cap for Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres— Blue cloth
folding cap 5 inches high, with scarlet cloth top, and blue side
flaps 4 inches deep, to turn down when required. Gold French
braid welts on cap and flaps, and at front and back seams.
Badge on the left side, the Royal Crest, with sword and baton
crossed.
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Mess Tunic*—Scarlet cloth, with blue cloth collar and Buffs. The
cuffs round, 3i inches deep ; a scarlet flap on each sleeve, 65
inches deep, 3 inches wide at the top and 2$ inches wide at the
bottom ; a scarlet flap as long as the depth of the skirt, 2§
inches wide at the bottom, on each skirt behind ; 8 buttons
down the front, 3 on each flap and 2 at the waist behind. The
front, collar, cufis, and flaps edged with white cloth, ^ inch
wide. Black silk tab on collar. The collar lined With black
silk, the body with white silk, and the skirts with white
cassimere. A pocket inside the left breast. Blue cloth
shoulder-straps edged with inch white cloth, except at the
base ; a small button at the top. Badges of rank in gold.
Mess-Waistcoat*—Blue cloth, single-breasted, rolling collar ; pockets
on each side ; 4 gilt buttons down the front.
Kamarba-nd—See page 6.
,
Great-Coat and Cape—Blue milled cloth, of the pattern described at
page 2, lined with scarlet rattinett ; the collar lined with blue
velvet. Shoulder-straps of the same material as the garment,
a small gilt button at the top. Badges of rank in gold.

Horse Furniture.
Saddle—Hunting, or the saddle described at page 6 ; plain stirrups
and blue girths.
Saddle-Cloth—Blue cloth, 3 feet 2 inches long at the bottom, and
2 feet 2 inches deep, laced all round with two stripes of H inch
lace, | inch apart ; at each hind corner, crossed sword and
baton, with crown and star above. Crown and star and hilt of
sword In gold, blade of sword in silver.
Wallets—Brown leather ; covers of blue cloth, with lace And badges
as on the saddle-cloth, and cloth flounces similarly laced." With
undress, the wallets are to be covered with black bear-skin,
except in tropical climates, where they are to have brown
leather covers.
Bridle—Brown leather, with chased gilt whole buckles ; blue front
and rosettes, bent branch bit, with pads ; cheeks of the shell
pattern ; open tails, with bolts and rings ; steel water chain ;
link and tee bridoon ; gilt bosses, with Royal Cypher in the
centre, and crossed sword and baton under, encircled with
laurel, and surmounted by a crown.
Breast-Plate—Brown leather, with gilt buckles and gilt metal orna
ment, as on bit, but larger.
* The adoption of the Mess-Tunic and Mess^Waistcoat is not obligatory.
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LIEUTENANT-GENERAL, MAJOR-GENERAL,
BRIGADIER-GENERAL.
Uniform and horse furniture as for a General, except that the
badges of rank are :—
For a LIEUTENANT-GENERAL—Crossed sword ami baton,
with crown above.
For a MAJOR-GENERAL—Crossed sword and baton, with star
above.
For a BRIGADIER-GENERAL—Crossed sword and baton.

COLONEL ON THE STAFF.
Tunic—Scarlet cloth, with blue cloth collar and cuffs. The collar
laced round the top and bottom with \ inch lace ; the cuffs
round, 3 inches deep, with two bars of \ inch lace round the
top, showing \ inch of blue cloth between the bars. A scarlet
nap on each sleeve, 6 inches long and 2£ inches wide, edged
with £ inch lace ; and a similar flap, as long as the depth
of the skirt, 2h inches wide, on each skirt behind. The
back-skirts edged with \ inch lace. Eight buttons down the
front ; three on each flap, two at the waist behind. The front,
collar, cuffs, and flaps edged with white cloth, J inch wide, and
the skirts lined with white. Shoulder-straps of twisted round
gold cord, universal pattern, lined with scarlet ; a small button
at the top. Badges of rank in silver.
Lace—Gold, staff pattern.
Buttons—Gilt, frosted, with burnished laurel round the edge.
Dress Trousers—Blue cloth, with If inch lace down the side seams.
Dress Pantaloons—Blue cloth, gold lace as for dress trousers.
Boots—As described at page 1.
Spurs—Brass.
Cocked-Hat—As described at page 2, with loop of f inch lace ; gold
purl netted button ; tassels, netted gold purl head, eight small
gold bullions, with seven crimson bullions under them.
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Plume—White swan feathers, drooping outwards, 8 inches long,
with red feathers under them, long enough to reach the ends of
the white ones ; feathered stem, 3 inches long.
Helmet, White—See pages 4 and 5.
Sword—As described at page 7 ; the hilt of gilt metal, with device
of sword and baton crossed, encircled with laural leaves, and
surmounted by a crown.
Scabbard—Brass.
Sword-Knot—Gold and crimson cord, with gold and crimson acorn.
Sword-Belt—Russia leather, inch wide, with slings an inch wide;
two stripes of gold embroidery on belt and slings ; a gilt hook
W to hook up the sword.
aist-Plate—Gilt rectangular burnished plate ; on the plate, in
silver, a device of the Royal Cypher, surmounted by the
Crown ; an oak branch on each side, and below, a scroll
inscribed " Dieu et mon droit."
Sash—Gold and crimson net, 2| inches wide, in \ inch stripes of
gold and crimson silk alternately ; runner of plaited gold and
crimson ; tassels of gold aad crimson fringe, 9 inches long.
Frock—Blue cloth, double-breasled. Rolling collar ; the front and
collar edged with f inch black mohair braid. An Austrian
knot of black Russia braid on each sleeve, reaching to 6 inches
from the bottom of the cuff ; 5 loops of black Russia braid on
each side of the breast, fastening with black olivets ; two
olivets at the waist behind. The skirts lined with black.
Shoulder-straps of the same material as the garment, edged
with i inch black mohair braid, except at the base ; black
nettedTratton at the top. Badges of rank in gold.
Waistcoat—Scarlet cloth, without collar, edged with gold Russia
braid, and fastening with hooks and eyes. A pocket on each
side.
Patrol Jacket for Service in the Field—Blue cloth, blue cloth standup collar, height not to exceed 2 inches, rounded in front ; A
inch mohair braid at top and bottom of collar ; 1 inch mohair
braid traced with Russia braid all round, up the slits, and
along the back seams. The tracing forms an eye at each angle
of the braid, except at the top of the slits and back seams,
where it forms a crow's-foot, 1 inch in length, and at the
bottom in the centre, where it forms a long crow's-foot 1A
inches in length. Five loops of inch mohair braid at equal
distances down the front on each side, with two olivets on each
loop, the top loops extend to the shoulder seams, and the
bottom to 4 inches. Blue cloth cuffs, pointed with inch mohair
braid traced with black Russia braid, forming an Austrian
knot above and below the braid. The mohair braid reaches to
7 inches from bottom of cuff, and the Austrian knot at the top
to 9 inches. Pockets in front edged at the bottom with inch
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mohair braid ; black silk lining ; pocket inside left breast.
Shoulder-straps of the same material as the garment, edged
with £ inch black mohair braid, except at the base ; black
netted button at the top. Badges of rank in gold.
Undress Trousers—Blue cloth, with scarlet stripes 1f inches wide,
down the side seams.
Pantaloons, &c.,for Mounted Duties—Blue cloth, with scarlet stripes
as on trousers. Knee boots as described at page 1, with brass
spurs.
Forage Cap—Blue cloth, with gold embroidered drooping peak, and
band of 1f inch lace ; gold purl button and braided figure
on the crown.
Forage Cap for Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres—Hlue cloth
folding cap 5 inches high, with scarlet cloth top, and blue side
flaps 4 inches deep, to turn down when required. Gold French
braid welts on cap and flaps, and at front and back seams.
Badge on the left side, the Royal Crest.
Shell-Jacket—Scarlet cloth, edged all round, including the collar,
with \ inch lace forming barrels at the bottom of the backseams. Blue cloth collar and cuffs ; a line of gold braid along
the bottom of the collar with an eye in the centre ; the cuffs
pointed, 3 inches deep, with 2 bars of \ inch lace, J inch apart,
above the cuffs. A row of gilt studs in front, on the left side.
Scarlet silk lining. Hooks and eyes in front, and a loop
of gold braid at the bottom of the collar, tj fasten across
the neck. Shoulder-straps, with badges of rank as for the
tunic.
Mess- Waistcoat—Blue cloth ; gold Russia braid edging round the
top, down the front, and along the bottom to the side seams ;
at \ an inch from the edging, gold Russia braid forming eyes
down the front and along the Dottom to the side seams. The
pockets edged with eyes in gold Russia braid, with a crow's
foot at each end. A row of gilt studs and hooks and eyes down
the front.
Kamarband—See page 6.
Great-Coat and Cape—Blue milled cloth, of the pattern described at
page 2, lined with scarlet rattinett ; the collar lined with blue
velvet. Shoulder-straps of the same material as the garment,
a small button at the top. Badges of rank in gold.
Horse Furniture.
Saddle—Hunting ; or the saddle described at page 6 ; with plain
stirrups and blue girths.
Saddle-Cloth—Blue cloth, 3 feet long at the bottom and 2 feet deep,
with gold lace an inch wide and scarlet cloth beading all round ;
the badges of rank, embroidered in silver, on the hind corners.
(d.r.)
c
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Bridle and Breast-Plate—Brown leather, according to sealed pattern ;
bent branch bit, with gilt bosses, bearing the Royal Cypher
within a garter, and a crown above ; blue front and rosettes ;
steel chain reins.
Wallets—Brown leather, with black bear -skin covers, except in
tropical climates, where they are to have brown leather covers.
Colonels on the Staff, if belonging to the Royal Artillery, wear their
regimental uniform, but with the cocked-hat and plume
described above, and. with Staff embroidered peak to forage
cap.
Commanding Royal Engineers, when Colonels on the Staff, wear their
regimental uniform, but with the plume described above,
and with Staff embroidered peak to forage-cap.—See also
page 58.

GENERAL, DIVISIONAL, AND BRIGADE STAFF.
A DJUTANT-GENERAL.
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
DEPUTY ADJUTANT-GENERAL.
DEPUTY QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
WITH THE RANK OF GENERAL OFFICER.
Tunic—Scarlet cloth, edged all round, except the collar, with roundback gold cord. Blue cloth collar and cuffs ; the collar orna
mented with inch lace round the top and bottom ; the cuffs
pointed, with inch lace round the top, and a rich tracing in
double gold braid above and below the lace, extending to 1 1
inches from the bottom of the cuffs for an Adjutant-General or
Quartermaster-General, and to 7 inches for a Deputy AdjutantGeneral or Deputy Quartermaster General. On each side of
the breast, 4 loops of round-back gold cord, with caps and
drops, fastening with gold worked olivets. On each back-seam,
a line of the same cord forming 3 eyes at the top, passing under
a netted cap at the waist, below which it is doubled, and ending
in an Austrian knot reaching to the bottom of the skirt. The
skirt rounded off in front, closed behind, and lined with white.
Shoulder-straps of round gold cord, inch in diameter, inter
twined with a small dead gold cord ; a small gilt button at the
top. On each strap, the badges of rank in silver.
Lace—Gold, oak-leaf pattern
Buttons—Gilt,with a sword and baton crossed, encircled with laurel.
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Dress Trousers—Blue cloth, with inch lace down the side seams.
Dress Pantaloons—Blue cloth ; gold lace as for trousers.
Boots—As described at page 1.
Spurs—Brass.
Cocked-Hat—As described at page 2 ; with loop of double gold
bullion ; gold purl netted button ; tassels, flat gold worked
head, 6 gold bullions with 5 crimson bullions under them.
Plume—White swan feathers, drooping outwards, 10 inches long,
with red feathers under them long enough to reach the ends of
the white ones ; feathered stem, 3 inches long.
Helmet, White—See pages 4 and 5.
Stcord—Mameluke gilt hilt, with device of sword and baton crossed,
encircled with oak-leaves ; ivory grip ; scimitar blade.
iScabbard—-Brass, ridged, with cross lockets and rings.
Sword- Knot—Gold and crimson cloth, with gold and crimson acorn.
Sword-Belt—Russia leather, l£ inches wide, with slings 1 inch wide,
gold oak-leaf embroidery on belt and slings ; a gilt hook to
hook up the sword. The belt to be worn under the tunic, but
over the frock coat. Five years from 1st July, 1880, are
allowed for the wearing out of the sword-belts then in pos
session.
Waist-Plate—Round, gilt clasp ; in gilt metal on a burnished gilt
centre, the Royal Cypher surmounted by the Crown ; on the
outer circle, a laurel wreath.
Shoulder-Belt—Gold lace, 2£ inches wide, with crimson Morocco
leather lining and edging ; gilt ornamented buckle, tip, and
slide.
Telescope-Case—Black patent leather, to hold a binocular field glass ;
solid leather flap, reaching to the lower edge of the case, orna
mented with Royal Cypher and Crown in gilt metal.
Frock—Blue cloth, double-breasted. Rolling-collar ; the front and
collar edged with f inch black mohair braid. An Austrian
knot of black Russia braid on each sleeve, reaching to 6 inches
from the bottom of the cuff ; 5 loops of black Russia braid on
each side of the breast, fastening with black olivets ; 2 olivets
at the waist behind. The skirts lined with black. Shoulderstraps with badges of rank as for tunic.*
Waistcoat—Scarlet cloth, without collar, edged with gold Russia
braid, and fastening with hooks and eyes. A pocket on each
side.
Patrol Jacket for Service in the Field—Blue cloth, blue velvet lay* For General Officers of the General, Divisional, and Brigade Staff at
Army Head Quarters, the shoulder-straps will be of the same material as
the garment, edged with i-inch black mohair braid, except at the base ;
black netted button at the top. Badges of rank in gold.
(D.R.)
C 2
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down collar, square in front, inch mohair braid at bottom of
collar, with black Russia tracing at top of braid, showing an §inch blue light and forming and eye at either corner. One inchmohair braid traced with Russia braid all round, up the slite,
and along the back seams. The tracing forms an eye at eachangle of the braid, except at the top of the slits and back seams,
where it forms a crow's foot 1 inch in length, at the bottom in
the centre, where it forms a long crow's foot
inches inlength. Five loops of inch mohair braid at equal distances
down the front on each side, with two olivets on each loop, the
top loops extend to the shoulder seams, and the bottom to 4
inches. Blue velvet pointed cuffs, with inch mohair braid
traced with black Russia braid forming an Austrian knot above
and below the mohair braid. The mohair braid reaches to 7
inches froni bottom of cuff, and the Austrian knot at the top to
9 inches. Pockets in front, edged at the bottom with inch
mohair braid ; black silk lining ; pocket inside left breast.
Shoulder-straps of the same material as the garment, edged
with £ inch black mohair braid, except at the base ; black
netted button at the top. Badges of rank in gold.
Undress Trousers—Blue cloth, with scarlet stripes 2i inches wide and
welted at the edges, down the side seams.
Pantaloons, &c., for Mounted Duties—Blue cloth, with scarlet stripes
as on the trousers. Knee boots as described at page 1, with
brass spurs.
Forage Cap—Blue cloth, with gold-embroidered drooping peak, and
band of 2 inch lace ; gold purl button and braided figure on the
crown.
Forage Cap for Active Service and Peace Manosuvres—Blue cloth
folding cap 5 inches high, with scarlet cloth top, and blue side
flaps 4 inches deep, to turn down when required. Gold French
braid welts on cap and flaps, and at front and back seams.
Badge on the left side, the Royal Crest, with sword and baton
crossed.
Shell-Jacket*—Scarlet cloth, edged all round, including the collar
with 1 inch lace forming barrels at the bottom of the backseams. Blue cloth collar and cuffs ; a tracing of f inch gold
chain gimp along the bottom of the collar ; the cuff's pointed,
with lace and braiding of the same pattern as on the cuffs of
the tunic. A row of gilt studs in front, on the left side.
Scarlet lining. Hooks and eyes in front, and a loop of gold
braid at the bottom of the collar, to fasten across the neck.
Shoulder-straps with badges of rank as for tunic.
Mess- Waistcoat*—Blue cloth ; i inch gold lace round the top, down
the front, and along the bottom to the side seams ; the lace
* Or the Mess-Tunic and Mess-Waistcoat described at page 14.
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traced down the front and along the bottom with gold Russia
braid, forming eyes. The pockets edged with eyes in gold
Russia braid, with a crow's foot at each end. A row of gilt
studs and hooks and eyes down the front
Kamarband—See page 6.
Great-Coat and Cape—Blue milled cloth, of the pattern described at
page 2, lined with scarlet rattinett ; the collar lined with blue
velvet. Shoulder-straps of the same material as the garment ;
a small gilt button at the top. Badges of rank in gold.
Horse Furniture.
Saddle—Hunting, or the saddle described at page 6 ; plain stirrups
and blue girths.
Saddle-Cloth—Blue cloth, 3 feet 2 inches long at the bottom, and 2
feet 2 inches deep, laced all round with 2 stripes of
inch
lace, J inch apart ; at each hind corner, badges of rank in gold,
except the blade of the sword in the badge of crossed sword and
baton, which is in silver.
Wallets—Brown leather, with covers of blue cloth, with lace and
badges as on the saddle-cloth, and cloth flounces similarly laced.
With undress, the wallets are to be covered with black bear
skin, except in tropical climates, where they are to have brown
leather covers.
Bridle—Brown leather, with chased gilt whole buckles ; blue front
and rosettes ; bent branch bit, with pads ; gilt bosses, with
\
Royal Cypher in the centre, and crossed sword and baton
under, encircled with laurel, and surmounted by a crown ;
cheeks of the shell pattern ; open tails, with bolts and rings ;
steel water chain ; link and tee bridoon.
Breast-Plate—Brown leather, with gilt metal ornament as on bit.

ADJUTANT-GENERAL, AND QUARTERMASTERGENERAL.
UNDER THE RANK OP GENERAL OFFICER.
Tunic—Scarlet cloth, edged all round, except the collar, with roundback gold cord. Blue cloth collar and cuffs ; the collar orna
mented with £ inch lace round the top, gold Russia braid along
the bottom, and a rich tracing in double gold braid below the
lace ; the cuffs pointed with £-inch lace round the top, and a
rich tracing in double gold braid above and below the lace,
extending to 9 inches from the bottom of the cuffs. On each
side of the breast, 4 loops of round-back gold cord, with caps
and drops, fastening with gold worked olivets. On each back-
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seam, a line of the same cord forming 3 eyes at the top, passing
under a netted cap at the waist, below which it is doubled, ana
ending in an Austrian knot reaching to the bottom of the skirt.
The skirt rounded off in front, closed behind, and lined with
white. Shoulder-straps of twisted round gold cord, universal
pattern, lined with scarlet ; a small button at the top. Badges
of rank in silver.
Lace—Gold, staff pattern.
Buttons—Gilt, frosted, with burnished laurel round the edge.
Dress Trousers—Blue cloth, with If inch lace down the side seams.
Dress Pantaloons—Blue cloth ; gold lace as on trousers.
Boots—As described at page 1.
Spurs—Brass.
Cocked-Hat—As described at page 2 ; with loop of f-inch lace ; gold
purl netted button ; tassels, netted gold purl head, 8 small gold
bullions, with 7 crimson bullions under them.
Plume—White swan feathers, drooping outwards, 6 inches long, with
red feathers under them long enough to reach the ends of the
white ones ; feathered stem, 3 inches long.
Helmet, White—See pages 4 and 5.
Sword—As described at page 7 ; the hilt of gilt metal, with device
of sword and baton crossed, encircled with laurel leaves, and
surmounted by a crown.
Scabbard—Brass.
Sword-Knot—Gold and crimson cord, with gold and crimson acorn.
Sword-Belt—Russia leather, inch wide, with slings an inch wide ;
2 stripes of gold embroidery on belt and slings ; a gilt hook to
hook up the sword.
Waist Plate—Round, gilt clasp, with Royal Cypher and Crown in
the centre, and a laurel wreath on the outer circle.
Sabretache—See page 6.
Shoulder-Belt—Gold lace, If inches wide, with crimson Morocco
leather lining and edging ; gilt ornamented buckle, tip, and
-slide.
Telescope-Case—Black patent leather, to hold a binocular field glass ;
solid leather flap, reaching to the lower edge of the case, orna
mented with Royal Cypher and Crown in gilt metal.
Frock—Blue cloth, double-breasted. Roiling collar ; the front and
collar edged with f-inch black mohair braid. An Austrian
knot of black Russia braid on each sleeve, reaching to 6 inches
from the cuff; 5 loops of black Bussia braid on each side of the
breast, fastening with black olivets ; 2 olivets at the waist
behind. The skirts lined with black. Shoulder-straps of the
same material as the garment, edged with i-inch black mohair
braid except at the base ; black netted button at the top.
Badges of rank in gold.
. .
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Waistcoat—Scarlet cloth, without collar, edged with gold Russia
braid, and fastening with hooks and eyes. A pocket on each
side.
Patrol-Jacket for Service in the Field—Blue cloth, blue cloth standup collar, height not to exceed 2 inches, rounded in front ;
J-inch mohair braid at top and bottom ; inch mohair braid
traced with Russia braid all round, up the slits, and along the
back seams. The tracing forms an eye at each angle of the
braid, except at the top of the slits and back seams, where
it forms a crow's foot, 1 inch in length, and at the bottom in
the centre, where it forms a low crow's foot, l£ inches in length.
Five loops of inch mohair braid at equal distances dow n the
front on each side, with two olivets on each loop, the top loops
extend to the shoulder seams, and the bottom to 4 inches. Blue
cloth cuffs, pointed with inch mohair braid traced with black
Russia braid forming an Austrian knot above and below the
mohair braid. The mohair braid reaches to 7 inches from
bottom of cuff, and the Austrian knot at the top to 9 inches.
Pockets in front edged at the bottom with inch mohair braid :
black silk lining ; pocket inside left breast. Shoulder-straps of
the same material as the garment, edged with £-inch black
mohair braid, except at the base ; black netted button at the
top. Badges of rank in gold.
Undress Trousers —Blue cloth, with scarlet stripes If inches wide,
down the side seams.
Pantaloons, &c., for Mounted Duties—Blue cloth, with scarlet stripes
as on the trousers. Knee boots as described at page 1, with
brass spurs.
Forage Cap—Blue cloth, with gold-embroidered drooping peak, and
band of 1f inch lace ; gold purl button and braided figure on
the crown.
Forage Cap for Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres—Blue cloth
folding cap 5 inches high, with scarlet cloth top, and blue side
flaps 4 inches deep, to turn down when required. Gold French
braid welts on cap and flaps, and at front and back seams
Badge on the left side, the Royal Crest.
Shell-Jacket—Scarlet cloth, edged all round, including the collar,
with £-inch lace forming barrels at the bottom of the backseams. Blue cloth collar and cuffs, a line of gold braid along
the bottom of the collar, with an eye in the centre ; the cuffs
pointed, with lace and braiding of the same pattern as on the
cuffs of the tunic. A row of gilt studs in front, on the left
side. Scarlet lining. Hooks and eyes in front, and a loop of
gold braid at the bottom of the collar, to fasten across the
neck. Shoulder-straps with badges of rank as for tunic.
Mess- Waistcoat—Blue cloth ; gold Russia braid edging round the top,
down the front, and along the bottom to the side seams ; a
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£ an inch from the edging, gold Russia braid forming eyes
down the front and along the bottom to the side seams. The
pockets edged with eyes in gold Russia braid, with a crow's
foot at each end. A row of gilt studs and hooks and eyes down
the front.
Kainarband—See page 6.
Great-Coat and Cape—Blue milled cloth, of the pattern described
at page 2, lined with scarlet rattinett, the collar lined with
blue velvet. Shoulder-straps of the same material as the gar
ment ; a small gilt button at the top. Badges of rank in gold.
Horse Furniture.
Saddle— Hunting, or the saddle described at page 6 ; plain stirrups
and blue girths.
Saddle-Cloth—Blue cloth, 3 feet long at the bottom and 2 feet deep,
with gold lace, an inch wide, and scarlet cloth beading all
round : the badges of rank, embroidered in silver, on the hind
corners.
Bridle and Breastplate—Brown leather, according to sealed pattern ;
bent branch bit, with gilt bosses, bearing the Royal Cypher
within a garter and crown above ; blue front and rosettes ; steel
chain reins.
Wallets—Brown leather ; with black bear-skin covers, except in
tropical climates, where they are to have brown leather covers.
DEP UTYA DJUTANT-GENERAL, A ND DEP UTY Q UARTEllMASTER-GENERAL.
VNDER THE RANK OP GENERAL OFFICER.
Uniform and horse furniture as laid down for an AdjutantGeneral and Quartermaster-General, under the rank of General
Officer, except that the braided figures on the collar and sleeves are
smaller, the braiding on the sleeves extending to 7 inches from the
bottom of the cuffs.
ASSISTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL, AND ASSISTANT
QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
The uniform, &c., are the same as those of a Deputy AdjutantGeneral, except that on the tunic there is only a tracing of small
eyes in single braid on the collar, and above and below the lace on
the cuff, the braid on the sleeve extending to 6 inches from the
bottom of the cuft
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DEPUTY ASSISTANT ADJUTANT - GENERAL, AND
DEPUTY ASSISTANT QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL.
The uniform, &c., are the same as those of an Assistant AdjutantGeneral, except that there is only a line of single braid above and
below the lace on the cuff of the tunic and shell-jacket, the braid
on the sleeve extending to 5 inches from the bottom of the cuff.
In the case of a Captain, the collar of the tunic has a plain line
of single braid below the lace ; the shoulder belt is of white patent
leather ; and there are no badges of rank on the saddle-cloth.

BRIGADE MAJOR.
The uniform, &c., are the same as those of a Deputy Assistant
Adjutant-General

INSPECTOR OF GYMNASIA.
The uniform, &c., are the same as those of an Assistant AdjutantGeneraL

ASSISTANT INSPECTOR OF GYMNASIA.
The uniform, &c., are the same as those of a Deputy Assistant
Adjutant-General.

SUPERINTENDENT OF GARRISON INSTRUCTION.
The uniform, &c., are the same as those of an Assistant AdjutantGeneral.
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GARRISON INSTRUCTOR, . .
The uniform, &c., are the same as those of a Deputy Assistant
Adjutant-General.
INSPECTOR OF ARMY SIGNALLING.
The uniform, &c., are the same as those of a Deputy Assistant
Adjutant-General.
JUDGE ADVOCATE-GENERAL IN INDIA.
The uniform, &c., are the same as those of a Deputy AdjutantGeneral under the rank, of General Officer, but without shoulderbelt and telescope case.
DEPUTY JUDGE ADVOCATE-GENERAL IN INDIA.
The uniform, &c., are the same as those of an Assistant AdjutantGeneral, but without shoulder-belt and telescope-case.

DEPUTY JUDGE ADVOCATE.
The uniform, &c., are the same as those of an Assistant AdjutantGeneral, but without shoulder-belt and telescope-case.

INSPECTING OFFICERS OF CAVALRY DISTRICTS FOR
AUXILIARY FORCES.
The uniform, &c., are the same as those of an Assistant AdjutantGeneral.

MILITARY ATTACHE AT A FOREIGN COURT.
If a General, the uniform, &c., of his rank.
Under the rank of General the uniform, &c., are the same as
those of an Assistant Adjutant-General.
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PERSONAL STAFF OF THE SOVEREIGN, AND OF THE
ROYAL FAMILY.
AIDE-DE-CAMP TO THE QUEEN.
Full Dees3.
Tunic—Scarlet cloth, with blue cloth collar and cuffs, the skirt 12
inches deep for an officer 5 feet 9 inches in height, with a pro
portionate variation for any difference in height. On each side
in front, eight embroidered frog-drop loops, 4 inches long ex
clusive of the drops, five of them above the waist on the left
side with buttons, the rest without. A similar loop on each
side of the collar. Round cuffs, 3 inches deep. A scarlet flap
on each sleeve, with three embroidered loops and buttons, each
loop If inches long exclusive of the drop. A scarlet flap on
each back skirt, 10 inches long and 2 inches wide, with two
loops and buttons similar to those on the sleeve ; two buttons
at the waist behind. A gold aiguillette, the cord \% of an inc'
in thickness, on the right shoulder, and a gold cord loop, witti
a small button, on the left. The collar, cuffs, flaps, and back
skirts edged with white cloth, J inch wide, and the skirts lined
with white. A pocket inside the left breast and inside each
skirt behind. Hooks and eyes in front.. Shoulder-straps with
badges of rank are not worn.
Embroidery—Gold, frog-drop device.
Lace—Gold, oak-leaf pattern.
Buttons—Gilt, burnished, with the Royal Cypher in a garter
bearing the motto of the Garter, and the Crown above.
Trousers—Blue cloth, with If inch lace down the side seams.
Dress Pantaloons for Mounted duties—Blue cloth, gold lace, as on
trousers.
Boots—As described at page 1.
Spurs—Brass.
Cocked-Hat—As described at page 2, with loop of f-inch lace ; tassels,
netted gold purl head, eight small gold bullions, with seven
crimson bullions under them.
Plume—Red and white upright swan feathers, 5 inches long.
Sword—Mameluke gilt hilt, with device of the Royal Cypher and
Crown; ivory grip, scimitar blade,
.'
Scabbard—Steel, with gilt mountings.
Sword-Knot—Gold and crimson lace strap, with gold acorn.
Sword-Belt—Russia leather, li inches wide, with slings an inch
wide ; three stripes of gold embroidery on belt and slings ; a
gilt hook to hook up the sword.
Waist-Plate—Gilt, rectangularburnished plate ; on the plate, in silver,
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a device of the Royal Cypher, surmounted by the Crown ; an
oak branch on each side, and below, a scroll, inscribed " Dieu
et nion droit."
Sash—Gold and crimson silk net : plaited runner and fringe, tassels
of gold and crimson silk.
Scarlet Undress.
Tunic—The same as the dress tunic, except that instead of the
frog drop loops there are straight loops of scarlet mohair cord,
and on the collar, a straight blue cord loop with a small button
at each end.
All the other articles as in Full Dress.
Blue Undress.
Frock—Blue cloth, single-breasted, eight loops of blue silk twist on
each side of the breast ; a similar loop, 5 inches long, with a
small button, at each side of the collar. Plain cuffs, with two
holes and buttons to each. A flap on each skirt behind, with a
button at the bottom. A gold aiguillette, the cord W of an
inch in thickness, on the right shoulder, and a gold cord, with
a small button, on the left ; two buttons at the waist behind.
The skirts lined with black. A pocket inside each skirt behind.
Shoulder-straps with badges of rank are not worn.
Trousers—Blue cloth, with scarlet stripes If inches wide down the
side seams.
Pantaloons for Mounted duties—Blue cloth, with scarlet stripes as on
trousers.
Boots—As described at page 1.
Forage Cap—Blue cloth, with gold embroidered drooping peak,
and band of 1f inch lace, gold purl button and braided figure on
the crown.
Scabbard—SteeL
Great-Coat and Cape—Blue milled cloth, of the pattern described
at page 2, lined with scarlet rattinett ; the collar lined with
blue velvet. Shoulder-straps with badges of rank are not worn.
Horse Furniture.
Saddle—Hunting ; with plain stirrups and blue girths.
Saddle-Cloth—Blue cloth, cut with a sweep behind, 3 feet 2 inches
long at the bottom, and 2 feet 2 inches deep ; with two stripes
of gold lace all round, the outer one f inch wide, the inner one
an inch wide : J inch of scarlet cloth between the stripes. A
device in gold embroidery on each hind corner of the Koyal
Cypher in a garter bearing the motto of the Garter, with a
crown above, and oak branches below.
Wallets—Brown leather, with blue cloth covers, laced and em
broidered like the saddle-cloth, and black bearskin tops.
Bridle and Breast-Plate—Brown leather, with chased gilt whole
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buckles ; bent branch bit, with gilt bosses bearing the same
device as the buttons ; blue front and rosettes ; steel chain reins.
The Queen's Aides-de-Camp are to be in full dress on all occasions
when Her Majesty is present in State ; in the scarlet undress at
levees, field days, and other military occasions when Her Majesty
is present.
Aides-de-Camp to the Queen, if on full pay of the Royal Artillery,
are to wear blue tunics, with scarlet collar and cuffs, and blue flaps,
and with blue cord loops on the undress tunic.
The uniform and horse furniture of Aides-de-Camp to the Queen
appointed from the Militia are the same aa for those appointed from
the Regular Forces*
The embroidery, lace, &c., of Yeomanry Aides-de-Camp are of
silver, instead of gold, except the sash, which is as above described.
The uniform and horse furniture of Volunteer Officers who may
be appointed Aides-de-Camp to the Queen will either be of regi
mental patterns, with silver aiguillettes, or the uniform and horse
furniture prescribed for Aides-de-Camp to Her Majesty appointed
from the Regular Forces, with the exception that silver will be
substituted for gold in the aiguillettes, embroidery, lace, buttons,
cocked-hat, sword-knot, sword-belt and slings, waist-plate and horse
furniture. The sash will be of gold and crimson silk net, with
plaited runner and fringe, tassels of gold and crimson silk.

EQUERRY TO THE QUEEN.
The uniform and horse furniture of the Queen's Equerries are the
same as those described for Her Majesty's Aides-de-Camp, except
that there are four loops and buttons on the sleeve-flaps of the dress
and undress tunics, instead of three.
Equerries, if General Officers, may wear the uniform of their
rank with aiguillette on the right shoulder.

EQUERRY TO THE PRINCE OF WALES.
The uniform and horse furniture are the same as those of the
Queen's Equerries, except that there is a Prince of Wales's Plume
on the sword hilt and on the buttons, instead of the Royal Cypher.
EQUERRIES TO THE ROYAL FAMILY.
The uniform and horse furniture are the same as those of the
Queen's Equerries, with the following exceptions :—
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Tunic—The same as the full dress tunic of Queen's Equerries, but
without loops of embroidery, or cord, on the breast, and with
eight buttons down the front ; three loops and buttons on each
skirt flap, instead of two ; the front edged with white cloth ;
the cord of the aiguillette two-thirds the thickness of that of
Queen's Equerries.
Lace—Gold, staff pattern.
Buttons—Gilt, burnished with a crown in the centre
Sword—Special device on the hilt.
Sieord-Belt—Only two stripes of embroidery on belt and slings.
Frock—Without loops on the breast or collar ; the cord of the
aiguillette is ^ of an inch in thickness.
AIDES-DE-CAMP TO THE LORD-LIEUTENANT OF
IRELAND, AND TO THE VICEROY OF INDIA.
The uniform and horse furniture are the same as those of Aidesde-Camp to the Queen, except that instead of the frog-drop loops
on the tunic Aides-de-Camp to the Lord-Lieutenant wear a device
of shamrocks in gold embroidery, and those to the Viceroy of
India, a device of lotus leaves in gold embroidery.

PERSONAL STAFF OF GENERAL OFFICERS AND
GOVERNORS.

MILITARY SECRETARY AND ASSISTANT MILITARY
SECRETARY TO THE COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF,
With the rank of General Officer,
Uniform and horse furniture of their rank.

MILITARY SECRETARY AND ASSISTANT MILITARY
SECRETARY,
If Field Officers.
The uniform and horse furniture are the same as those for Officers
of the General Staff under the rank of General Officer, with the
following exceptions :—
Tunic—The collar has a vandyked figure, of special pattern, in gold
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braid, within the lace ; and a similar figure on the sleeve,
above and below the lace, extending to 9£ inches from the
bottom of the cuff.
Plume—Red and white upright swan feathers, 5 inches long.

MILITARY SECRETARY AND ASSISTANT MILITARY
SECRETARY,
If under the Rank of Field Officer.
Uniform and horse furniture aa for Military Secretaries who are
Field Officers, with the following exceptions :—
Tunic—The collar, which is edged round the top only, and the cuffs,
have round-back gold cord instead of lace, with vandyked
braided figures of special pattern, those on the sleeves extend
ing to 7£ inches only from the bottom of the cuffs.
Shoulder-Belt—White patent leather, 2 inches wide.

AIDES-DE-CAMP TO GENERAL OFFICERS AND TO
GOVERNORS.
The uniform and horse furniture are the same as those described
for Officers of the General Staff, under the rank of General Officer,
with the following exceptions :—
Tunic—Field Officers have £ inch lace round the top of the collar,
gold Russia braid along the bottom, and a row of eyes in double
braid, below the lace ; an Austrian knot of round-back gold
cord on each sleeve,
inches deep, with figured braiding
round the knot, extending to 11 inches from the bottom of the
cuff.
Captains have \ inch lace round the top of the collar, gold Russia
braid along the bottom, and a tracing of plain braid below the lace.
The sleeve ornament is the same as for Field Officers, except that
the braid is a tracing of eyes round the knot, extending to 8 inches
from the bottom of the cuff.
Lieutenants have the collar and sleeve similarly ornamented,
except that there is only a plain tracing in single braid round the
knot, extending to 7\ inches only from the bottom of the cuff.
Buttotis—Gilt, frosted, with a crown in the centre, and burnished
edge.
Plume—Red and white upright swan feathers, 5 inches long.
Waist-Plate—Gilt rectangular burnished plate ; on the plate, in
silver, a device of the Royal Cypher, surmounted hv the Crown ;
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an oak branch on each side, and below, a scroll, inscribed
" Dieu et mon droit."
t.
Scabbard—Steel.
"I
Shoulder-Belt—White patent leather > For all ranks.
2 inches wide.
J
Spurs—Steel, except at levees, and in evening dress, when brass
spurs will be worn.
N.B.—Aides-de-Camp to the Commander-in-Chief do not wear shoulderbelts and telescope cases. When the Commander-in-Chief or Officer
Commanding-in-Chief is a Prince of the Blood Royal, his Aides-de-Camp
wear with the tunic and frock-coat, an aiguillette, pattern as for Equerries
to the Boyal Family, suspended from a strap on the right shoulder.
Badges of rank, in silTer, on the strap. On the left shoulder of the tunic
and frock-coat there is a twisted gold cord loop with a small button. The
sword has a Mameluke gilt hilt, with device of the Boyal Cypher and
Crown, irory grip, scimitar blade ; the scabbard is of steel, ridged, with
eteel cross lockets and rings. Brass spurs.
Aides-de-Camp appointed from the Militia.
Uniform and horse furniture as for Aides-de-Camp appointed
from the Line, except that they will wear the letter M below the
badges of rank on shoulder-straps, as laid down for Officers of
Militia Battalions, at page 85.
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III.-CAVALRY.
Household Cavalry.
Full Dress.
Tunic—First Life Guards—Scarlet cloth, with blue velvet collar and
cuffs, and blue cloth edging.
Second Life Guards—Scarlet cloth, with blue velvet collar, cuffs,
and edging.
Royal Horse Guards—Blue cloth, with scarlet cloth collar, cuffs,
and edging.
On the collar, an embroidered device on each side,
inches long
and 2 inches wide. Gauntlet cuffs, embroidered like the collar ;
and three loops of similar embroidery on each back-skirt. 9 buttons
in front and 2 at the waist behind. The skirt rounded off in front,
and lined with blue cassimere, in the 1st Life Guards ; with scarlet
ailk, in the 2nd Life Guards ; and with scarlet cassimere, in the
Royal Horse Guards. An aiguillette of gold cord, with gilt engraved
tags, on the right shoulder ; and a plaited gold cord strap, on each
shoulder, with badges of rank in silver.
The Field Officers are further distinguished by a stripe of
embroidery, £ inch wide, round the top of the collar and cuffs.
Embroidery—Gold, oak and laurel leaf pattern.
Lace—Gold, oak-leaf pattern.
Buttons—Of regimental patterns.
Pantaloons—White leather.
Boots—Jacked.
Spurs—Steel ; with chains and buckles, in the 1st Life Guards
and Royal Horse Guards ; with straps and buckles, in the 2nd
Life Guards.
Gloves—White leather gauntlets.
Helmet- German silver, with gilt ornaments, and silver Garter star
in front.
Plume—White horsehair, in the 1st and 2nd Life Guards ; red
horsehair, in the Royal Horse Guards.
Sword—Half-basket steel hilt, with brass ornaments ; black fishskin grip ; straight cut and thrust blade, 39 inches long, and
fully an inch wide at the shoulder. Extreme length of the
sword, 45 inches.
Scabbard—Steel, with plain brass mountings.
Sword-Knot—White leather strap, in 1st Life Guards ; embroidered
crimson leather strap, in 2nd Life Guards and Royal Horse
Guards ; gold and crimson tassel.
Sword-Belt—Gold lace, 2 inches wide, with slings an inch wide lined
with blue Morocco leather for Life Guards, and scarlet Morocco
(d.r.)
d
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leather for Royal Horse Guards. Waist-plate of regimental
pattern.
Pouch-Belt—Gold lace; 2i inches wide, lined with blue Morocco
leather for Life Guards, and scarlet Morocco leather for Royal
Horse Guards ; gilt mountings, and a silk cord in the centre,
red in 1st Life Guards and Royal Horse Guards, and blue in
2nd Life Guards.
Pouch—Black patent leather, with gilt mountings, and an ornament
of regimental pattern in the centre, viz. : —
1st and 2nd Life Guards—A silver and enamel Garter Star,
surmounted by a crown, with the monogram LG on each side
in gilt metal.
Royal Horse Guards—The Royal arms, in gilt metal.
Cuirass—Front and back of polished steel, ornamented with brass
studs ; bound with brass \ inch wide in the Royal Horse
Guards ; Morocco leather lining, and velvet edging of the
same colour as the facings ; gilt scales of regimental patterns,
lined with Morocco leather ; straps and buckles of regimental
patterns.
Trousers—Blue cloth, with 2£ inch lace down the side seams. Red
cord down the centre of the lace in 1st Life Guards ; blue cord
in 2nd Life Guards.
Boots and Spurs—Wellington ; with gilt metal spurs.
Undress.
Frock—Blue cloth, single-breasted. Stand-up collar, ornamented
with figured braiding ; and figured braiding on each sleeve,
extending to 12 inches from the bottom of the cuff. 6 loops of
f inch black braid down the front on each side, with 2 olivets
on each loop, the top loops reaching to the shoulder seams,
those at the waist 4 inches long : f inch braid on the outer
seams of sleeves and back seams, with eyes and fringe at the
waist, and tassels on the back-skirts. Hooks and eyes in front.
The skirt lined with black silk. Shoulder straps of the same
material as the garment, edged with \ inch black mohair braid,
except at the base ; black netted button at the top. Badges of
rank in gold.
Trousers—Blue cloth, with scarlet cloth stripes, of regimental
patterns, down the side seams, viz. :—
1st Life Guards—two stripes, welted, \\ inches wide and h inch
apart ; a scarlet welt between the stripes.
2nd Life Guards—As for 1st Life Guards.
Royal Horse Guards—Single stripe, 2J inches wide.
Pantaloons, &c.—Blue cloth, with stripes as on trousers ; knee boots
as described at page 1.
Spurs—Steel.
Sword-Knot—White leather.
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Sword Belt—White leather, 2 inches wide, with slings an inch wide ;
waist-plate of regimental pattern.
Pouch-Belt—White leather, 2£ inches wide, with gilt mountings,
and a silk cord in the centre, as on the dress belt.
Sword, Scabbard, and Pouch—As in full dress.
Forage Cap—Blue cloth, with scarlet cloth band, and scarlet welt
round the crown ; gold embroidered peak and chin-strap of
regimental patterns.
Stable-Jacket—For 1st and 2nd Life Guards—Scarlet cloth, with
blue velvet collar, cuffs, and edging ; For Royal Horse Guards
—Blue cloth, with scarlet cloth collar, cuffs, and edging.
Gold lace an inch wide all round the jacket, within the edging,
and round the top of the cuffs, which are pointed and 5 inches
deep. The 2nd Life Guards have a row of gilt studs down the
front. Shoulder straps with badges of rank as for tunic.
Field Officers are further distinguished by gold gimp round the
collar and cuffs.
Cloak— 1st Life Guards—Scarlet cloth, with blue cloth collar and
cape ,and scarlet serge lining.
2nd Life Guards—Scarlet cloth, with blue cloth cape, scarlet
collar, and scarlet shalloon lining.
Royal Horse Guards—Blue cloth, with scarlet cloth collar, and
scarlet rattinett lining.
Shoulder straps of the same material as the garment, with a
small button of regimental pattern at the top, and badges of rank,
in gold, are worn on the cloaks.
Regimental Staff Officers.
The Adjutant and Riding-Master wear the same uniform as
the other officers of their rank.
The Medical Officers, the Veterinary Surgeon, and the
Quartermaster wear the same uniform as other officers of corre
sponding rank, with the following exceptions :—
Cocked-Hat (instead of the Helmet)—As described at page 2 ; the
Quartermaster's, with gold loop and tassels of regimental
pattern, and a plume of white cock's-tail feathers ; the Medical
Officer's, with black silk loop, gold tassels, and plume of black
cock's-tail feathers ; the Veterinary Surgeon's with black silk
loop, gold tassels, and plume of red feathers.
The cuirass is not worn.
Shoulder-Belt and Instrument Case for Veterinary Surgeon—White
patent leather belt and instrument case of departmental
patterns. If the Veterinary Surgeon have relative rank above
that of Lieutenant, he will wear in Review Order, at Levees,
and on State occasions, the dress pouch and pouch-bolt autho
rised for the Veterinary Department.
(d.r)
'
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Horse Furniture—1st Life Guards.
Shabracque—Blue cloth, 41 inches long at the bottom and 28 inches
deep, with the fore and hind corners pointed ; 3 stripes of gold
lace all round, showing i inch of scarlet cloth between the
stripes, the centre stripe 2j inches wide, the others $ inch. On
each hind corner, a crown, scrolls bearing the word " Dettingen," "Peninsula," "Waterloo," "Egypt, 1882," and "Tel-elKebir ; " and reversed cypher L.G. embroidered in gold, and a
Garter star below. Holster covers of blue cloth, 23 inches
deep and 15 inches wide, laced to match the shabracque, with
crown and regimental cypher, with one above, embroidered in
gold ; black bear-skin caps. Doe-skin seat. White web sur
cingle.
Saddle—High mounting saddle, with brass cantle, fan-tails, shoe
cases, and white web girths. White leather cover with full dress.
Stirrups—Large, square-set, steel ; with plain brown stirrupleathers.
Slides and Tips—Brass, with steel studs.
Holsters—Brown leather, with black plain leather straps.
Bridle—Plain black leather, with brass whole buckles. Chain head
piece and front, brass plates with steel stars in the centres, and
a boss at each end. Plain black leather collar. Steel bit, with
bar and water chain ; Russian hooks and steel loops for cheeks
of bridle ; brass bosses, with crown and regimental cypher.
Plain ring bridoon, with gold lace reins for full dress.
Breast-Plate—Plain black leather, with brass whole buckles, and
boss.
Crupper—Turn-back, with brass boss.
Chain—Steel.
Undress Shabracque—Blsuck bear-skin, plain brown leather surcingle.
Horse Furniture—2nd Life Guards.
Shabracquc—Blue cloth, 48 inches long at the bottom and 32 inches
deep, with the fore and hind corners rounded ; a scarlet cloth
border If inches wide, lj inch from the edge of the shabracque ;
a stripe of gold lace 2J inches wide f inch from the outer edge
of the scarlet border. On each hind corner, the Royal Crest,
scrolls with the words " Dettingen," " Peninsula," " Waterloo,"
" Egypt, 1882," and " Tel-el-Kebir ; " and a laurel wreath em
broidered in gold ; within the wreath, a Garter star and 2
below. On each fore corner, as on each hind corner, except
that the number 2 is omitted. Brown leather surcingle.
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Saddle—High mounting saddle, with brass cantle, fan-tails, shoecases and white wet) girths.
Stirrups—Oval pattern, steel, with plain brown stirrup leathers.
Slides—Brass, with steel centres.
Holsters—Brown leather, with holster and cloak strap in one.
Bridle—Plain black leather, with brass buckles. Brass scale head
piece, with white buff front for full dress. Black leather
collar, steel bit with bar, and brass bosses bearing the Royal
Crest encircled with the words " Peninsula " and " Waterloo."
Riug bridoon, with gold lace head and reins, for full dress.
Breast-Plate—Black patent leather, with silver Garter star, for
full dress ; plain black leather, with boss as on bit, for un
dress.
Crupper—Turn-back, with boss as on breast-plate.
Chain—Steel.
Undress Shabracque—Black bearskin, with black leather seat.
Horse Furniture—Royal, Horse Guards.
Shabracque—Scarlet cloth, 50 inches long at bottom and 35 inches
deep, with the fore comers rounded and the hind corners
pointed ; 2 stripes of gold lace all round, showing J inch of
blue cloth between the stripes, the outer lace f inch, the
inner an inch wide. On each fore and hind corner, a crown,
scrolls with the words " Dettingeu," " Peninsula," " Waterloo,"
" Egypt, 1882," " Tel-el-Kebir ; and laurel leaves embroidered
in gold, with a Garter star below. Black patent leather sur
cingle.
Saddle—High mounting saddle, with Prince's metal cantle, fantails, brass nails with regimental cypher, and white web girths.
Stirrups—Large, square-set, steel ; with plain brown stirrup
leathers.
Slides—Brass.
Holsters—Brown leather, with brown leather straps.
Bridle—Plain black leather. Head-chain, 2 rows of brass plates
with cut steel studs, and a large plate at each end with similar
studs. Plain leather front, with a brass shield. For undress,
a similar bridle, but with plain leather head-piece and front.
Plain leather collar. Steel bit, with twisted beard, bent bar,
and brass bosses with cut steel centres. Plain ring bridoon.
Breast-Plate—Plain black leather, with boss as on bit.
Crupper—Turn-back, with brass boss.
Cham—Steel.
Undress Shabracque—Black lambskin.
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DRAGOON GUARDS AND DRAGOONS.
Full Dress.
Tunic (except for the 6th Dragoon Guards)—Scarlet cloth ; with
collar and cuffs of the colour of the regimental facings, in the
1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 7th Dragoon Guards, of velvet ; in the
2nd Dragoon Guards and the 1st, 2nd, and 6th Dragoons, of
cloth. The collar ornamented with f inch lace, all round for
Field Officers, but round the top only for Captains and Lieute
nants. The cuffs pointed, and edged with round-back gold
cord, forming, for Field Officers, a triple Austrian knot traced
round with gold Russia braid, and extending to 11 inches from
the bottom of the cuffs ; for Captains, a double Austrian knot
similarly traced, 9 inches deep ; and, for Lieutenants, a single
Austrian knot, 7 inches deep. 8 buttons in front, and 2 at the
waist behind ; a scarlet flap on each skirt behind, with 3
buttons, and edged with round-back gold cord, traced inside
and out with gold Russia braid. The front edged with the
same material and colour as the facings, and the skirts lined
with white. Shoulder straps of plaited flat gold cord, lined
with scarlet ; a small button at the top. Badges of rank in
silver.
Tunic, for 6th Dragoon Guards—Blue cloth, edged all round, in
cluding the top and bottom of the collar, with round-back gold
cord. Collar and cuffs of white cloth ; the collar laced, within
the cord, like those of the other regiments, the cuffs pointed,
with 1£ inch lace round the top, and figured braiding extend
ing to 11 inches from the botton of the cuff, for Field Officers
with an Austrian knot of round-back gold cord, and a tracing
of braid in the form of eyes, 8 inches deep, for Captains—and
with a similar knot and a tracing of plain braid, 7i inches
deep, for Lieutenants. 8 buttons in front, and 2 at the waist
behind ; a blue cloth flap on each skirt behind, with three
buttons, and edged with round back gold cord. Shoulder
straps of plaited flat gold cord, lined with blue ; a small button
at the top. Badges of rank in silver.
Lace—Gold, of regimental patterns.
Buttons—Gilt, of regimental patterns.
Trousers, &c.—Blue cloth, with If inch lace down the side seams ;
Wellington boots, and brass spurs.* The 6th Dragoon Guards
have 2 stripes of f inch lace, \ inch apart, down each side
seam.
* Brass spurs are not worn on parade or ordinary dismounted duties ;
they are only to be worn at levees and in the evening in mess or full dress.
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Pantaloons, &c., for Mounted Duties—Blue cloth, with stripes as on
trousers ; knee boots and steel spurs, as described at page 1,
except that there is a V cut at the top iu front of the knee boots.
Helmet for Dragoon Guards—Gilt brass, bound round the edge. At
the top, a cross-piece base and a gilt plume socket, 4 inches
high from point of insertion in base. A laurel wreath above
the front peak, and an oak-leaf band up the back. A diamond
cut silver star in front ; on the star in gilt metal, a garter,
pierced with the motto, " Honi soit qui mal y pense," or the de
signation of the Regiment. In the 4th Dragoon Guards, the
garter is pierced with the motto " Quis separabit.'" Within
the garter, the regimental device or number. Plain gilt bur
nished chain, f-inch wide, mounted on black patent leather,
and fastened on each side with a gilt rose ornament.
Helmet for 1st and 6th Dragoons—Of the same pattern as for Dra
goon Guards, but of white metal, with gilt ornaments.
Plume—Horsehair, of the colour stated below for each regiment.
The plume rises 2 inches from point of insertion in socket, and
falls as far as the bottom of the helmet. A gilt rose at the
top, screwed on to the metal stem of the plume.
Regiment.
Colour of Plume.
1st Dragoon Guards
Red.
2nd
„
Black.
3rd
Black and Red.
4th
White.
5th
Red and White.
6th
White.
7th
Black and White.
1st Dragoons
Black.
6th
White.
Cap for 2nd Dragoons (Scots Greys)—Black bearskin, 10 inches
high ; with a gilt thistle in front ; and a gilt grenade on the
left side, as a plume socket, bearing the badge of St. Andrew,
with the Royal Arms above, and the word " Waterloo " below.
Plain gilt burnished chain, lined with black leather.
Plume—White hackle feather, 9 inches long.
Helmet, White—See pages 4 and 5.
Sword—Three-quarter-basket steel hilt with pierced scroll-work
guard ; black fish-skin grip bound with silver wire ; slightly
curved blade 36 inches long, grooved and spear-pointed.
Scabbard—Steel, with a large shoe at the bottom, and a trumpetshaped mouth.
Sword-Knot—White leather strap with gold acorn.
Sword-Bell—Gold lace, l£ inches wide, with slings an inch wide ;
Morocco leather lining, and velvet edging of the same colour
as the facings.
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Waist-Plate—Gilt rectangular plate, frosted, with burnished rim ;
in the centre the Royal Cypher and Crown, encircled with oak
leaves in silver.
Sabretache—See page 6.
Pouch-Belt—Gold lace, 2£ inches wide, with the same lining and
edging as the sword-helt ; gilt buckle, tip, and slide. The 6th
Dragoon Guards have silver buckle, tip, and slide, and breast
ornament.
Pouch—Black leather, with gold embroidered edging round the
top ; solid silver flap, 7\ inches long and 2f inches deep, en
graved round the edges ; in the centre, the Royal Cypher and
Crown, in gilt metal.
Gloves—White leather gauntlets.
Undress.
frock—Blue cloth, single-breasted. The collar edged with f inch
black braid, and with figuring in narrow braid. A braided
figure on each sleeve, extending to 10 inches from the bottom
of the cuff. 6 loops of inch braid across the breast, with 4
rows of olivets. The back-seams and back skirts trimmed
with inch braid, traced round with narrow braid, and with
olivets and tassels. The skirts lined with black. Shoulderstraps of the same material as the garment ; edged with £inch
black mohair braid, except at the base ; black netted button at
the top ; badges of rank in gold.
Patrol-Jacket, instead of blne frock coat—2nd, 5th, and 6th Dragoon
Guards—Blue cloth, stand up collar, rounded in front, halfinch mohair lace at top and bottom of collar, figured braiding
in centre. Inch mohair braid, traced with Russia braid, all
round, up the slits, and along the back seams. Five loops of
inch mohair braid, at equal distances, down the front on each
side with two olivets on each loop, the top loops extend to the
shoulder seams and the bottom to 4 inches. The cuffs pointed
with inch mohair braid, traced with Russia braid, and figured
braiding at the top and bottom. The mohair braid reaches to
•
5 inches from bottom of cuff, and the figured braiding at the
top to 8 inches. Pockets in front edged all round with inch
mohair braid. Figured braiding at the top of slits, and at the
top of the shoulder seams. Figured braiding in the centre of
the back, at the bottom of the collar ; and at the bottom of
the jacket figured braiding on the right, left, and between the
back seams. Hooks and eyes in front. Black lining. Pocket
inside left breast. Shoulder straps of the same material as the
garment, edged with |-inch black mohair braid, except at the
base ; a black netted button at the top, Badges of rank in gold, .
Trousers and Pantaloons and Knee Boots for Mounted Duties—The
same as in full dress, except that in the 6th Dragoon Guards
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the double stripes on the trousers and pantaloons are of white
cloth, instead of gold lace.
Forage Cap—Blue cloth ; with If inch gold lace ; gold purl button
and braided figure on the crown ; black patent leather chinstrap. The 2nd Dragoons (Scots dreys) wear a band of thistle
pattern, with vandyked edges.
Forage Cap for Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres.—Blue cloth
folding cap, 5 inches high with blue side flaps, 4 inches deep,
to turn down when required. Gold French braid welts on cap
and flaps, and at front and back seams. Regimental badge on
left side.
Stable Jacket.—Blue cloth in the 6th Dragoon Guards, scarlet in the
other Regiments ; edged all round, including the collar, with
inch gold lace of the same pattern as that on the tunic. The
gold lace forms a pear-shaped eye at the bottom of each back
seam, except in the 6th Dragoon Guards, in which regiment it
forms dummies. Collar and cuffs of the regimental facings ;
the cuffs pointed with inch lace round the top. Shoulderstraps and badges of rank as for tunic.
Sword-Belt—White leather, l£ inches wide, with slings an inch
wide, gilt mountings ; waist-plate as in full dress. The undress
sword-belt is not worn in the 6th Dragoon Guards.
Pouch-Belt—White leather, 2i inches wide, with brass buckle, tip,
and slide. The undress "Pouch-Belt is not worn in the 6th
Dragoon Guards.
J/ess Waisteoat—According to regimental patterns.
KamarKtnd—See page 6.
The other articles, except the gauntlets, as in full dress.
Cloak and Cape—Blue cloth, of the same pattern as for rank and
file ; to reach to the ankles when worn on foot. White shalloon
lining in the 6th Dragoon Guards ; scarlet in other regiments.
Collar of cape of white cloth in the 6th Dragoon Guards ; of
blue cloth in the other regiments. Gilt buttons of regimental
patterns. Shoulder-straps of the same material as the garment;
a small button at the top. Badges of rank in gold.
Regimental Staff Officers.
The Adjutant and Riding-Master wear the same uniform
as the other officers of their rank.
The Quartermaster wears the same uniform as the other
officers of his honorary or relative rank, with the following
exceptions :—
Cocked-Hat (instead of the Helmet)—As described at page 2,
with loop of four-fold gold chain gimp ; gold bullion tassels.
Plume—White cock's feathers, drooping outwards, 5 inches long.
Horse Furniture.
Shabracque—Of authorised regimental pattern in regiments in which
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the shabracque is retained as an article of equipment The
shabracque must not be re-introduced in regiments which have
discontinued or may discontinue its use. The shabracque is
not worn by Officers in India.
Saddle—Hussar pattern, with brass head and cantle ; stirrups
according to sealed pattern ; blue girths ; brown leather
wallets.
Bridle—Brown leather, with brass whole buckles ; bent branch
bit, with pads and plain bent bar ; link-and-tee bridoon ;
plain leather head-collar ; bit-head and bridoon rein sewn
on ; bosses on bit and ear bosses, of authorised regimental
patterns.
Ghain—Steel, with swivel, rings, and spring hook.
Breast-Plate and Crupper—Brown leather, with brass whole buckles
and bosses as on bit.
Surcingle and Shabracque Strap—Brown leather.
Dress Lambskin—Black Ukraine Lambskin, 3 feet 6 inches long and
13 inches deep, edged with scarlet cloth, and lined witb mole
skin. Not worn in India.
Undress Lambskin —Black Ukraine lambskin, with black leather
seat and large flap to open for wallets, edged and lined as the
dress lambskin. Not worn in India.
In the 6th Dragoon Guards the lambskin is edged with white
cloth.
HUSSARS.
Full Dress.
Tunic—Blue cloth, edged all round with gold chain gimp, except
the collar, which has f inch lace round the top. On each side
of the breast, 6 loops of gold chain gimp, with caps and drops,
fastening with gold worked olivets. On each back-seam, a
double line of the same gimp, forming 3 eyes at the top, passing
under a netted cap at the waist, and ending in an Austrian
knot reaching to the bottom of the skirt ; with a tracing of
gold braid all round the gimp. An Austrian knot of gold
chain gimp on each sleeve, reaching to eight inches from the
bottom of the cuff. The skirt rounded off in front, closed
behind and lined with black. Shoulder-straps of plaited gold
chain gimp, lined with blue ; a small button at the top ; badges
of rank in silver.
. Field Officers have figured braiding below the lace on the collar,
and figured braiding on the sleeve, round the Austrian knot, extend
ing to 11 inches from the bottom of the cuff
Captains have a row of braided eyes on the collar, below the lace;
and a tracing of braided eyes round the knot on the sleeve 9 inches
deep.
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Lieutenants have a tracing of plain braid only below the lace on
the collar ; and round the knot on the sleeve 8 inches deep.
The 3rd Hussars have scarlet cloth collars ; and the 13th, buff.
Lace—Of regimental patterns.
Trousers, &c.—Blue cloth, with two stripes of f inch lace, \ inch
apart, down each side seam ; Wellington boots, and brass
spurs.*
Pantaloons, &c. for Mounted Duties—Blue cloth, with stripes as on
trousers ; knee boots and steel spurs, as described at page 1,
except that there is a V cut in front of the boots at the top,
and that a gold gimp oval boss, 2 inches long, and 1 J.inch wide
is introduced at the bottom of the V cut. The boss to be
prepared so that it may be put on and off at discretion.
In the 11th Hussars, the trousers and pantaloons are of crimson
cloth.
,. Pantaloons—Blue cloth, with one stripe of f inch
' gold lace down each side seam, traced with gold
Russia braid, showing a blue light of \ inch.
Hessian Boots and Spurs—The boots have a V
cut at the top in front, and round the top gold
gimp lace f of an inch wide terminating in an
For Levees j oval boss in front, 2 inches long, and 1J inch
and in the J wide. The height of the boots at the back to
evening when j reach just above the centre of the calf of the
in full dress. | leg, the slope behind to be li inches lower than
the top of the peak which forms the V cut in
front ; patent boxes worked into the heels.
The boss to be prepared so that it may be put
on and off at discretion. Straight neck spurs
are to be worn with Hessian boots. Length of
neck 1$ inches, exclusive of the rowel.
Busby—Black sable fur ; outside measurement, 7J inches high in
front, 8 inches at the sides, and 9 inches at the back ; top
i inch less in diameter than the bottom ; back shaped to fit the
head. A gold gimp oval cockade, 2 inches deep and \\ inches
wide, in the centre in front, the top on a level with the top of
the cap. A spring socket behind the cockade. A cloth bag,
covering the top of the cap, and falling down the right side to
within an inch of the bottom ; a line of gold braid along the
seam of the bag, and down the centre, with a gold gimp button
at the bottom. For colour, see page 45. A gilt hook at the
top on the right, to hook up the chain.
* Brass spurs are not worn on parade or on ordinary dismounted duties ;
they are only to be worn at levees, and in the evening in mess or full dress.
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Plume—Egret feathers, 9 inches high from the top of the cap ;
encircled by a gilt ring, a gilt corded ball socket, with 4 upright
leaves. Colour of plume is stated on the next page.
Cap-Chain—Dead and bright gilt corded chain ; lined with black
Morocco leather.
Cap-Line—Gold purl cord, with sliders and olive ends ; encircling
the cap diagonally three times, passing through a gilt ring
under the hag, then round the body, and looped on the breast.
In the 11th Hussars the line is plaited.
Helmet, White—See pages 4 and 5.
Sword—Half basket steel hilt, with two fluted bars on the outside ;
black fish-skin grip, bound with silver wire ; slightly curved
blade, 35£ inches long and 1| inch wide at the shoulder, grooved
and spear-pointed.
Scabbard—Steel, with a large shoe at the bottom, and a trumpetshaped mouth.
Sword-Knot—Gold and crimson cord, with gold acorn.
Sword-Belt—Gold lace, lJ inch wide, with sword-slings of the same
width ; Morocco leather lining and edging, of the colour of the
sabretache ; gilt snake fastening. See Pouch-Belt.
Sabretache—Cloth face, crimson in the Uth and 20th Hussars, buff,
in the 13th, French grey in the 21st Hussars, and scarlet in the
other regiments ; with lace of authorized regimental pattern
all round, within \ inch of the edge. Embroidered regimental
device in the centre. Morocco leather pocket, of the same
colour as the cloth face. Three slings f inch wide. In the
11th Hussars the crest and motto of H.R.H. the late Prince
Consort is worn over the regimental device. The sabretache is
not to hang below the calf of the leg. See Pouch-Belt.
Pouch-Belt—In the 10th Hussars, black patent leather, with gilt
metal chain ornament ; in the other regiments, gold lace, the
width not to exceed 2 inches ; Morocco leather lining and
edging of the same colour as the sabretache. Gilt ornamented
buckle, tip and slide in the 7th, 8th, 10th, 15th, and 18th
Hussars ; in the other regiments the buckle, tip, and slide are
of silver, and silver engraved plates with chain and pickers are
worn.
The undermentioned regiments have a silk stripe J-inch full
in the centre of the pouch-belt and a stripe j^-inch full, in the
centre of the lace round the sabretache ; and J-inch stripe in
the centre of the sword-belt, of the colours specified for each—
3rd and 4th Hussars, scarlet; 13th, buff; 14th, gold; 19th
white ; 20th, crimson ; and 21st French grey.
In the 15th Hussars, J-inch scarlet stripe in sword-belt.
Pouch—As described on next page, for each regiment, with embroi
dery, or metal ornaments of regimental patterns.
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Regiment. Busby-Bag.

Plume.

3rd .... Garter Blue .... White
Yellow

Scarlet

7th .... Scarlet

White

4th

8th

Scarlet

Red and White ....

10th

Scarlet

Black and White....

11th .... Crimson

Crimson and White

13th .... Buff

White

14th .... Yellow

White

15th .... Scarlet

Scarlet

18th

Blue

Scarlet and White

19th .... White

White

20th .... Crimson

Crimson

21«it .... French Grey.... White

Description of Pouch.
Black leather, silver
flap, and gilt orna
ments.
Black leather, silver
flap, and gilt orna
ments.
Scarlet cloth, em
broidered in gold.
Scarlet cloth, em
broidered in gold.
Black patent leather
of special pattern.
Black leather, gilt
metal flap, and
silver ornaments.
Black leather, silver
flap, and gilt orna
ments.
Black leather, silver
flap, and gilt orna
ments.
Scarlet cloth, em
broidered in gold.
Scarlet leather, em
broidered in gold.
Black leather, silver
flap, and gilt orna
ments.
Black leather, silver
flap, and gilt orna
ments.
Black leather, silver
flap, and gilt orna
ments.

Undress.*
Frock—As described for Officers of Dragoons.
Trousers and Pantaloons and Knee Boots jor Mounted Duties.-—The
same as in full dress, except that in the 13th Hussars the double
stripes on the trousers and pantaloons are of white cloth, instead
of gold lace.
Patrol-Jacket instead of Blue Frock Coat—3rd, 7th, 10th, 11th, 14th,
15th, 19th, and 21st Hussars. As for Dragoon Guards and
Dragoons, with the following exceptions—The jacket is trimmed
with Astrachan fur all round including the collar and cuffs.
Braid as for Dragoon Guards and Dragoons, except on the
* In undress, the Officers of the 7thHussars are allowed to wear sliirt collars.
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collar, which has no braid other than the figured braiding in
the centre of the back.
Forage Cap—Crimson cloth in the 11th Hussars, scarlet in the 15th
and blue in the other regiments ; with band of If inch gold
lace ; gold purl button and braided figure on the crown, and a
line of gold braid round the crown-seam.
Forage Capfor Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres—As for Dragoon
Guards and Dragoons, except that the cloth will be crimson in
. the 11th, and scarlet in the 15th Hussars.
Stable-Jacket—Blue cloth, with olivets and lace, or cord, according to
regimental patterns. Shoulder-straps and badges of rank as for
tunic. The 3rd Hussars wear scarlet collars, and the 13th buff.
Mess- Waistcoat—According to regimental patterns.
Kamarband—See page 6.
Sword-Belt—10th Hussars only. Crimson Morocco leather, edged
with gold wire, with scroll of the same material down the
centre. Slings to match.
Sabretache—Black patent leather. In the 10th Hussars the Prince
of Wales's plume, in silver, is worn on the sabretache.
The other articles as in full dress.
Cloak and Cape—Blue cloth, of the same pattern as for Officers of
Dragoon Guards and Dragoons, with crimson lining in the 11th
Hussars, and scarlet in the other regiments.
Regimental Staff Officers.
The Adjutant and Riding Master wear the same uniform
as the other officers of their rank.
The Quartermaster wears the uniform of his honorary or
relative rank, with the exceptions detailed for Dragoon Guards and
Dragoons.
Horse Furniture.'
Shabracque—Of authorized regimental pattern in regiments in
which the shabracque is retained as an article of equipment.
The shabracque must not be re-introduced in regiments which
have discontinued or may discontinue its use. The shabracque
is not worn by officers in India.
Throat Ornament—Horsehair, 18 inches long, of the same colour as
the busby-bag, except in the 4th Hussars, in which it is scarlet ;
and in the 14th and 21st Hussars, in which it is white ; brass
ball and socket.
Lambskin, for the 14iA and \9th Hussars—Black Ukraine lambskin,
3 feet 6 inches long, and 13 inches deep, edged with yellow
cloth in the 14th, and with scarlet cloth in the 19th Hussars ;
moleskin lining ; black leather seat, and large flap to open for
wallets. Not worn in India.
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Leopard-Skin—A leopard-skin, instead of lambskin, is worn in
India and elsewhere by the 3rd, 4th, 7th, 8th, 10th, 11th, 13th,
15th, 18th, 20th, and 21st Hussars.
The other articles of horse furniture as described for officers of
Dragoon Guards and Dragoons.
LANCERS.
Full Dress.
Tunic—Blue cloth [scarlet in the 16th Lancers], double-breasted,
with front, collar and cuffs of the regimental facings ; the front
to be worn buttoned back, except on the march or in bad
weather ; the cuffs pointed, the collar and cuffs ornamented
Two rows of buttons in front,
7 in each row, the rows 8 inches apart at the top, and 4 inches
at the waist, where the buttons are fiat to go under the girdle ;
2 buttons at the waist behind. A flap on each back-skirt,
edged with square gold cord, 3 buttons on each flap. A welt
of the regimental facings in the sleeve and back seams, down
the front, and round the skirts, which are lined with white in
the 16th, with black in the other regiments. Shoulder-straps
of gold wire cord, lined with scarlet, in the 16th Lancers ; blue
in other regiments. Small button at the top ; badges of rank
in silver.
The Field Officers are further distinguished by lace round the
bottom of the collar, and by a second line of lace round the top of
the cuff.
Lace and Buttons—Of regimental patterns.
Trousers, &c.—Blue cloth, with 2 stripes of f inch lace, \ inch apart,
down each side seam ; Wellington boots and brass spurs.4
Pantaloons, &c.,for Mounted Duties—Blue cloth, with stripes as on
trousers ; knee boots and steel spurs, as described at page 1,
except that there is a V cut at the top in front of the knee boots.
Girdle—Gold lace, 2£ inches wide, with 2 crimson silk stripes.
Cap [except for 9th Lancers]—Lancer pattern ;
inches high in
front, 7 inches at the sides, and 8£ inches at the back ; 7 inches
square at the top. Skull covered with black patent leather,
the upper part and top with cloth of the same colour as the
facings. Gold gimp and orris cord across the top and down
the angles. On the left side, in front, a gold bullion rosette,
with Royal Cypher, embroidered on blue velvet in the 12th
and 17th Lancers, on green in the 5th, and on scarlet in the
16th ; at the back of the rosette, a spring socket for the plume
stem. A band of inch lace round the waist, with two bands of
gold braid below, the upper £ inch wide ; the lower J inch ; and
* Brass spurs are not worn on parade or ordinary dismounted duties ;
they are only to be worn at levees and in the evening in mess or full dress.
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a similar double band of braid round the bottom of the cap,
the £-inch braid being the lower ; the lace and the several
bands of braid to be J inch apart. A gilt plate in front,
with silver badge of regimental pattern. Black patent leather
peak, embroidered with three stripes of gold purl. Plain gilt
burnished chain, $ inch wide, attached to gilt lions' heads at
the sides. Gilt rings and hopk at the back of the waist, for
the cap line and chain.
Cap, for 9th Lancers—Of the size and shape described above. The
skull and top covered with black patent leather ; the upper
part only with blue cloth. Strips of gilt metal covering the
angles, with gilt metal ornaments at the corners of the top.
On the left side, in front, a gilt metal rosette, with a button
in the centre, and a spring socket for the plume stem behind
the rosette. A band of gilt metal, an inch wide, round the
waist. A ring and hook at the back for the cap-line and
chain. A gilt plate in front with double A.R. cypher, gilt
arms and badges of regimental pattern. Black patent leather
peak, with a binding of gilt metal, J inch wide. Gilt corded
chain jj inch wide, attached to lions' heads at the sides.
Cap-Line—Gold gimp and orris cord, with slide and olive ends,
encircling the cap once, passing round the body, and looped
on the left breast.
Plume—Horse-hair, of the colour stated below, 12 inches long, and
rising A\ inches above the top of the cap ; plume socket,
a gilt corded ball, with 4 upright leaves.
For 5th Lancers
...
Green.
„ 9th „
Black and White.
„ 12th „
Scarlet.
„ 16th „
Black.
» 17th „
White.
Plumes for Levies, and in Review Order—Drooping plumes of cock's
feathers, length 14 inches in front, and 7 inches behind, of the
colours authorised for the horse-hair plumes.
Helmet, White—See pages 4 and 5.
Sword, Sword-knot, and Scabbard—As described for Officers of
Hussars.
Sword-Belt—Gold lace, lJ inch wide, with J inch silk stripe in
the centre, fastening with a gilt snake clasp ; Morocco leather
lining and edging ; slings of the same width and materials as
the belt, fastened to gilt rings, gilt buckles and leather straps.
The silk stripes, lining, and edging of the colour of the regi
mental facings.
Sabretache—See page 6.
Pouch-Belt—Gold lace, 2 inches wide, with J inch full silk stripe,
Morocco leather lining and edging as for sword-belt ; silver
breast-plate, of regimental pattern, with pickers and chains,
buckle, tip, and slide.
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There are no silk stripes in the belts of the 9th Lancers, and the
ornaments on the pouch-belt are of gilt metal.
Pouch—Scarlet leather in the 5th, 9th, 12th, and 16th Lancers,
blue leather in the 17th, with gold embroidery round the
top. Solid metal flap, 7£ inches long and 2f inches deep ; in
the 9th Lancers, gilt with double cypher A.li. ; in the other
regiments, silver, with the Royal Cypher and Crown in gilt
metal.
Gloves—White leather gauntlets.
Undress.
Frock—As described for Officers of Dragoon Guards and Dragoons.
Patrol Jacket, instead of Blue Frock Coat—12th Lancers—As for
Dragoon Guards and Dragoons.
Trousers—As in full dress, with Wellington boots, and steel spurs.
Pantaloons, die.—As in full dress.
The 17th Lancers wear white cloth stripes, instead of lace, on
the trousers and pantaloons.
Forage Cap—Blue cloth (scarlet in the 12th Lancers), with band
of 1 1 inch lace, gold purl button on the top, and gold braid
crossing the crown at right angles, and ending under the band.
Forage Cap for Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres. —As for
Dragoon Guards and Dragoons, except that in the 12th Lancers
the cloth will be scarlet.
Stable-Jacket—Blue cloth [scarlet in the 16th Lancers] edged with
inch lace all round, including the collar, and forming dummies
at the back seams. Gold chain gimp at the bottom of the
collar. Collar, pointed cuffs, and welts in the sleeve and back
S3ams, of the regimental facings. Hooks and eyes in front,
shoulder-straps and badges of rank as for tunic.
Mess- Waistcoat—Of regimental patterns.
The other articles, except the gauntlets, as in full dress.
Kamarband—See page 6.
Cloak and Cape—Blue cloth, of the same pattern as for Officers of
Dragoon Guards and Dragoons, lined with white in the 17th
Lancers, with scarlet in the other regiments.
Kegimental Staff Officers.
The Adjutant and Riding-Master wear the same uniform as
the other officers of their rank.
The Quartermaster wears the uniform of his honorary or
relative rank, with the exception detailed for Dragoon Guards and
Dragoons.
Horse Furniture.
Shabracque—Of authorised regimental pattern in regiments in which
the shabracque is retained as an article of equipment. The
(d.r.) •
E
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shabracque will not be re-introduced in regiments which have
discontinued or may discontinue its use. The shabracque is
not worn by officers in India.
Lambskin—The edging is of white cloth in the 17th Lancers : red
in other regiments. The lambskin is not worn in India.
The other articles of horse furniture as described for officers of
Dragoon Guards and Dragoons.
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IV—ARTILLERY.
EOYAL ARTILLERY.
GENERAL AND STAFF OFFICERS.
General Officers.—The uniform and horse furniture prescribed
for their rank.'
" *t' •
Officers on the General Staff, or on the Personal Staff of
General Officers.—The uniform and horse furniture prescribed
for their respective appointments, in every particular.
♦Officers on the Staff of the Royal Artillery.—Uniform,
dress and undress, and horse furniture, in every respect as for
officers holding similar appointments on the General. Staff, except
that the tunic and jacket are blue with scarlet cloth collar and
cuffs, the sword-knot, cloak and cape of regimental pattern, the
shoulder-straps, the lace on the tunic, and that of the dress trousers,
the forage cap, and the belts, and the scarlet stripes of the undress
pantaloons and trousers, are of Artillery pattern and width. The
full dress Royal Artillery pouch-belt and pouch will be worn in
both dress and undress uniform. The peak to forage cap will be
the same as that for the General Staff, both as regards shape and
embroidery. The sabretache for mounted duties will be that
described for Staff Officers at page 6, but with slings of Artillery
pattern. Aides -de -Camp to Inspectors -General of Royal
Artillery, and General Officers of Artillery holdino Artil
lery Commands, wear the belts laid down for Aides-de-Camp to
General Officers and Governors, at page 32.
Colonels on. the Staff of the Eoyal Artillery, Colonels
commanding r Eoyal artillery Districts, and eeqimental
Colonels.—In full dress wear regimental uniform with cocked hat
and plume ; when mounted in Review Order, gold laced pantaloons
and steel spurs. In undress, as detailed above for Staff of the
Royal Artillery. In mess dress, Regimental uniform. Horse
furniture as prescribed for Colonels on the .Staff at page 17. The
regimental sword and scabbard are worn in all orders of dress.
Colonels on the Staff of the Eoyal Artillery, Colonels
commanding eoyal artillery Districts, and eegimental
Colonels who may belong to the Eoyal Horse Artillery,
wear, in full dress, regimental uniform and horse furniture, and in
undress as laid down in preceding para.
-NoTEt—Officers Commanding Auxiliary Artillery wear regimental
uniform, and in full dress a cocked hat and plume, as for an Assistant
Adjutant-General.
\ •
* General Officers on the Staff of the Royal Artillery wear the blue
tunic with scarlet cuffs, but in all other respects as for General Staff of
.their rank.
(D.R.)
s 2
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HORSE BRIGADES AND RIDING ESTABLISHMENT.
Full Dress.
Jacket—Blue cloth, edged all roilnd with gold cord forming a figure
8 at the bottom of each back seam. Scarlet cloth collar, edged
all round with gold cord ; laced as described below, according
to rank ; and with a grenade embroidered in frosted silver
2f inches long at each end of the collar. On each side in front,
loops of gold cord, If inches apart from centre to centre,
fastening with ball buttons, and a crow's foot at the top of the
loops. Gold cord along the back seams, forming a crow's foot
at the top of each seam, and an Austrian knot at each side of
the waist. Shoulder-straps of plaited gold wire cord, lined
with blue. A small button of regimental pattern at the top.
Badges of rank embroidered in silver.
Field Officers have $ inch lace all round the collar, within
the cord : and a chevron of H inch lace on each cuff, with
figured braiding above and below the lace, extending to 11
inches from the bottom of the cuff.
Captains and Lieutenants have lace round the top only of
the collar ; and an Austrian knot of gold cord on each sleeve,
7 inches deep, traced round with gold braid 8 inches deep and
figured, for Captains ; 7£ inches deep and plain, for Lieutenants.
Lace—Gold, of regimental pattern.
Buttons—Gilt, burnished, with a gun and crown.
Trousers, &e.—Blue cloth, with lf-inch lace down the side seams ;
"Wellington boots, and brass spurs.
Pantaloons, &c. for Mounted Duties—Blue cloth, with scarlet stripes
If inches wide down side seams ; knee boots and steel spurs,
as described at page 1, except that there is a V cut at the top
in front of the knee boots.
Busby—Black sable skin, 7£ inches high in front, 8f inches at the
back, and 23 inches round the top, outside. A scarlet cloth
bag, covering the top of the cap, and falling down the right
side to within an inch of the bottom. A spring socket at the
top in front. Black leather chin-strap and brass buckle.
Cap-Line—Gold cord, with an acorn at each end, passing round the
cap diagonally 3 times, then round the neck, and looped on the
left breast.
Plume—White egret feathers, 9 inches high, with gilt ring and
socket.
Sword—Half-basket steel hilt, with 2 fluted bars on the outside ;
black fish-skin grip, bound with silver wire ; slightly curved
blade 35£ inches long, and lj inches wide, grooved and spearpointed.
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Scabbard—Steel, with a large shp3 at the bottom and a trumpetshaped mouth.
Sword-Belt—Gold lace, an inch wide, lined with blue Morocco
leather, sword slings of the same width without swivels, and
tache-slings f inch wide ; gill S hook fastening, with " Ubique "
on the hook, and 2 oval gilt plates bearing the Royal Crest.
tSabretac/ie—Blue Morocco leather, faced with blue cloth ; l£ inch
lace round the face, J inch from the edge. An embroidered
device within the lace of the Royal Arms above, and a gun
below, with an oak and laurel wreath, and the motto " Ubique "
above the gun, and " Quo fas et gloria ducunt" below it.
Pouch—Blue Morocco leather collapsing pouch with 2 pockets ; the
leaf 5jf inches long and 2f inches deep, covered with blue cloth,
and edged with | inch lace. An embroidered device within
the lace, similar to that on the sabretache.
Pouch-Belt—Gold lace, 2 inches wide, lined with blue Morocco
leather; gilt ornamentedbackle and slide, and a grenade eucircled
with a wreath, at the end.
Undress.
Patrol Jacket for Officers under the Rank of Regimental Colonel—,
Blue cloth, rounded in front, and edged with inch black mohair
braid all round and up the openings at the sides ; 5 loops of
flat plait on each side in front, fastening with netted olivets,
and with crow's feet and olivets at the ends. Stand-and-fall
collar. The sleeves ornamented with flat plait, forming crow's
feet, 6 inches from the bottom of the cuffs. Double flat plait
on each back-seam, with crow's foot at top and bottom, and 2
eyes at equal distances. Pockets edged with flat plait, forming
crow's feet and eyes. Shoulder straps, of the same material as
the garment, edged with half-inch black mohair braid, except
at the base ; black netted button at the top. Badges of rank
in gilt metal.
The jacket to be long enough to reach the saddle, when the
officer is mounted, and loose enough to be worn over the stable
jacket.
The patrol jacket is to be worn over, or with a false collar of
the same pattern as, the stable jacket.
Trousers—Blue cloth, with scarlet stripes, If inches wide, down the
side seams ; Wellington boots, and steel spurs.
Pantaloons, dr., for Mounted Duties—As for full dress.
Forage Cap—Blue cloth, with band of If inch gold lace, gold button
and braided figure, of special pattern, on the crown. The cap
to be 2$ inches high.
Forage Cap for Active Service and Peace Manceuvres—Blue cloth
folding cap, 4£ inches high, with blue side flaps, 4 inches deep,
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to turn down when required. Gold French braid welts on
cap and flaps, and at front and back seams. A grenade
embroidered in gold in front.
Stable-Jacket—Blue cloth, with scarlet collar and pointed scarlet
cuffs, laced all round, including top of collar, with f inch gold
lace, regimental pattern, forming a bull's eye at the bottom of
each back seam ; small gold tracing on collar seam ; hooks and
eyes down the front, a row of small gilt studs on the left side,
scarlet lining. Shoulder-straps with badges of rank as for
tunic.
Field officers have a flat chevron of inch lace, extending to
six inches from the bottom of the cuff, with braided eyes above
and below the lace, the bottom of the braiding to reach just
over the top of the scarlet cuff.
Captains nave on each sleeve an Austrian knot of J inch gold
Russia braid, traced with \ inch braid. A further tracing of
eyes above and below the knot. The Austrian knot extends
to inches from the bottom of the sleeve ; the figured braiding
to 8 inches.
Lieutenants—As for Captains, but without the tracing of eyes.
A silver embroidered grenade to be worn on the collar, as
laid down for the dress jacket, but only 1f inches long.
Mess Waiscoat—Scarlet cloth with collar, £ inch gold lace, regi
mental pattern, all round—including collar,—row of gold
Russia braid to form eyes, down the front, inside the lace, with
figures according to pattern. Pockets edged with gold Russia
tracing braid forming a crow's foot and eye at each end, and
crow's feet in centre. To fasten with hooks and eyes, small gilt
studs up front.
Kamarband—See page 6.
Sword-Belt—Black patent leather, 1J inch wide, with mountings
similar to those of the dress belt.
Sword-Knot—-As for full dress.
Sabretache—Black patent leather, with regimental badge, in gilt
metal. Pouch-—Black patent leather collapsing pouch, with 2 pockets 5f
inches long, 2§ inches deep. A gun in gilt metal, on the leaf.
Pouch Belt arid other Articles—As in full dress.
Cloak—Blue cloth, with sleeves. Stand-and-fall collar, with 3 black
hooks and eyes in front, and 2 small fiat silk buttons at the
bottom to fasten the cape. Round loose cuffs, 6 inches deep.
A pocket in each side seam outside, and one in the left breast
inside. 4 buttons down the front. A cloth back-strap, to
fasten with a large flat silk button at the top of each pocket ;
a similar button in front on the right to hold the end of the
back-strap when it is not buttoned across behind. White
shalloon lining. The cloak to reach within eight inches of the
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ground. Shoulder straps of the same material as the garment ;
a small button of regimental pattern at the top. Badges of
rank in gilt metal.
Cape—Blue cloth, 32 inches deep, lined with white shalloon. A
cloth band round the top, to fasten with a cloth strap and
black buckle ; and a fly inside the band, with 3 button holes
for attaching cape to cloak. 3 buttons down the front.
Regimental Staff Officers.
The same uniform as for the other officers of their respective
honorary or relative rank.
Horse Furniture.
Shabracque—Blue cloth, 47 inches long at the bottom and 30
inches deep, rounded before and behind, with 2 inch gold lace
and a vandyked border of scarlet cloth round the edges. A
gun, with the Royal Cypher and Crown above, and the motto
" Ubique " below it, embroidered in gold, at each hind corner.
The other articles as described for Cavalry Regiments.
FIELD AND GARRISON ARTILLERY, AND
COAST BRIGADE.
Full Dress.
Tunic—Blue cloth, with scarlet cloth collar. The collar and sleeves
laced and braided according to rank, with a grenade at each
end of the collar, as detailed for Horse Brigades. The skirt
rounded in front, closed behind, with a plait at each side, and
lined with black. Buttons down the front, 2j inches apart,
and 2 at the waist behind. Scarlet cloth edging all round,
except the collar, and up the skirt-plaits. Shoulder-straps with
badges of rank as laid down for Horse Brigades.
Helmet, Home Pattern—See page 4.
Helmet-Plate—Gilt, device—the Royal Arms with gun below.
" Ubique " above the gun and " Quo fas et gloria ducunt " below.
Dimensions—
From top of crest to bottom of plate, back measurement, 3J inches.
Extreme horizontal width, back measurement, 3 inches.
Helmet, White—See pages 4 and 5.
Sword-Belt—Gold lace, l£ inches wide, lined with blue Morocco
leather, and with mountings as for Horse Brigades. Sword
slings (and tache slings for mounted officers) fastened to a flat
steel bar covered with blue Morocco leather, and attached to
the inside of the belt by 4 flat steel hooks.
Sabretache and Pantaloons (for Mounted Officers only), Pouch,
Pouch-Belt, Trousers, Sword, Scabbard, and Sword Knot—As
described for. Horse Brigades.
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Undress.
Mess Waistcoat—Scarlet cloth, edged all round, including collar,
with £-inch gold lace, regimental pattern ; pockets edged with
gold Russia tracing braid, forming a crow's foot and eye at each
end, with crow's feet in centre—to fasten with hooks and eyes,
small gilt studs up front.
Sword-Belt—White patent leather, 1^ inches wide, with sword
slings (and tache slings for mounted officers), gilt, frosted plate,
with regimental device.
Sword-Knot—Buff leather, £ inch wide, with runner and gold
acorn.
Pouch-Belt—White patent leather, 2 inches wide.
Patrol-Jacket, Trousers, Pantaloons (for mounted duties), Forage
Cap, Forage Cap for active service and peace manoeuvres, StableJacket, Kamarband, Sabretache (for mounted Officers), Pouch,
Cloak and Cape—As described for Horse Brigades.
Regimental Staff Officers.
The same uniform as the other officers of their respective
honorary or relative rank.
Horse Furniture.
For mounted officers as described for Horse Brigades, except that
the shabracque and dress lambskin are not worn.
OFFICERS ON THE ACTIVE LIST ON HALF PAT
AND ON THE RETIRED LIST.
Officers on the Active List on half-pay may, until retired, or
brought back to full pay, wear the uniform of their rank.
Officers on the Retired List :—
General Officers wear the uniform of their rank, but with a plain
gold sash, 2j inches wide, without crimson stripes.
Five years from the 1st July, 1880, are allowed for the wearing
out of the tunics and sword-belts then in possession. Infantry
sashes in possession on the above date may also be used until they
require to be replaced. They will be worn round the waist
Officers under the rank of General Officers wear the same uniform
as officers of their rank in Field and Garrison Artillery, but with
the letter JJ on the shoulder straps below the badges of rank.
ROYAL MALTA FENCIBLE ARTILLERY.
Uniform, &c., as for Royal Artillery, except the pouch ornament,
waist-plate, and helmet-plate, which are of special patterns.
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ARTILLERY MILITIA.
[Including the Channel Islands Artillery.]
Uniform, &c., as for Garrison Artillery, with the following excep
tions. The letter JJ in embroidered silver will be worn below the
badges of rank on garments for which gold shoulder straps are
authorized, and in gilt metal ou garments for which cloth straps are
authorized.
Dress Pouch.
"J " Ubique " omitted, and the DiviDress Sabretache.
Helmet Plate.
Plate for Undress Sabretache. ) " Quo fas et gloria ducunt," or in
the case of the Channel Islands Artillery Militia, the name
of the regiment as " Royal Jersey Artillery."
Dress Waist-Bell—" Ubique " omitted from snake fastening.
Undress Waist-Belt—" Ubique " omitted from ornament on plate.
Officers on retirement who are permitted to retain their rank
may wear the uniform of the Regiment, with the addition of the
letters MR on the shoulder-straps below the badges of rank.

RESERVE OF OFFICERS.
See page 88.
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V.-ENGINEERS.
ROYAL ENGINEERS.
GENERAL AND STAFF OFFICERS.
General Officers.—The uniform and horse furniture pulscribed
for their rank.
Officers on the General Staff of the Army, or on the Personal Staff
of General Officers—The uniform and horse furniture prescribed
for their respective appointments, in every particular.
Deputy Adjutant-General, Assistant Adjutant-General, or Deputy
Assistant Adjutant-General, and Brigade Major 0/ Engineers
—Uniform and horse furniture as for General Staff of their
respective grades, but with sword, waist-belt, and sabretache
of regimental patterns.
The uniform of Commanding Royal Engineers, when Colonels on
the Staff, will be regimental, except that the plume and forage
cap will be that of Colonel on the Staff.
Regimental Officers.
Tunic—Scarlet cloth, with collar and cuffs of Garter blue velvet.
The collar edged all round with round-back gold cord ; f inch
lace all round within the cord for Field Officers, round the top
only for Captains and Lieutenants ; at each end a grenade
embroidered in silver. The cuffs pointed and ornamented as
described below, according to rank. 9 buttons in front and 2
at the waist behind. The skirt rounded off in front, closed
behind, with a plait at each side, and lined with white. The
front, skirt, and plaits edged with Garter blue velvet. Shoulder
knots of treble twisted round-back gold cord, lined with scarlet.
A small button of regimental pattern at the top. Badges of
rank in silver.
Field Officers have l£ inch lace round the top of the cuff ; and
figured J inch Russia braiding above and below the lace, extending
to 11 inches from the bottom of the cuff.
Captains have an Austrian knot of round-back gold cord on each
sleeve, traced all round with braided eyes, the braid extending to 8
inches from the bottom of the cuff.
Lieutenants have a similar knot, but without the figured
braiding.
Lace and Buttons—Of regimental patterns.
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Dress Trousers—Blue cloth, with 1f inch lace down the aide seams ;
Wellington boots and brass spurs.
*Dress Pantaloons, dec., for Mounted Duties—Blue cloth with gold
lace stripes as for trousers ; knee boots and brass spurs, as
Cocked-Hat—As described at page 2, with loop of inch lace, button,
and black watered silk cockade ; gold bullion tassels.
Pktme—White cock's feathers, drooping outwards, 5 inches long.
Helmet, Home Pattern—See page 4.
Helmet-Plate—Gilt ; device—Royal Arms with scrolls and mottoes
" Quo fas et gloria ducunt " and " Ubique."—Dimensions :—
From top of crest to bottom of plate, back measurement, 3§
inches. Extreme horizontal width, back measurement, 3 inches,
tAll Officers performing Regimental duty or Garrison duty (other
than Staff ) will wear the Helmet with the Tunic ; other Officers will
wear the Cocked-Hat.
Helmet, White—See pages 4 and 9.
Sword—As described at page 7, with hilt of gilt metal, pierced and
engraved according to special pattern.
Scabbard—For Field Officers, brass, except those attached to Royal
Engineer troops and Field Companies, who will wear steel
when not attending Court or Levees ; other officers, steel.
Sword-Knot—Gold cord, with gold acorn ; for all duties.
\Sword-Belt—Russia leather, inches wide, with removable slings
an inch wide, the front sling lined with Russia leather ; and a
double swivel on the eye of dee of front sling for hooking up
sword ; running carriage for back sling ; 2 stripes of gold
embroidery on belt and slings. Round billets for sword slings,
and flat billets for sabretache slings. 3 dees on inside of belt,
with Russia leather protecting flap, to attach sabretache slings.
Square gilt wire buckles for sword and sabretache slings. Gilt
burnished plate, with regimental device in silver.
Sabretache—As described at page 6.
.
\Shoulder-BeU—Russia leather, 2 inches wide, with 3 stripes of
gold embroidery, the centre one wavy, the others straight ; gilt
engraved buckle, tip, and slide.
Telescope Case—Black patent leather, to hold a binocular field glass ;
solid leather flap, with gilt regimental badge.
* Dress Pantaloons will be worn in Review Order by Colonels on the
Staff, Commanding Royal Engineers of Districts and Sub-Districts, and
by officers of Royal Engineers on the Staff, but not by officers acting
temporarily in any of these capacities.
t AH Officers attending Court or Levees will wear the full dress of
their rank (including Cocked Hat, but without Sabretache).
X Belts of plain bridle leather, with the mountings described above,
may be worn on active service.
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Frock for Regimental Field Officers—Blue cloth, single-breasted,
with rolling collar ; ornaments on sleeve as on the tunic, but
in black mohair braid, traced. 8 loops of f inch black braid
down the front, with barrel buttons placed according to regi
mental pattern. The front edges, collar, back and sleeve seams,
and back-skirts trimmed with £ inch black braid traced.
Hooks and eyes in front. The skirt lined with black. Shoulder
straps of the same material as the garment edged with § inch
bjack mohair braid, except at the base ; black netted button
at the top. Badges of rank in gold.
*Patrol-Jacket—As described at page 6, with the following excep
tions :—
Stand-and-fall collar and cuffs of blue velvet. 5 loops of flat
plait on each side in front, with crow's feet at the ends, and 3 rows
of olivets. Crow's foot on each sleeve (instead of the Austrian
knot), 6i inches deep from the bottom of the cuff. Shoulder-straps
with badges of rank as for frock.
Patrol Jacket for Active Service—Scarlet serge, rounded in front ;
blue cloth facings, stand-up collar, edged all round with gold
Russia braid, J of an inch wide ; a black silk tab with loop
on the left side, a small black silk button inside 2£ inches from
the right end of the collar, and another 3J inches from the left.
Cuffs pointed and edged with Russia braid, £ of an inch wide,
forming a crow's foot at the top and extending to 6 inches from
the bottom. 5 buttons down the front, with hook and eye at
the top. A slit on the left side 3f inches long, for the sword
to pass through, with a flap inside. 2 pockets on the left side,
and one on the right, with flaps 6^ inches long and 2A inches
deep. Welted seams in the sleeves and centre of back. The
front, bottom, side slits, and pocket-flaps edged with blue cloth.
Scarlet Italian cloth lining. A pocket inside each breast.
Shoulder straps of the same material as the garment, with
small regimental button at the top ; badges of rank in gold.
Undress Trousers, &c.—Blue cloth, with scarlet stripes, 2 inches
wide, down the side seams ; brass spurs for Field Officers,
except those attached to Royal Engineer Troops and Field
Companies, who will wear steel ; steel spurs for other mounted
Officers.
Pantaloons, &c., for Mounted Duties—Blue cloth, with stripes as
on the trousers ; knee boots, and brass, or steel spurs, as
described in preceding Article.
Forage Cap—Blue cloth, straight up, 3 inches high, with baud of
If inch gold lace. Black patent leather drooping peak and chin
* The Patrol Jacket may be worn by Regimental Field Officer?, but
on no occasion when the Cocked Hat is worn.
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straps. The peak ornamented with £ inch, full, gold
embroidery. A gold netted button on the crown. Field
Officers will have a gold French braid welt round the crown ;
Officers under the rank of Field Officer, a blue cloth welt.
Forage Cap for Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres—Blue cloth
folding cap, 5 inches high, with blue cloth side flaps, 4 inches
deep, to turn down when required. Gold French braid welts
on cap and flaps, and at front and back seams. Embroidered
badge on the left side,—a grenade in gold, with scroll under
with motto " Ubique " in silver on a light blue ground.
Shell-Jacket—Scarlet cloth, witli Garter blue velvet collar and
cuffs. Gold Russia braid, J inch wide, all round the jacket
and along the bottom of the collar, with small eyes at the ends
of the collar and bottom of the front, and a crow's foot at the
centre of collar seam and of waist. At each end of the collar,
a grenade emboidered in gold. Hooks and eyes and gilt studs
down the front. Pointed cuffs, 5 inches deep, edged—for Field
Officers, with 1 inch lace, traced above with Russia braid
J inch, forming a crow's foot at the top ; for Captains, with J
inch Russia braid forming a crow's foot at the top ; a row of
small eyes above and below the braid, terminating in plain
braid round the crow's foot ; for Lieutenants, with plain Russia
braid, J inch, forming a crow's foot at the top ; scarlet silk
serge lining. Shoulder-knots with badges of rank as for tunic.
*Mess Waistcoat—Scarlet cloth, with hooks and eyes and gilt studs
down the front, and edging of gold braid all round and on
collar seam. Pockets edged with gold braid forming crow's
feet at ends and centre.
Kamarband—See page 6.
Oreat-Coat and Cape— Blue cloth, of the pattern described at
page 2, lined with scarlet shalloon, the collar lined with Garter
blue velvet. Shoulder-straps of the same material as the
garment ; a small button of regimental pattern at the top.
Badges of rank in gold.
Horse Furniture.
Officers attached to R.E. Troops, same as Cavalry, but without
shabracque ; other mounted Officers as follows :—
Saddle—Hunting, or the saddle described at page 6, with plain
stirrups, and white girths.
Bridle and Wallets—As for General Staff, but with regimental
bosses.
* In hot climates an open white washing waistcoat without lappels,
and fastened by four gilt buttons of regimental pattern, may be worn
with the shell jacket in Mess Dress. Collars and black ties.
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tJniform, &c., as for other Officers of their respective honorary
or relative rank.
OFFICERS ON THE ACTIVE LIST ON HALF PAT AND
ON THE RETIRED LIST.
Officers on the Active List on half-pay may, until retired, or
brought back to full pay, wear the uniform',of their rank.
Officers on the Retired List :—
General Officers wear the uniform of their rank, but with a
plain gold sash 2£ inches wide, without crimson stripes.
Five years from :the 1st July, 1880, are allowed for the wear
ing out of the tunics and sword-belts then in possession. Infantry
sashes in possession on the above date may also be used until they
require to be replaced. They will be worn round the waist.
; Officers under the rank of General Officers—Uniform of their
rank, with- the letter
on shoulder-knots below the badges of
rank.
ROYAL ENGINEER MILITIA.
Uniform, &c., as for Officers of Royal Engineers with the following
exceptions :—
Helmets and Accoutrements—The mottoes are omitted.
Shoulder-Knots—The letter
is placed below the badges of rank.

RESERVE OF OFFICERS.
See page 88.
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FOOT GUARDS.
Tunic — Scarlet cloth ; blue cloth collar and cuffs ; the collar
embroidered in front and round the top ; at each end, the
badge of the regiment embroidered in silver ; the cuffs round,
2£ inches deep, embroidered round the top. Blue flap on each
sleeve, 5£ inches long and
inches wide ; scarlet flap on each
skirt behind, reaching within \ inch of the bottom of the skirt ;
2 buttons at the waist behind, about 3 inches apart. The
front, collar, cuffs, and flaps edged with white cloth, J inch
wide ; and the skirts lined with white. Blue cloth shoulderstraps, embroidered with two rows of purl embroidery, except
at the base. Small button at the top. Badges of rank in
silver.
The Grenadier Guards have a grenade at each end of the collar ;
9 buttons in front, at equal distances ; and 4 bars of embroidery, at
equal distances, on each skirt and sleeve flap..
The Coldstream Guards have a Star of the Garter at each end of
the collar ; 10 buttons in front, 2 and 2 ; and 4 bars of embroidery,
2 and 2, on each skirt and sleeve flap.
The Scots Guards have a thistle at each end of the collar ;
9 buttons in front, 3 and 3 ; and 3 bars of embroidery, at equal
distances, on each skirt and sleeve flap.
The Field Officers and Captains are in addition to the badges of
rank on the shoulder-straps further distinguished by embroidery
round the bottom of the collar and round the skirt and sleeye flaps,
and by a second bar of embroidery round the cuff.
Embroidery—-Gold, of special pattern ; that round the collar, cuffs,
Lace—Gold, of regimental pattern.
Buttons—Gilt, of regimental pattern.
Trousers—At levies, drawing-rooms, and in the evening, blue cloth,
with l£ inch gold lace down the side seams ; on other occa
sions, blue cloth, with scarlet stripes li inch wide.
Pantaloons, &c.,for mounted duties—Blue cloth, with scarlet stripes,
li inch wide ; knee boots and spurs as described at page 1.
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Cap—Black bearskin, 8 inches high, fastened under the chin by
a plain gilt taper chain.
Plume—Grenadier Guards—White goat's hair, 6 inches long, ou
the left side. Coldstream Guards — Scarlet cut feather, 6
inches long, on the right side. The Scots Guards wear no
plume.
Sword—As described at page 7, steel hilt, with regimental device
pierced and chased in the guard ; black fish-skin grip, bound
with gilt wire ; the blade embossed with battles and devices
according to regimental patterns.
Scabbard—Steel, lined with wood, with German silver mouthpiece.
Sword-Knot—Gold cord, with gold acorn, in full dress ; on other
occasions, buff leather with gold acorn.
Sword-Belt—In full dress, gold lace, lined with crimson Morocco
leather, l£ inches wide, with slings an inch wide ; for ordinary
use ; buff leather of the same dimensions.
Waist-Plate—Round gilt clasp, with regimental badge on the
centre-piece, and the title of the regiment on the outer circle.
Sabretache—See page 6.
Sash—On State occasions, crimson and gold ; at other times, crimson
silk net.
Spurs—Brass.
Frock — Blue cloth, braided according to regimental pattern.
Shoulder-straps of the same material as the garment, edged
with £-inch black mohair braid, except at the base ; black
netted button at the top. Badges of rank in gold.
Forage Cap—Blue cloth, of special pattern, with embroidered peak
and plain chin strap, band \\ inches wide, and regimental
badge in front. The Grenadier Guards wear a black braid
band, and gold embroidered grenade ; the Coldstream Guards
a similar band, and the Star of the Garter ; the Scots Guards a
regimental check band, the Star of St. Andrew in front, and a
gold cord round the edge of the crown.
Forage Cap for Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres—Blue cloth
folding cap, 5 inches high, with blue side flaps, 4 inches deep,
to turn down when required. Gold French braid welts on
cap and flaps, and at front and back seams. .Regimental badge
on the left side.
Shell-Jacket—Scarlet cloth, with Garter blue collar and cuffs. The
collar rolled ; regimental badge on collar, 5 inches from seam
of shoulder. Cuffs pointed ; Field Officers have on each sleeve
three rows of small gimp cord forming an eye at the top,
Captains two rows, and Subalterns one row.
Waistcoat—Garter blue cloth, with rolled collar ; 3 mounted regi
mental buttons for Grenadier Guards and Scots Guards, 4 for
the Coldstream Guards.
Whistle—See page 8.
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Great Coat—Grey cloth, of regimental pattern. Shoulder-straps of
the same material as the garment ; a small button of regimental
pattern at the top. Badges of rank in gold.
Regimental Staff.
The Adjutants wear the uniform of their rank.
The Medical Officers wear the regimental uniform of their
relative rank, except the bearskin cap, sash, and sword-belt, instead
of which the following are worn :—
Cocked Hat—As described at page 2 ; bound with black silk lace,
2 inches wide ; gold lace loop ; tassels of gold crape fringe,
with crimson crape fringe underneath ; plume of black cock's
tail feathers, drooping from a feathered stem 3 inches long.
Sword-Belt,
As for the Army Medical Department, but with
Pouch-Belt,
n
l
t\
f
naiab-uiaucs
dull devices on pouches of regiwaist-plates
Pouch—Dress,
. V Patterns. . and
Pouch-Field-}( mental
Quartermasters wear regimental uniform of their honorary or
relative rank with the following exceptions :—
Cocked-Hat—As for the Medical Officers, but with upright feather,
5 inches long. The feather is white in the Grenadier Guards
and Scots Guards ; red in the Coldstream Guards.
Sash—Crimson silk net.
Sword Belt—Black leather.
The Solicitors wear blue coats of special pattern, with scarlet
collars and cuffs and regimental buttons ; cocked-hats, with black
loops and regimental buttons ; blue cloth trousers, with scarlet
stripes l£ inches wide ; no swords or belts.
Horse Furniture.
Saddle—Hunting, or the saddle described at page 6 ; plain stirrups
and blue girths.
Holsters—Brown leather, with black bearskin covers.
Saddle Cloth—Blue cloth, edged with gold lace an inch wide ; 3 feet
long and 2 feet deep in the Grenadier and Coldstream Guards ;
3 feet long at the bottom and 2 feet 2 inches at the top, and
1 foot 9 inches deep, in the Scots Guards. The Field Officers
are distinguished by a second stripe of lace and the badges of
rank, embroidered in silver, at each hind corner.
Bridle—Brown leather, cavalry pattern, with gilt bosses bearing
regimental device, brown leather breast-plate, and steel chain
reins.
(d.r.)
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INFANTRY OF THE LINE.
(Exclusive of Highland Regiments and Scottish Regiments wearing
trews.)
Tunic—Scarlet cloth, with cloth collar and cuffs of the colour of the
regimental facings ; in the Queen's Own (Royal West Kent
Regiment) the facings are of velvet. The collar ornamented
with $ inch lace along the top, and gold Russia braid at the
bottom ; the cuffs pointed, with ^-inch lace round the top, and
a tracing in gold Russia braid, J-mch above and below the lace,
the lower braid having a crow's foot and eye, and the upper an
Austrian knot at the top. 8 buttons in front, and 2 at the
waist behind . The skirt closed behind, with a plait at each
side, and lined with white. The front, collar, and skirt-plaits
edged with white cloth ^-inch wide. Shoulder-straps of
twisted round gold cord, universal pattern, lined with scarlet.
A small button of regimental pattern at the top. Badges of
rank in silver.
Field Officers have a row of braided eyes below the lace on the
collar ; 2 bars of lace along the top of the cuff, showing J-inch of
the facings between the bars ; and the braiding on the sleeve is in the
form of eyes, above and below the lace for Colonels and LieutenantColonels, and above the lace only for Majors. The lace on the
sleeve extends to 8, and the Austrian knot to 10 inches, from the
bottom of the cuff.
Captains have no braided eyes on the collar. The lace and braiding
on the sleeves are the same as those of Field Officers, except that
the tracing is plain, without eyes.
Lieutenants have one bar of lace only on the cuff, the lace
extending to
and the Austrian knot to
inches, from the
bottom of the cuff. In other particulars the lace and braiding are
the same as those of Captains.
Facings—Blue cloth for Royal regiments, white cloth for English
(and Welsh) regiments, green cloth for Irish Regiments.
Lace for Tunics—Gold, |-inch wide. Rose pattern for English (and
Welsh) regiments ; shamrock pattern for Irish regiments. In
the following regiments, a black line is introduced at the top
and bottom of the lace :—
The Norfolk, Somersetshire, East Yorkshire, Leicester
shire, East Surrey, Loyal North Lancashire, the York and
Lancaster, and the Connaught Rangers.
Lace for Full Dress Trousers and Sword-Belt—Gold lace, special
pattern.
Special Badges—See " Badges of Territorial Regiments"
Buttons— Gilt, of regimental patterns. See " Badges of Territorial
Regiments."
"
/
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Trousers—Blue cloth, with a scarlet welt J-inch wide down each
side seam ; in summer, blue tartan, with similar stripes. On
State occasions and at balls, blue cloth, with gold lace lj inch
wide, and with J-inch crimson silk stripe in the centre, down
the side seams.
Pantaloons, &c., for Mounted Duties—Blue cloth, with stripes as on
the trousers ; knee boots and spurs as described at page 1.
Spurs—For Field Officers, brass ; for Adjutants, steel.
Helmet—See article " Helmet, Home Pattern" (a), page 4.
Helmet-Plate—In gilt metal, a star surmounted by the Crown ; on
the star a laurel wreath ; within the wreath, a garter inscribed,
Honi soit qui mal y pense ; within the garter, the badge
approved for the territorial regiments (see " Badges of Terri-r
torial Regiments"). On the bottom of the wreath a silver
scroll with the designation of the regiment. The dimensions
of the plate are—from top of the Crown to bottom of plate,
back measurement, 5 inches ; extreme horizontal width of slar,
back measurement,
inches ; the bottom central ray of the
plate comes half-way over the cloth band of the helmet.
Deviations from this pattern are noted in " Badges of Territorial
Regiments."
Helmet, White—See pages 4 and 5.
Sword—As described at page 7 ; the hilt of gilt metal, with device
of Royai Cypher and Crown, and lined with black patent
leather.
Scabbard—Foi Field Officers, brass ; for other Officers, steel.
Sword-Knot—Gold and crimson strap, with gold acorn.
Undress Sword-Knot—White buff leather.
Sword-Belt—White enamelled leather, l£ inches wide, with slings
an inch wide, flap, and gilt hook.
Waist-Plate—Bound gilt clasp, badge on centre piece, universal
ends. For badges and any deviations from this pattern see
" Badges of Territorial Regiments''
Sabretache—See page 6.
Sword-Belt to be worn on State occasions and at balls—Gold-lace,
inch wide, of the same pattern as that for the full dress
trousers, lined with crimson Morocco leather ; slings of similar
lace f-inch wide. Waist-plate—Bound gilt clasp ; and, in
silver, on a frosted gilt centre, the Boyal Crest ; a wreath of
laurel forms the outer circle. Ends of special pattern.
Sash—Crimson silk net, on ordinary occasions. On State occasions
and at balls, gold and crimson net, 2h inches wide, in i-inch
stripes of gold and crimson silk alternately ; gold and crimson
runner and tassels.
. •
Blue Patrol Jacket—As described at page 6.
Scarlet serge Patrol Jacket for Officers in India—Shape and size as
the blue patrol jacket with collar of the regimental facings.
The sleeve braided as the shell-jacket, according to rank.
(d.r.)
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White cloth edging all round, except on the collar. Scarlet
lining, scarlet shoulder-straps, edged with white cloth ; a small
button of regimental pattern at the top. Badges of rank iu
gold on the shoulder-straps.
Forage Cap—Blue cloth, straight up, 3 inches high, with black
patent leather drooping peak and chin strap. The peak orna
mented with £-inch full gold embroidery. Band lf inches
wide, of black oak-leaf lace. In regiments styled " Royal " and
in the King's (Liverpool Regiment) the band is of scarlet cloth,
l£ inches wide. Field Officers have a gold French braid welt
instead of blue cloth round the top of the cap. For badges, see
" Badges of Territorial Regiments."
Forage Cap for Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres—Blue glen
garry, pattern similar to that worn by non-commissioned
officers and men, but not so deep, bound an inch wide with
black silk riband, with riband ends If inches wide. Black silk
cockade on the left side. Badges worn on the cockade with a
scarlet edging. Boyal regiments will wear a scarlet tuft ;
other regiments-, blue. For badges, see article "Badges of
Territorial Regiments."
Shell-Jacket—Scarlet cloth, with collar and pointed cuffs of the
regimental facings. Gold braid edging all round, including the
top and bottom of the collar. A loop of gold braid at bottom
of collar to fasten across the neck. A row of gilt studs and
hooks and eyes down the front. Scarlet lining. Shoulderstraps with badges of rank as for tunic.
Field Officers have a row of braided eyes on the collar below
the upper line of braid. Colonels and Lieutenant-Colonels have 2
chevrons of braid on each sleeve, f inch apart, the upper forming an
Austrian knot extending to 10 inches from the bottom of the cuff,
and the lower braid a crow's foot and eye ; a row of braided eyes
above and below the chevrons as on the tunic. Majors have the
same braiding on the sleeve, omitting the lower row of braided
eyes.
Captains have similar braiding, but without the braided eyes ;
the Austrian knot extends to 9 inches only.
Lieutenants have a single chevron of braid forming an Austrian
knot 8 inches high, and a crow's foot and eye below it.
Second Tunic—Of light cloth or serge ; in all other respects the
same as the dress tunic. It is at the option of officers to pro
vide themselves with this article or not.
Mess Waistcoat—Cloth of the colour of the regimental facings ; gold
braid edging round the top, down the front, and along the
bottom to the side seams. The pockets edged with braid,
forming crow's feet and eyes at top and bottom and at the
ends. A row of gilt studs and hooks and eyes down the front.
In regiments with white facings the waistcoat may be of white
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or scarlet cloth, or a white washing waistcoat, without lappels,
and fastened with four gilt buttons of regimental pattern.
Kamarband—See page 6.
Whistle—See page 8.
Great-Coat and Cape—Grey cloth, of the pattern described at page
2. Shoulder-straps of the same material as the garment ; a
small button of regimental pattern at the top. Badges of rank
in gold.
Leggings—Black leather, 9 inches high for an officer 5 feet 8 inches
in height ; a variation not exceeding 1 inch for officers above ii
feet 10 inches or under 5 feet 6 inches. A leather strap, f-inch
wide, is sewn all round the top, terminating with brass buckle
and thong. Three leather buttons with corresponding button
holes.
Regimental Staff Officers.
Adjutants wear the uniform of their rank.
Quartermasters wear regimental uniform of their honorary or
relative rank with the following exceptions :
Sword-Belt—Black.
Pouch—Black patent leather (to hold writing materials), the flap 7
inches long and 3£ inches deep. No device.
Pouch-Bell—Plain black Morocco leather, without lace or stripe ;
git buckle, tip and slide.
Sashes—Are not worn.
Horse Furniture.
Saddle—Hunting ; or the saddle described at page 6 ; plain stirrups
and blue, girths.
Bridle and Breast-Plate—Brown leather, with gilt bosses. On the
bosses and within the words " Infantry Mounted Officers," the
Rose, Thistle, and Shamrock, with a crown above. Front and
rosettes of the colour of the regimental facings. Steel chain
reins.
Wallets—Brown leather, with black bearskin covers, except in
tropical climates, where the covers are to be brown leather.

LIGHT INFANTRY.
{Exclusive of the Highland Light Infantry).
The uniform and horse furniture are the same as for Infantry of
the Line, with the following exceptions :—
Helmet—See article " Helmets, Home pattern," (a) and (c), page 4.
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Special Badges—See " Badges of Territorial Regiments."
forage Cap—Dark green cloth.
Forage Cap for Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres—Dark green,
with dark green tuft.
Note.—In undress the Officers of the Oxfordshire Light Infantry are
allowed to wear shirt oollars.

THE HIGHLAND LIGHT INFANTRY.
(See page 74.)

FUSILIERS.
{Exclusive of the Royal Scots Fusiliers).
The uniform and horse furniture are the same as for Infantry of
the line, with the following exceptions :—
Tunic—The Royal Welsh Fusiliers wear " the flash."
Cap—Black racoon skin, 9 inches high in front. A gilt grenade in
front with a badge on the ball ; gilt burnished chain, lined with
black velvet.
Plume, for Northumberland Fusiliers only—Red and white hackle
feather, inches high, the red above ; worn on the left side.
Special Badges—See " Badges of Territorial Regiments."
Helmet, While—Grenades, as approved for racoon-skin caps, are
substituted for helmet-plates.

THE ROYAL SCOTS FUSILIERS.
(See page 74.)

HIGHLAND REGIMENTS
Doublet—Scarlet cloth, with collar and cuffs of the regimental
facings. The collar laced and braided according to rank, as
described for infantry of the Line. Gauntlet cuffs, 4 inches
deep in front and 6 inches at the back, edged with £-inch lace
round the top and down the back seam ; 3 loops of gold braid,
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with buttons on each cuff. 8 buttons in front, and 2 at the
waist behind. Inverness skirts, 6i inches deep, with skirt-flaps
6 inches deep ; 3 loops of gold braid with buttons on each skirtflap. The front, collar, skirts and flaps edged with white cloth,
i-inch wide, and the skirts and flaps lined with white.
Shoulder-straps of twisted round gold cord, universal pattern,
lined with scarlet ; a small button of regimental pattern at the
top. Badges of rank in silver.
Field Officers have a second bar of lace round the top of the cuff,
and ^-inch lace round the skirts and skirt-flaps. Colonels have
2 lines of braid, and Lieutenant-Colonels 1 line, within the lace
on the cuffs.
Captains have a line of braid within the lace on the cuffs.
Lieutenants have the same lace on the cuffs as Captains, but
without the line of braid.
The several bars of lace and lines of braid on the cuffs are to be
.J-inch apart.
Facings—Blue cloth in the Royal Highlanders and Queen's Own
Cameron Highlanders ; yellow cloth in the other regiments.
Lace—Gold, thistle pattern f-inch wide. In the Gordon High
landers a black line is introduced at top and bottom.
Special Badges—See " Badges of Territorial Regiments."
Buttons—Gilt, of regimental patterns. See " Badges of Territorial
Regiments."
Pantaloons and Knee Boots for moun ted duties—Tartan of authorized
pattern ; knee boots, as described at page 1.
Spurs—Steel ; brass for Field Officers when in Mess or Levee dress.
Pattern as described at page 1.
Belted Plaid, Shoulder Plaid,
Kilt, Trews, Hose, Garters,
Siean Dhu, Gaiters, Shoes, 1-Of authorized regimental patterns.
and Buckles—
Brooch—Of authorized regimental pattern. The diameter not to
exceed 3j inches. Undress brooches are not to be worn.
Sporrans—Of authorized regimental patterns. The sporran top is
not to exceed 6 inches in width. The breadth of the sporran
leather is not to exceed 8£ inches. The length of the top and
leather together will not exceed 11 inches, or for badger-skin
sporrans, 13 inches. Officers may wear undress sporrans
resembling those of the men. The bullion tassels on the dress
sporrans will not exceed six. They are only to be worn in
" Beview Order," and must be removable in regiments that do
not adopt the undress sporran.
Head-Dress—Not yet decided.
Helmet, While—See pages 4 and 5.
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Claymore—Steel, basket hilt, lined with scarlet cloth ; straight cut
and-thrust blade, l£ inches wide at the shoulder, and 32 inches
long.
Scabbard—Steel, for all ranks.
Waist-Belt—White leather, 1\ inches wide, with slings 1 inch wide,
hanging from two gilt rings.
Sabretache—See page 6.
Shoulder Belt, for Company Officers—White leather, 3 inches wide,
with slings hanging from gilt rings.
.
r*Of authorized regimental patterns.
The Dirk is not to exceed in length
Waist-Plate,
17J inches over all, from extreme
Breast-Plate,
to the'point of
end of: Dirk-handle
7
the sheath. The blade should not
Dirk,
fDirk Belt and Plate, Dress
be more than 1§ inches in breadth
at the broadest part. The Undress
Dirk-Belt, Undress—
Dirk-Belt is to be of plain white
or black leather.
Sash—Crimson silk, Highland pattern. Dimensions, unstretched—
15 inches wide in the middle and 7 inches at the commencemeut
of the fringe.
Shell Jacket—Scarlet cloth, of the same pattern as for Infantry of
the Line. In the Gordon Highlanders double narrow braid,
with a black centre.
Mess- Waistcoat—Cloth of the colour of the facings, scarlet cloth or
regimental tartan ; in other respects, the pattern will be as for
the cloth mess-waistcoats of Infantry of the Line. In the
Gordon Highlanders, double narrow braid with a black cent»-e.
Kamarband—See page 6.
•
Forage Cap for undress, with trews—For the Seaforth Highlanders
and Gordon Highlanders only. As for Infantry of the Line,
with diced bands of authorized regimental patterns. For
badges, see " Badges of Territorial Regiments."
Glengarry—Blue, of pattern similar to that worn by the men. Plain
m the Royal Highlanders, Seaforth Highlanders and Cameron
Highlanders ; diced in the Gordon Highlanders and Argyll
and Sutherland Highlanders. Bottom of cap bound with black
silk. Badges to be worn on the left side.
Great-Coat and Cape, Blue Patrol > M fflr Infant of the Line.
Jacket and Whistle—
)
'
* Officers who are in possession of ornaments provided under the late
egulationa may continue to use them,
t To be worn with slings on full dress occasions by Field Officer*.

-«
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Regimental Staff Officers.
The Adjutants wear the uniform of their rank, with steel spurs.
Quartermasters wear regimental uniform of their honorary or
relative rank, with the following exceptions :—
Waist-Belt—Black Morocco leather.
Pouch and Pouch-Belt—As for Infantry of the Line.
Sash Shoulder-Plaid and Brooch.—Not worn.
Horse Furniture.
As described for Infantry of the Line.

SCOTTISH REGIMENTS (WEARING TREWS).
The Royal Scots (Lothian Regiment).
The King's Own Borderers.
The uniform and horse furniture are the same as for Infantry of
the Line, with the following exceptions :—
Lace for Doublet—Gold, thistle pattern.
Doublet—As for Highland regiments ; blue facings.
Special Badges—See Badges of Territorial Regiments."
fc}^ «« Highland Regiments.
Trews—Tartan of authorized pattern.
Pantaloons for mounted duties—Tartan, pattern as for trews?.
Forage Cap—Diced band of regimental pattern.
Forage Cap for Active "I
Service and Peace > ditto, lJ inches wide.
Manceuvres—
J
Mess- Waistcoat—As for Infantry of the Line.
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The Highland Light Infantry.
The uniform and horse furniture are the same as for kilted regi
ments, with the following exceptions :—
Chaco—Blue cloth, 4 inches high in front and inches at the back,
the crown 6 inches long and
inches across. Diced band,
black corded boss with device in front, green tuft, plate of
special pattern, cap lines. At back, for ventilation, a bronze
ornament ; a bronze ornament with hook on each side at the
top, to hook up the lines. Horizontal peak ; black leather chin
strap.
Special Badges—See "Badges of Territorial Regiments."
Trews and Pantaloons—Tartan of authorized regimental pattern.
Claymore—Removable basket hilt for levees, &c. On other occasions
a cross-bar hilt.
,
.
Mess- Waistcoat—Special pattern.
Forage Cap—As for Infantry of the line, but of green cloth, with
diced band ; a crimson cloth welt for Officers under the rank of
Field Officer.
Forage Cap for Active "1 As for Infantry of the Line, but of dark
Service and Peace > green cloth, with diced band 1J inch
Manoeuvres—
J wide, and dark green tuft.
The Belted Plaid, Kilt, Sporran, Hose, Gaiters, Skean Dhu,
Garters, Shoes, and Buckles, are not worn.

The Royal Scots Fusiliers.
The uniform and horse furniture are the same as for Fusiliers
(see page 70), with the following exceptions :—
Lace for Doublet—Gold, thistle pattern.
Doublet—As for Highland regiments ; blue facings.
Special Badges—See " Badges of Territorial Regiments."
S3-}Asfor Highland regiment*.
Trews—Tartan, of authorized pattern.
Pantaloonsfor Mounted duties—Tartan, as for trews.
Forage Cap—Diced band of regimental pattern.
Forage Cap for Active X
Service and Peace f ditto, 1^ inches wide.
ManoeuvresMess- Waistcoat—As for Infantry of the Line.
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The Cameronians (Scottish Rifles).
Doublet—Eifle green cloth, collar and cuffs of Rifle green cloth, the
collar square in front. The front edged with £ inch black
mohair braid : down the front on each side, at equal distances,
six bars, each
inches wide, of black mohair braid ; hooks
and eyes down the front ; two black netted buttons at
the . waist behind ; pocket inside the left breast ; black silk
lining ; gauntlet cuffe : three loops of black Russia braid, with
a black netted button at the top of each loop. Skirts of special
pattern, 7£ inches deep, with skirt flaps of special pattern, 7
inches deep ; three loops of Russia braid on each flap, with a
black netted button at the bottom of each loop ; shoulder-straps
of black chain grimp ; badges of rank in bronze. For Colonel
and Lieutenant-Colonel, the collar is edged all round with
i-inch mohair braid ; within the mohair braid a rich tracing in
double Russia braid. The cuffs are 5i, inches deep in front,
and 8£ inches at the back ; two bars of £-inch mohair braid
round the top, f-inch apart, and £-inch mohair braid down the
back seam. The second bar and the mohair braid on the back
seam richly traced with Russia braid ; the skirts and flaps
edged with i-inch black braid.
For Major—Collar as for a Colonel. The cuffs are 4 inches deep
in the front, and 6i inches at the back ; £-inch mohair braid round
the top and down the back seam, traced inside as on collar. Skirts
and flaps as for a Colonel.
For Captain—Collar edged at the top with £-inch black mohair
braid, traced with small eyes of double Russia braid. Cuffs as for a
Major, except that the mohair braid is traced in double Russia
braid, with large eyes forming a figure 8 at the top corner in front.
Skirts and flaps edged with J-inch black mohair braid.
For Lieutenant—Collar edged round the top with £-inch black
mohair braid, traced with Russia braid, forming an eye at the top
corners in the front. Cuffs as for Captain, except that the mohair
braid has a plain tracing of black Russia braid, forming an eye at
each of the top corners. Skirts and flaps as for a Captain.
Braid—Black mohair, except on band of forage cap.
Special Badges—See " Badges of Territorial Regiments."
Buttons—Black netted ; for great-coat, bronze. See " Badges of
Territorial Regiments."
Trews—Tartan of authorized pattern.
Pantaloons, dkc. Tartan as for trews ; knee boots as described at
for mounted
page 1, with steel spurs.
duties—
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Helmet, Home Pattern—See article " Helmet, Home Pattern," (a) ami
(d), page 4.
Helmet-Plate—Bronze. See " Badges of Territorial Regiments."
Helmet, White—See pages 4 and 5.,,
Sword—As described at page 7 ; Bteel hilt, with device of bugle
and crown.
Scabbard—Steel for all ranks.
Sword-Knot—Black leather strap and acorn.
Sword-Belt—Black patent leather, H inches wide, with slings an
inch wide. (To be worn over the doublet.)
Waist-Plate—See " Badges of Territorial Regiments."
Pouch-Belt—Black patent leather, 3 inches wide, with silver breast
ornament, whistle and chain of regimental patterns.
Pouch—Black patent leather with the Thistle in silver on the flap.
Sabretache—As laid down at page 6 ; the Thistle, in silver, on the
flap.
Gloves—Black leather.
Patrol Jacket—Rifle green cloth, of the size and shape prescribed
at page 6, with collar and cuffs of Rifle green cloth. Inch black
mohair braid down the front, at the bottom of the skirts, and
on the slits. The mohair braid traced inside with Russia braid,
forming eyes at each angle of the slits. The back seams
trimmed with inch mohair braid, traced on both sides with
Russia braid, forming 3 eyes at the top, and 2 eyes at the
bottom. On each side in front, five loops of black square cord,
fastening with olivets ; each loop forms an eye above and
below in the centre, and a drop at the end ; a cap on each
drop. Cuffs pointed with inch mohair braid, with a plain
tracing of black Russia braid above and below. Collar cut
square and edged with inch mohair braid : a tracing below the
braid and on the collar seam, forming an eye in the comers ;
at the back, below the centre of the collar, the tracing forms a
plume 6 inches deep. Black lining hooks and eyes. A pocket
on either side below the fourth loop, and one inside the left
breast. Shoulder-straps with badges of rank as for tunic.
Forage Cap—Rifle green cloth, with band of li inch black lace,
thistle pattern, black purl button and braided figure on the
crown ; black leather chin strap ; no peak.
Forage Cap for ActiveX Rifle green cloth, special pattern, ornaService and Peace > mented in front with a thistle in silver,
Manoeuvres—
J on a Rifle green corded boss.
Shell-Jacket—Rifle green cloth : collar and cuffs of Rifle green cloth,
the collar square in front. Inch mohair braid all round the
body, forming barrels or dummies at bottom of the back seams ;
a tracing of black Russia braid terminating in an eye at the
bottom corners in front. Back seams, trimmed with black
chain gimp, forming a crow's foot at the top, and an Austrian
knot and curl at the bottom. A tracing of black Russia braid
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on either side of the gimp on each back seam ; on the outside
only of the crow's foot an Austrian knot with curl. Pockets
trimmed with black chain gimp, forming a double crow's foot
and eye ; the gimp traced with black Russia braid, with eyes
at intervals. Five plaited olivets down the front on the left
side ; hooks and eyes. Cuffs pointed with black chain gimp
forming an Austrian knot in front, and continued to the bottom
of the cuff at either side of the back seam. The gimp traced
on the outside with black Russia braid. The Austrian knot
extends to 7^ inches from the bottom of the cuff. Collar edged .
all round with £-inch mohair braid ; pockets inside the left
breast ; black silk lining ; a loop at bottom of collar to fasten
across the neck ; shoulder-straps with badges of rank, as for
. tunic.
Mess- Waistcoat—Rifle green cloth, single breasted ; no collar ; open
half-way down ; edged with £-inch mohair braid ; hooks and
eyes ; pockets edged with black Russia braid, forming three
eyes in the centre at the top, three eyes in the centre at the
bottom, and a crow's foot at each end.
Kcmarband—See page 6.
Great-Coat and Cape—Grey cloth, of the pattern described at page
2, with bronze buttons ; shoulder-straps of the same material
as the garment ; a small button of regimental pattern at the
top ; badges of rank in bronze.
Regimental Staff Officers.
Uniform as for the other Officers of their rank.
Horse Furniture.
As prescribed for Infantry of the Line, with the following ex
ceptions :—
Shabracque—Black lambskin, 3 feet 4 inches long, 21 inches deep
in front, and 1 2 inches behind, covering the saddle and wallets ;
cloth edging of the colour of the regimental facings ; moleskin
lining.
Wallet Covers (with undress)—Black patent leather, with silver
studs.
Bridle, Breast-Plate, &c.—Black leather, with silver whole buckles
and silver bit bosses ; green front and rosettes ; black and
green horse-hair throat ornament, 18 inches long, with silver
ball socket.
Pattern of Bit-Boss—Within a garter, surmounted by a crown, a
bugle with strings ; on the garter, " The Cameronians."
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(Exclusive of The Cameronians (Scottish Rifles).)
The King's Eoyal Rtfle Corps.
Tunic—Rifle green cloth, edged all round, except the collar, with
black square cord. Scarlet cloth collar and cuffs. The collar
edged with A-inch black braid : the cuffis pointed, and orna
mented as described below, according to rank. The skirt
rounded off in front, closed behind, and lined with black. On
each side of the breast, 5 loops of black square cord, with
netted caps and drops, fastening with black olivets. On each
back-seam, a line of the same cord, forming three eyes at the
top, passing under a netted cap at the waist, below which it is
doubled, and ending in an Austrian knot reaching to the bottom
of the skirt. Shoulder-straps of black chain gimp, with small
button of regimental pattern at the top. Badges of rank in
bronze.
Field Officers have figured braiding below the lace on the collar ;
and 1£-ineh black lace round the top of the cuff, with figured
braiding above and below the lace, extending to 11 inches
from the bottom of the cuff.
Captains have a row of braided eyes below the lace on the collar ;
and an Austrian knot of black square cord on the sleeve, with a
tracing of braided eyes all round it, extending to 8 inches from the
bottom of the cuff.
Lieutenants have a tracing of plain braid only, below the lace on
the collar ; and an Austrian knot on the sleeve, with a tracing of
plain braid round it, extending to 7 inches only from the bottom of
the cuff.
Braid—Black mohair.
Buttons—Bronze. See " Badges of Territorial Regiments."
Trousers, &c.-—Rifle green cloth, with 2-inch black braid down the
side seams ; in summer, Rifle green tartan, without stripes ;
Wellington boots and steel spurs, for mounted Officers.
Pantaloons, &c.,for mounted duties—Rifle green cloth, with stripes
as on the cloth trousers ; knee boots as described at page 1,
with steel spurs.
Helmet—See article " Helmet, Home Pattern," (a) and (d), page 4.
Helmet-Plate—Bronze. See Badges of Territorial Regiments."
Helmet, White—See pages 4 and 5.
Sword—As described at page 7 ; steel hilt, with device of bugle and
crown.
Scabbard—Steel for all ranks.
Sword-Knot—Black leather strap and acorn.

•
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Sword-Belt—Black patent leather, l£ inches wide, with slings an
inch wide ; silver snake clasp and mountings.
Pouch-Belt—Black patent leather, 2J inches wide, with silver breast
ornament ; whistle and chain, of regimental patterns.
Pouch—Black patent leather, with a silver bugle on the flap.
Sabretache — As laid down at page 6 ; device on flap, a bugle
with strings in silver.
Gloves—Black leather.
Patrol-Jacket—Rifle green cloth of the size and shape prescribed at
page 6, with collar and pointed cuffs of the regimental facings
as on the tunic. Black mohair inch braid, traced with black
Russia braid down the front, on the top of the cuffs, and along
the back seams. £ inch mohair braid faced with black Russia
braid at the top' and bottom of collar, showing regimental
facings. The tracing forms a crow's foot and eye on the top of
the cuff, a plume at the top of the back of the jacket, and a
crow's foot and eye at the bottom. On each side in front, five
loops of black round cord, with caps and drops, fastening with
black olivets. Shoulder-straps with badges of rank as for
tunic.
Forage-Cap—Rifle green cloth, with band of l£-inch black mohair
braid, black netted button and braided figure on the crown, and
black leather chin strap. No peak.
Forage-Cap for Active] Green cloth, special pattern, ornamented in
Service and Peace > front with a silver bugle placed on a
Manoeuvres
J scarlet cord boss.
Shell-Jacket—Rifle green cloth, scarlet collar and scarlet cuffs.
Black mohair braid all round the body, forming barrels (or
dummies) at bottom of back seams. Back seams trimmed with
a double row of J-inch mohair braid, forming a-crow's foot at
top, and finishing over the barrels (or dummies) at the bottom.
Pockets trimmed with J-inch mohair braid, forming a crow's
foot at each end and in centre. Five waved loops of square
cord in front, with four rows of knitted olivets, two olivets on
each loop. Pointed cuffs of inch mohair braid, with tracing of
black Russia braid, forming a row of small eyes on the outside
and inside of the cuffs, and extending 6£ inches from the
bottom of each cuff. Mohair braid, £-inch wide, all round the
collar, trimmed through the centre with plumes, and row of
small eyes along top edge ; a loop at bottom of collar to fasten
across the neck ; shoulder-straps with badges of rank as for tunic.
Mess- Waistcoat—Rifle green cloth, single-breasted, no collar, open
half-way down. Hooks and eyes. £-inch mohair braid on
edges, with a J-inch braid down the front one inch from the
edge. Scarlet cloth between the two braids with row of eyes of
black Russia braid down front edge on the scarlet cloth. Pockets
trimmed with J-inch mohair braid, forming a crow's foot at each
end, edged all round with scarlet cloth.
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Kamarband—See page 6.
Great-Coat and Cape—Grey cloth, of the pattern described at page
2, with bronze buttons. Shoulder-straps of the same material
as the garment : a small button of regimental pattern at the
top ; badges of rank in bronze.
Regimental Staff Officers.
Uniform as for the other Officers of their rank.
Horse Furniture.
As prescribed for Infantry of the Line, with the following
exceptions :—
Shaoracque—Black lambskin, 3 feet 4 inches long, 21 inches deep in
front and 12 inches behind, covering the saddle and wallets ;
cloth edging of the colour of the regimental facings ; moleskin
lining.
Wallet Covers (with undress) —Black patent leather, with silver
studs.
Bridle, Breast-Plate, &c.—Black leather, the head-stall lined with
scarlet cloth, with scalloped edges ; silver whole buckles and
silver bit bosses ; green front and rosettes ; black and scarlet
horse-hair throat ornament, 18 inches long with silver ball
socket.
Pattern of Bit-Boss—Within a garter surmounted by a crown, a
bugle with strings. On the garter, "King's Royal Rifle Corps."

The Royal Irish Rifles.
The uniform and horse furniture are the same as for the King's
Royal Rifle Corps, with the following exceptions :—
Tunic—Dark green cloth collar and cuffs.
Buttons—See " Badges of Territorial Regiments."
Helmet-Plate—See " Badges of Territorial Regiments."
Sabretache—In silver, on the flap, a bugle with strings surmounted
by the Sphinx over Egypt.
Pouch-Belt—3 inches wide, breast ornament as for helmet-plate, but
in silver ; whistle and chain of regimental patterns.
Pouch—Black patent leather ; in silver, on the flap, a bugle with
strings, surmounted by the Sphinx over Egypt.
Patrol-Jacket—Dark green cloth collar and cuffs.
Forage Cap—Band of li inch black lace, shamrock pattern.
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Forage Cap for Active Service and Peace Manawwes—Dark green
cord doss ; in silver, on the boss, the Harp surmounted by
a crown ; on the Harp, a scroll, inscribed " Eoyal Irish Rifles."
Shell-Jacket—Rifle green cloth ; dark green cloth collar, square in
front ; dark green cloth cuffs ; inch black mohair braid all
round the body, forming barrels (or dummies) at bottom of
back seams. The mohair braid traced inside with Russia braid,
forming an eye at each bottom corner in front. The back
seams trimmed with double J-inch Russia braid, forming in
single braid at the top a crow's foot and eye, and terminating
in single braid in an eye at the bottom, above the dummies.
On each side, in front, four waved loops of J-inch Eussia braid,
each loop forming a drooping crow's foot at the end ; two
double-stitched olivets on each loop. Cuffs pointed with J inch
black Eussia braid, forminar a crow's foot in front, and continued
to the bottom of the cuff at either side of the back seam. The
crow's foot extends to 6 inches from the bottom of the cuff.
The J-inch braid traced inside and outside with small Russia
braid. A further tracing of small eyes above and below the
i-inch braid, terminating in a figured braiding below in the
front. The collar edged top and bottom with i-inch mohair
braid, with a double row of eyes within the braid, terminating
in an eye at each corner of the collar. A loop at bottom of
collar to fasten across the neck. Pocket inside the left breast ;
black silk lining ; hooks and eyes down the front. Shoulderstraps with badges of rank as for tunic.
Mess- Waistcoat—Green, instead of scarlet cloth, between the two
braids down the front ; the mohair braid on the pockets edged
with green.
Kamarband—See page 6.
Horse Furniture.
Shabracque—Green cloth edging
Bridle, Breast-Plate, &c.-—The head-stall is not lined. The garter
of the bit-bosses inscribed " Eoyal Irish Eifles ; " dark green
horse-hair throat ornament.

*
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The Rifle Brigade (The Prihce Consort's Own).
The uniform and horse furniture are the same as for the King's
Royal Kifle Corps, with the following exceptions : —
Tunic—Black velvet collar and cuffs.
Buttons—See " Badges of Territorial Regiments."
Helmet-Plate—See Badge* of Territorial Regiments."
Pouch-Belt—3 inches wide ; silver breast ornament, whistle and
chain, of regimental patterns.
Patrol-Jacket—Rifle green cloth, of the size and shape prescribed at
page 6, with collar and cuffs of black velvet. Inch black
mohair braid down the front, at the bottom of the skirts, and
on the slits. The mohair braid traced inside with Russia braid,
forming eyes at each angle of the slits. The back seams
trimmed with inch mohair braid traced on both sides with
Russia braid, forming three eyes at the top and two eyes at the
bottom. On each side, in front, five loops of black square cord,
fastening with olivets. Each loop forms an eye above and
below in the centre, and a drop at the end. A cap on each
drop, cuffs pointed with inch mohair braid, traced at the
bottom with Russia braid, forming an eye in the angle. Collar
edged with inch mohair braid ; a tracing below the braid, and
on the collar seam, forming an eye in the corners. At the
back, below the centre of the collar, the tracing forms a plume
6 inches deep ; black lining, hooks and eyes. A pocket on
either side below the fourth loop, and one inside the left breast.
Shoulder-straps with badges of rank as for tunic.
Forage Cap for Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres—Black cord
boss.
Shell-Jacket—Rifle green cloth ; black velvet collar, square in front.
Inch mohair braid all round the body, forming barrels (or
dummies) at bottom of back seams. The mohair braid traced
inside with Russia braid, forming an eye at each bottom corner
in front. The back seams trimmed with double J-inch black
Russia braid, forming in a single braid an Austrian knot at the
top. Five plaited olivets on the left side ; hooks and eyes down
the front. Cuffs pointed with inch mohair braid, traced at the
bottom with Russia braid, forming an eye in the angle. The
mohair braid extends to 6 inches from the bottom of the cuff.
Collar edged with inch mohair braid ; a tracing of black Russia
braid below the mohair braid, and on the collar seam, forming
an eye in the corners. Pockets edged with f-inch Russia braid,
forming a crow's foot at each end. Black lining ; shoulderStraps with badges of rank as for tunic.
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Mess- Waistcoat—-Rifle green cloth, single-breasted, without collar,
open to the second olivet of the shell-jacket ; edged with i-inch
black mohair braid, traced inside with black Russia braid,
forming an eye at each bottom corner in front. The pockets
edged with black Russia braid, forming plumes at the top and
bottom, in the centre, and at each end.
Kamarband—See page 6.
Horse Furniture.
Sliabracque—Black cloth edging.
Bridle, Breast-Plate, etc.—The head-stall is not lined ; the garter of
the bit-bosses inscribed, "Rifle Brigade;" black horse-hair
throat ornament,

WEST INDIA REGIMENTS.
Uniform and horse furniture as for Infantry of the Line, with
the following exceptions :—
Lace for Tunic—Bias and Stand pattern.
Helmet Plates—Special patterns.
Forage-Cap—In gold embroidery, on the band in front the letters
W.I., with the number of the Regiment above.
White Trousers—Are worn on ordinary occasions.

REGIMENTAL DISTRICTS.
{Exclusive of the 83ni Regimental District and the Rifle Dep6t.)
Lieutenant-Colonel Commanding.
Tunic—As for Infantry ; facings blue.
Lace—As for Staff.
Buttons—As for General Staff.
Undress Trousers—Ditto, but with scarlet stripe. If inches wide.
Pantaloons—Scarlet stripe, If inches wide.
Boots—As for mounted services.
Spurs—Brass.
. - (D.R.)
o 2
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Cocked-Hat and Plume—As for an Assistant Adjutant-General.
Forage-Cap, with drooping peak—As for territorial regiments, with
badge authorized for the same. See " Badges of Territorial
Regiments." In the case of a double Regimental District, the
cap and badge will be of the patterns approved for the senior
territorial regiment, but should the Officer Commanding have
retired from the junior regiment, he may wear the cap and
badge for that regiment. In Highland Districts the Officers
Commanding will wear the round forage cap as for Infantry of
the Line, with scarlet bands in the case of the 42nd and 79th
Regimental Districts ; with diced bands in other Highland
Districts of the patterns approved for the territorial regiments.
Badges as for the glengarries of the territorial regiments,
except in the 72nd and 75th Regimental Districts, for which
the badges approved for the round forage cap of the Seaforth
Highlanders and Gordon Highlanders are authorized. The
Officer Commanding 26th and 71st Regimental Districts will
wear a similar cap with band and badge as approved for the
round forage cap of Officers of the Highland Light Infantry.
Frock Coat—Blue cloth, single-breasted, with rolling collar ; the
collar, front and back, and the skirts edged with J inch mohair
braid ; 5 loops of the same braid on each side in front, with two
olivets on each loop ; 2 olivets at waist behind, encircled with
braided crow's foot; the cuffs pointed with 1-inch mohair
braid ; the braid extends to 5 inches from the bottom of the
cuff. The skirt lined with black. Shoulder-straps of the same
material as the garment, edged with £-inch mohair braid,
except at the base ; black netted button at the top. Badges of
rank in gold.
Sashes—As for Infantry.
Horse Appointments—As for an Assistant Adjudant-General.
Saddle Cloth—Blue cloth, 3 feet long at the bottom, and 2 feet deep,
with gold lace of staff pattern an inch wide, the badges of rank
embroidered in silver on the hind corners.
Sabretache—As for mounted Officers of Infantry.
SwordScabbard,
Waist-Plate,
As for Field Officers of the Infantry of the Line.
Sword-Knot
\ Gold lace both for dress and undress,
Sword-Belt—
Shell-Jacket,
) Ag f infantrv
Mess- Waistcoat— j
*'
Waistcoat—(to be worn with frock coat). As for Staff,
Great-Coat and Cape—As for Infantry,
Whistle—
Ditto,
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EIGHTY-THIRD REGIMENTAL DISTRICT.
Uniform and horse furniture as for other Officers commanding
Regimental Districts, except that the badge on the forage-cap will
be a bugle with strings surmounted by the Sphinx over Egypt, in
gold embroidery ; but should the Regiment in which the Com
manding Officer last served have been a Rifle Regiment, the uniform
and horse furniture will be as for the Royal Irish Rifles.

RIFLE DEPdT.
LIEUTENANT-COLONEL COMMANDING,
Uniform of the Rifle Brigade, without facings.

MILITIA BATTALIONS,
Uniform and horse furniture as for the Line battalions of the
Territorial Regiments of which they form part, with the following
exceptions :—
Shoulder-straps—The letter M in silver, or in silver embroidery, is
worn below the badges of rank on garments for which gold
shoulder-straps are authorized, and in gilt metal or in gold
embroidery on garments for which cloth straps are authorized.
Ofiioers of Militia Rifles wear an M in bronze on all shoulderstraps.
Special Badges—Battles are omitted.
In the Militia Battalions of the Royal Highlanders, Seaforth
Highlanders, and Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders, the Belted
Plaid, Kilt, Sporran, Hose, Garters, Skean Dhu, Gaiters, Shoes, and
Buckles are not worn. Boots will be worn as laid down at page I.
In the Militia Battalions of the Royal Irish Rifles, the device on
the flap of the pouch is a bugle with strings, in silver.
In Militia Battalions of Rifle Regiments, the helmet-plates and
breast-plates are of special patterns.

8G
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CHANNEL ISLANDS
As for Militia Battalions of Light Infantry
Regiment.

Lace,

On Buttons.

Koyal Jersey
Gold, special pattern The Eoyal Crest.
Light Infantry.

Collar Badge.
In gilt metal, the
Cross of St. An
drew ; on the
Cross, a shieli
charged with
three lions-leopardes, in silver.
The shield sur
mounted by the
Crown in gilt
metal.

Eoyal Guernsey Gold, special pattern. Bugle, with strings, A lion-leoparde\ in
surmounted by a gold embroidery.
Light Infantry.
sprig of laurel.
Within the strings
©f the bugle, the
number of the
regiment.

.
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LIGHT INFANTRY MILITIA.
of the Line, with the following distinctions :On Helmet-Plate.

On Waist-Plate.

Forage Cap Badge.

In gilt metal, within a In silver, on a frosted gilt In gold embroidery, on a
circle inscribed " Royal centre, a bugle with blue cloth ground, a bugle
Jersey Light Infantry," strings, surmounted by with strings surmounted
a bugle with strings on the Crown. The number by the Koyal Crest. The
a black velvet ground. of the regiment within number of the regiment
The number of the the strings of the bugle. within the strings of the
regiment within the On the circle, " Royal bugle. A sprig of laurel
strings of the bugle.
Jersey Light Infantry." ' on each side of the bugle ;
below, a crimson velvet
scroll, inscribed " Royal
Jersey." The bugle is of
special pattern.
In gilt metal, a garter in In silver, on a frosted gjlt In gold embroidery, on a
scribed " Pro Arit, rerje et centre, a bugle, with blue cloth ground, a bugle,
foci*." In silver, within the strings, surmounted by a with strings, surmounted,
garter, on a black velvet sprig of laurel. The by a sprig of laurel. The
number of the regiment number of the regiment
ground, a shield sur
mounted by a sprig of within the strings of the within the strings of the
laurel. The shield charged bugle.
On the circle, bugle. The bugle is of
with three lions-lcopardcs. <l Koyal GuernseyMilitia." special pattern.
Jn silver, above the garter, The bugle is of special
a scroll inscribed " .1)1 EX. pattern.
AiE." Insilver, below the
shield,a bugle with strings.
Within the strings, the
number of the regiment.
On universal wreath at the
bottom, a scroll inscribed.
' ftcyal Guernsey Militia.
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Aides-de-Camp to the Queen, Appointed from the Militia.
See page 27.

RESERVE OF OFFICERS.
Officers, as Officers of the " Reserve of Officers," are not required
to provide themselves with any uniform until their services are
actually required. They are, however, authorized to wear uniform
in accordance with the following regulations :—
(a). Officers retired from the Regular Forces with
liability To serve in case of national emergency.
The uniform of the Regiments in which they last served, but
with the letter R on the shoulder-straps below the badges of rank.
(6). Officers retired from the Regular Forces without
liability to further service, but who have been
granted commissions as officers of the "Eeserve of
Officers."
As laid down for Unattached Officers at page 116, with the fol
lowing exceptions :—
Skoxdder-straps—The word RESERVE in silver or in silver em
broidery is worn below the badges of rank on garments for
which gold shoulder-straps are authorized, and in gilt metal or
in gold embroidery on garments for which cloth straps- are
authorized.
Waist-plate—On the outer circle " Reserve of Officers."
(c). Officers of the Auxiliary Forces who may be Per
mitted TO HOLD COMMISSIONS AS OFFICERS OF THE "RE
SERVE of Officers" in addition to their commissions
in the Auxiliary Forces.
The uniform of their corps,
(d). Officers retired from the Indian Military Forces3
who may be granted commissions as officers of the
" Reserve of Officers."
Uniform as at (b).
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VII.-COMMISSARIAT A.ND TRANSPORT
STAFF.

COMMISSARY-GENERAL.
Tunic—Blue cloth, the skirt rounded off in front and closed be
hind ; white cloth collar and cuffs, the collar laced round the
top and bottom with inch lace, the cuffs pointed, with 2 bars
of inch lace round the top, showing J-inch of white cloth be
tween the bars ; a figured braiding of alternate large and
small eyes, above and below the lace, according to special pat
tern ; the top of the figured braiding 10 inches from the
bottom of the cuff. 8 buttons down the front, and 2 at the
waist behind. A plaited strap on each shoulder of round gold
cord, j^-inch in diameter, intertwined with a small dead gold
cord, and a small gilt button at the top ; on each strap crossed
Bword and baton, with star above in silver. The front, skirts,
and skirt plaits edged with white cloth, J inch wide, and the
skirts lined with black silk.
Lace—Gold, staff pattern.
Buttons—Gilt, with Royal crest in the centre, and the words " Com
missariat and Transport Staff " round the edge.
Dress Trousers and Pantaloons—Blue cloth, with stripe of 2|-inch
lace down each side seam.
Cocked-Hat—As described at page 2, with loop of double gold
bullion ; tassels, flat gold-worked head, 6 gold bullions, with
5 blue bullions under them.
Plume—White swan feathers, drooping outwards, 8 inches long,
with dark blue feathers under them long enough to reach two
inches below the ends of the white ones ; feathered stem 3
inches long.
Helmet, White-—See pages 4 and 5.
Spurs—Brass.
Sword—Mameluke gilt hilt, with device of sword and baton
crossed, encircled with oak leaves ; ivory grip ; scimitar blade.
Scabbard—-Brass ridged, with cross lockets and rings.
Sword-Knot-'Gold and blue cord, with gold and blue acorn.
Sword-Belt—Pale Russia leather, 1 J inches wide, with slings, 1 inch
wide, fastened to gilt rings ; 3 stripes of gold embroidery on
belt and slings ; a gilt hook to hook up the sword.
Waist-Plate—Round gilt clasp with the Royal crest on the centre-
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piece, and the words " Commissariat and Transport Staff " on
the outer circle.
Shoulder-Belt—Pale Russia leather, 2£ inches wide, with 4 stripes
of gold embroidery, each J-inch wide ; gilt chased buckle, tip,
and slide.
Telescope Case—Black patent leather, to hold a binocular field
glass, solid leather flap, reaching to the lower edge of the case,
ornamented with Royal Cypher and Crown in gilt metal.
Frock—Blue cloth, single-breasted. Blue velvet rolling collar and
pointed cuffs ; the cuffs ornamented with black braid of the
same pattern as the cuffs of the tunic. The collar, front, and
back skirts edged with f-inch black mohair braid ; 5 loops of
the same braid on each side in front, with 2 olivets on each
loop ; 2 olivets at the waist behind, encircled with braided
crow's foot. Skirts lined with black. Shoulder-straps with
badges of rank as for tunic.
Patrol Jacket for Active Service jAs described at page 92 with
and Peace Manoeuvres1 bl"e velvet stand and fall
L collar and cuffs.
Undress Trousers and Pantaloons—Blue cloth with stripe of white
lace, 2£ inches wide, with J inch dark blue stripe in the centre
down each side seam.
Boots and Spurs—As described at page 1.
Shell-Jacket—Blue cloth, edged all round with 1-inch gold lace,
forming a bull's-eye or ring at the bottom of each back seam ;
white cloth collar and cuffs ; f-inch gimp lace on the collar
seam ; cuffs pointed and edged with 1-inch lace, a loop of gold
braid at bottom of collar to fasten across the neck ; a row of
gilt studs down the front on the left side, fastened with hooks
and eyes ; blue silk lining. Shoulder-straps with badges of
rank as for tunic.
Mess- Waistcoat—Blue cloth, edged with gold Russia braid ; to fasten
with hooks and eyes ; gilt studs down the front on the left
side. The pockets edged with Russia braid, with crow's foot
at ends and centre.
Kamarband—See page 6.
Forage Cop—Blue cloth, with gold embroidered staff peak, and
band of 2-inch lace ; gold purl button and braided figure on
crown.
Forage Cap for Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres—Blue cloth
folding cap, 5 inches high, with white cloth top, and blue side
flaps, 4 inches deep, to turn down when required. Black
mohair welts on cap and flaps, and at front and back seams.
Badge on the left side, the Royal Crest, with sword and baton
crossed.
Cloak and Cape—Pattern as for the Royal Artillery, but lined with
blue rattinett. Shoulder-straps of the same material as the
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garment ; a small button of departmental pattern at the top.
Badges of rank in gold. The cloak to reach to the ankles
when worn on foot.
Horse Furniture.
Saddle—Hunting, or the saddle described at page 0 ; plain stirrups
and blue girths.
Saddle-Cloth—Blue cloth, 3 feet 2 inches long at the bottom, and
2 feet 2 inches deep, laced all round with 2 stripes of li-inch
lace, |-inch apart ; at each hind corner a badge of crossed
sword and baton, embroidered in silver, with star above.
'
Wallets—Brown leather, with black bearskin covers, except in
tropical climates, where the covers will be brown leather.
Bridle and Breast-Plate—Brown leather, cavalry pattern, with
blue front and rosettes ; gilt bosses on bit and breastplate,
having the Royal Cypher within the garter, and a crown
above.

DEPUTY COMMISSARY-GENERA L.
Uniform and horse furniture as for Commissary-General, with
the following exceptions :—
Lace—Staff pattern, for tunic and jacket, and special pattern (with
J-inch dark blue stripe in the centre) for cap, dress trousers,
and pantaloons.
Tunic—The collar ornamented with f-inch lace round the top, gold
cord along the bottom, and a figured braiding of alternate
large and small eyes below the lace ; the cutFs pointed with 2
bars of f-inch lace round the top, showing J-inch white cloth
between the bars, a figured braiding of alternate large and
small eyes above, and of small eyes below the lace, the top of
the braided figure to be 10 inches from the bottom of the
cutfs ; 8 buttons down the front, and 2 at the waist behind.
Shoulder-straps of twisted round gold cord, universal pattern,
lined with blue ; small button of departmental pattern at the
top. Badges of rank, a crown and two stars below, in silver.
Dress Trousers and Pantaloons—Lace, \ \ inches wide.
Undress Trousers and Pantaloons—Stripes of white lace, 1£ inches
wide, with J-inch dark blue stripe in the centre.
Frock—The collar and cuffs to be of blue cloth instead of velvet
shoulder straps of blue cloth, edged with 4-inch black mohair
braid, except at the base ; a black netted button at the top.
Badges of rank In gold.

--X
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Patrol-Jacket for Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres—Blue velvet
collar and cuffs are not worn.
Shell Jacket—Lace, f-inch wide ; a line of gold braid along the
bottom of the collar with an eye in the centre. Shoulder-straps
with badges of rank as for tunic.
Cocked-Hat—The loop of f-inch lace ; flat tassels, netted gold purl
head, 8 small gold bullions with 7 blue bullions under them.|
Plume—Mushroom-shaped, of white cock's tail feathers, 4 inches
long, with dark blue feathers under them, long enough to
reach 2 inches below the ends of the white ones.
Sword—As described at page 7, the hilt of gilt metal, with device
of Royal Cypher and Crown, and lined with black patent
leather.
Scabbard—Brass.
Sword-Belt—Two stripes of embroidery.
Shoulder-Belt—2 inches wide, with three stripes of embroidery.
Sabretache—As described at page 6. Device on flap, the Boyal
Cypher and Crown in gilt metal.
Forage Cap—Lace, li inches wide ; the embroidery on the peak
has a dark blue fine A-inch wide along the centre.
Forage Cap for Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres—Badge on left
side, the Royal Crest.
Horse Furniture.
Saddle Cloth—Blue cloth, 3 feet long at the bottom, and 2 feet
deep, with a stripe of inch lace all round, edged with white
cloth ; at each hind corner a crown and two stars below, em
broidered in silver.
The other articles as for Commissary-General.

ASSISTANT COMMISSARY-GENERAL.
Uniform and horse furniture as for Deputy Commissary-General,
with the following exceptions :—
Tunic—The figured braiding on the collar, and above and below the
lace on the sleeve, to be small eyes.
Badges of Rank—A crown and one star, or a Crown only, according
to rank.
Patrol Jacket for Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres, and instead
of the frock, for all OfUcers not employed at Army Head
quarters, or on the Staff of Army Corps, Divisions, Districts or
Brigades—Blue cloth, rounded in front, and edged with inch
black mohair braid all round and up the openings at the sides ;
5 loops of flat plait on each side in front, fastening with
olivets, and with crow's feet and olivets at the ends. Stand-
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and-fall collar, and a false upright collar of white cloth, with
one row of f-inch gold lace round the top to button on inside
collar of jacket. The sleeves ornamented with flat plait, form
ing crow's feet, 6 inches from the bottom of the cuffs. Double
flat plait on each back seam, with crow's foot at top and
bottom, and 2 eyes atj equal distances. Pockets edged with
flat plait, forming crow's feet and eyes. Shoulder-straps of the
same material as the garment, edged with £-inch black mohair
braid, except at the base. Black netted button at the top.
Badges of rank in gold. The jacket to be long enough to reach
the saddle, when the Officer is mounted.
An Assislant Commissary-General, when attached to the Com
missariat and Transport Corps, will wear a helmet as described for
a Deputy Assistant Commissary-General instead of the cocked-hat ;
also the white patent leather belts, sword, steel scabbard, undress
sword-knot and steel spurs, laid down for Officers of that rank.

DEPUTY ASSISTANT COMMISSARY-GENERAL.
Uniform, &c., as for Assistant Commissary-General, with the
following exceptions :—
Badges of Rank—Two stars.
Tunic—The braided eyes on the collar are omitted. The braid
above and below the lace on the sleeve is plain without eyes.
Helmet instead of Cocked-Hat—As for Infantry ; plate with C. & T. S.
in centre on a black ground.
Sword—Half-basket, steel hilt, with 2 fluted bars on the outside ;
black fish-skin grip, bound with silver wire, slightly curved
blade, 35£ inches long, and lJ inch wide, grooved, and spearpointed.
Scabbard—Steel, with a large shoe at the bottom and a trumpetshaped mouth.
Belts—Embroidered belts will be worn on State occasions and at
balls ; at other times white patent leather belts will be worn
with gilt mountings, as in dress.
Undress Sword-Knot—Flat plain buff leather, and acorn of white
leather.
Spurs—Dress, brass ; undress, steel, swan-necked.
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PROBATIONERS.
The uniform of their regiments, with the addition of pantaloons
and boots as worn by the mounted Officers of their regiments, if
required to be mounted, or the uniform prescribed for DeputyAssistant Commissaries-General.

QUARTERMASTERS.
Uniform, &c. as for Deputy-Assistant Commissary-General, with
the following exceptions :
Badges—One star or two stars according to rank.
Tunic—An Austrian knot of round back gold cord on each sleeve,
traced all round with plain braid, extending to 7\ inches from
the bottom of the cuff. For Quartermasters with the honorary
rank of Captain, the Austrian knot is further traced with
small eyes. The braiding extends to 8 inches from the bottom
of the cuff.
Cocked-Hat—The loop of £-inch lace.
Shoulder-Belt—Two stripes only of gold embroidery.
Forage-Cap—Peak, black patent leather, drooping, ornamented
with £-inch full gold embroidery showing a dark blue line
J-inch wide along the centre. Gold purl button on the top
without braided figure.
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RIDING MASTERS.
Riding Masters gazetted to the Commissariat and Transport
Corps will wear the uniform according to their honorary or relative
rank, of Officers of the Commissariat and Transport Staff attached
to the Corps.
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VIII.-DEPARTMENTS.
ORDNANCE STORE DEPARTMENT.
COMMISSARY GENERAL OF ORDNANCE.
Tunic—Blue cloth ; the skirt rounded off in front and closed
behind. Scarlet cloth collar and cuffs ; the collar laced round
the top and bottom with inch lace ; the cuffs pointed, with
2 bars of inch lace round the top, showing J-inch of scarlet
cloth between the bars ; a figured braiding of alternate large
and small eyes above and below the lace, according to special
pattern, the top of the braided figure is 10 inches from the
bottom of the cuff. 8 buttons down the front, and 2 at the
waist behind. The front and skirt plaits edged with scarlet
cloth, J-inch wide ; and the skirts lined with black silk. A
plaited strap on each shoulder of round gold cord, -^inch in
diameter, intertwined with a small dead gold cord, and small
gilt button at the top ; on each strap crossed sword and baton
with star above in silver.
Lace—On tunic, gold, staff pattern ; on trousers, belts, cap, &c.,
gold, special pattern, with a scarlet stripe in the centre, |-inch
wide.
Buttons—Gilt, with Royal Crest in the centre, and the word
" Ordnance " round the edge.
Dress Trousers and Pantaloons —Blue cloth, with 2-inch lace down
the side seams.
Cocked-Hat—As described at page 2, with loop of double gold
bullion ; tassels, flat gold-worked head, 6 gold bullions with 5
red bullions under them.
Plume—White swan feathers, drooping outwards, 8 inches long,
with black feathers under them long enough to reach to 2
inches below the ends of the white ones ; feathered stem 3
inches long.
Helmet, White—See pages 4 and 5.
Spurs—Brass.
Sword—Mameluke gilt hilt, with device of sword and baton
crossed, encircled with oak leaves ; ivory grip ; scimitar
blade.
Scabbard—Brass, ridged, with cross lockets and rings.
Sword-Knot—Gold and red cord, with gold acorn.
Sword-Belt—Gold lace, 2 inches wide, with slings 1 inch wide,
lined with red Morocco leather, a gilt hook [to hook up the
sword.
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Waist-Plate—Round gilt clasp, with the Royal Crest on the centre
piece, and the words "Ordnance Store Department" on the
outer circle.
Shoulder-Belt—Gold lace, 2£ inches wide, with £-inch red light in
the centre, lined with red Morocco leather ; gilt buckle, tip,
and slide.
Telescope Case—Black patent leather, to hold a binocular field
glass, solid leather flap, reaching to the lower edge of the
case, ornamented with Royal Cypher and Crown in gilt
metal.
Frock—Blue cloth, single breasted. Blue velvet rolling collar and
pointed cuffs ; the cuffs ornamented with black braid of the
same pattern as the cuffs of the tunic. The collar, front, and
back skirts edged with f-inch black mohair braid ; 5 loops of
the same braid on each side in front, with 2 olivets on each
loop ; 2 olivets at the waist behind, encircled with a braided
crow's foot ; the skirts lined with black. Shoulder-straps with
badges of rank as for tunic.
Patrol Jacket for Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres—As described
at page 6, with blue velvet collar and cuffs. Shoulder-straps
of the same material as the garment, edged with £-inch black
mohair braid, except at the base ; black netted button at the
top. Badges of rank in gold.
Undress Trousers and Pantaloons—Blue cloth ; 2 stripes of scarlet
cloth with welted edges, J-inch wide and an inch apart, down
each side seam.
Forage Cap—Blue cloth, with gold embroidered staff peak and
band of 2-inch gold lace with scarlet stripe in centre J-inch
wide ; gold purl netted button, and braided figure on the
crown.
Forage Cap for Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres—Blue cloth
folding cap, 5 inches high, with scarlet cloth top, and blue side
flaps, 4 inches deep, to turn down when required. Black
mohair braid welts on cap and flaps, and at front and back
seams. Badge on the left side, the Royal Crest with sword and
baton crossed.
Great Coat and Cape—Blue milled cloth, lined with red, of pattern
described at page 2 ; the collar lined with red velvet.
Shoulder-straps of the same material as the garment ; a small
button of departmental pattern at the top. Badges of rank in
gold.
Boots and Spurs—As described at page 1.
Shell-Jacket—Blue cloth, edged all round with 1-inch gold lace,
forming a bull's-eye or ring at the bottom of each back seam;
scarlet cloth cuffs and collar, £-inch gimp lace on the collar
seam, cuffs pointed and edged with 1-inch lace ; a loop of gold
braid at bottom of collar, to fasten across the neck : a row of
(d.b.)
h
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gilt studs down the front, on the left side ; fastened with hooks
and eyes ; red silk lining. Shoulder-straps, with badges of
rank as for tunic.
Mess- Waistcoat—Blue cloth, edged all round and at the bottom of
the collar with gold Russia braid. The pockets edged with
Russia braid, with crow's foot at ends and centre. A row of
gilt studs, and hooks and eyes down the front.
Kamarbaiid—See page 6.
House Furniture.
Saddle—Hunting; or the saddle described at page 6; plain stirrups
and blue girths.
Saddle-Cloth—Blue cloth, 3 feet 2 inches long at the bottom, and 2
feet 2 inches deep, with 2 stripes of \\ inch lace all round,
J-inch apart ; at each hind corner, badge of crossed sword and
baton, with star above in silver.
Wallets—Brown leather, with black bearskin covers, except in
tropical climates, where the covers will be brown leather.
Bridle—Brown leather, cavalry pattern with blue front and rosettes;
gilt bosses and bit and breast-plate, have the Boyal Cypher
within a garter, and Crown above.

DEPUTY COMMISSARY-GENERAL OF ORDNANCE.
Uniform and horse furniture as for Commissary-General of
Ordnance, with the following exceptions ;—
Tunic—The collar ornamented with f-inch lace round the top, gold
Russia braid along the bottom, and a figured braiding of
alternate large and small eyes below the lace ; the lace on the
cuffs to be f-inch, and the braiding below the lace to be of
small eyes oidy. Shoulder-straps of twisted round gold cord
universal pattern, lined with blue ; small hutton of depart
mental pattern at the top. Badges of rank, a crown and two
stars, in silver.
Dress Trousers, Pantaloons, and Forage Cap—The lace to be 1-i
inches wide.
Cocked Hat—The loop of f-inch lace ; flat tassels, netted gold
purl head ; 8 small gold bullions, with 7 blue bullions under
them.
Plume—Mushroom-shaped, of white cock's tail feathers, 4 inches
long, with black feathers under them long enough to reach 2
inches below the leads of the white ones.
Frock—The collar and cuffs of blue cloth ; shoulder-straps of blue
cloth edged with J-iuch black mohair braid, except at the
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base ; a black netted button at the top. Badges of rank in
gold.
Patrol-Jacket for Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres—Blue velvet
collar and cuffs are not worn.
Shell Jacket—The lace f-inch wide ; a line of gold Russia braid
along the bottom of the collar, with an eye in the centre.
Shoulder-straps with badges of rank as for txinic.
Sword-—As described at page 7 ; the hilt of gilt metal, with device of
Royal Cypher and Crown, and lined with black patent leather.
Scabbard—Brass.
Sword Knot—Red and gold lace strap, with gold acorn.
Sword Belt—The lace 1J inches wide.
Sabretache—As described at page 6. Device on flap, the Royal
Cypher and Crown in gilt metal.
Pouch Belt—Gold lace, 2 inches wide.
Pouch—Black patent leather, of special pattern, to hold writing
materials ; the Royal Cypher and Crown in gilt metal, on the
centre of the leaf.
Forage Cap for Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres—Badge on left
side, the Royal Crest.
Horse Furniture.
Saddle Cloth—Blue cloth, 3 feet long at the bottom, and 2 feet
deep, with a stripe of inch lace all round, edged with scarlet
cloth ; at each hind corner, a crown and two stars below in
silver.

ASSISTANT COMMISSARY-GENERAL OF
ORDNANCE.
Uniform and horse furniture as for Deputy Commissary-General
of Ordnance, with the following exceptions :—
Tunic—The figured braiding on the collar, and above and below
the lace on the sleeve, to be small eyes.
Badges of Rank—Crown and one star, or a crown only, according to
rank.
Patrol Jacket—This jacket will be worn instead of the frock by
all Officers not employed at Army Head-Quarters, or on the
Staff of Army Corps, Divisions, Districts, or Brigades.
Forage Cap—The embroidery on the peak has a red-line, -inch
wide, along the centre.
Undress Belts—White patent leather with gilt mountings, as in
dress, to be worn by Officers of the rank of Major when not
performing administrative duties.
(d.r.)
x2
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DEPUTY-ASSISTANT COMMISSARY-GENERAL OF
ORDNANCE.
Uniform, &c., as for Assistant Commissary-General of Ordnance,
with the following exceptions :—
Badges of Rank—Two stars.
Tunic—The braided eyes on the collar are omitted ; the braid
above and below the lace on the sleeve is plain, without eyes.
Belts—Gold lace belts will be worn on State occasions and at balls ;
at other times white patent leather belts with gilt mountings
as in dress.
Scabbard—Steel.
Spursfor Mounted Officers—Dress, brass ; undress, steel.

PROBATIONERS.
The uniform of their regiments, with the addition of pantaloons
and boots, as worn by mounted Officers of their regiments, if
required to be mounted, or the uniform prescribed for a DeputyAssistant Commissary-General of Ordnance.

Q UARTERMASTERS.
Uniform, etc.—As for Deputy-Assistant Commissary-General of
Ordnance, with the following exceptions :—
Tunic—One bar of lace on cuffs.
Badges of Rank—One star or two stars, according to rank.
Cocked-Mat—The loop of £-inch lace.
Shell-Jacket—The lace £-inch wide.
Forage-Cap—Peak, black patent leather, drooping, ornamented
with £-inch full gold embroidery, showing a red line ^-inch
wide along the centre. Gold purl button on the top without
braided figure.
Great-Coat and Cape—The collar lined with scarlet cloth.
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ORDNANCE STORE CORPS.
Officers of the Ordnance Store Department attached to the
Corps will wear the uniform of their rank, with the following
exceptions :—
Helmet, instead of Cocked-Hat—As for Infantry ; plate with O.S.C.
in centre, on a black ground.
Spurs—Steel or brass, according to rank—for mounted Officers.
ARMY PAY DEPARTMENT.
CHIEF PAYMASTER.
Tunic—Blue cloth, the skirt rounded off in front and closed behind.
Yellow cloth collar and cuffs ; the collar laced round the top
with f-inch lace, with a tracing of small braided eyes below
the lace ; Gold Russia braid at the bottom ; the cuffs pointed
with f-inch lace, showing J-inch blue cloth between the bars ;
a tracing of small eyes in gold Russia braid above and below
the lace, forming an Austrian knot at the top, and a crow's
foot and eye at the bottom. The lace extends to 8 and the
Austrian knot to 10 inches from the bottom of the cuff. Eight
buttons down the front, and two at the waist behind. The
front, collar, and skirt plaits edged with yellow cloth, J-inch
wide, the skirts lined with black silk. Shoulder-straps of
twisted round gold cord, universal pattern, lined with blue.
A small button of departmental pattern at the top ; badges of
rank, a crown and one star below in silver.*
Lace—On tunic, gold staff pattern ; on trousers, belts, cap, &c.,
gold, special pattern, with a yellow stripe in the centre.
Buttons—Gilt, with Royal Crest in the centre, and the words
" Army Pay Department " round the edge.
Dress Trousers—Blue cloth, with l£-inch lace down the side seams,
with J-inch yellow stripe in centre.
Cocked Hat—As described at r)age 2, with loop of f-inch lace ;
tassels, flat gold worked head, 6 gold bullions with 5 blue
bullions under them.
Plume—Mushroom-shaped, of white cock's-tail feathers 4 nches
long, with yellow feathers under them long enough to reach
2 inches below the white.
Helmet, White—See pages 4 and 5.
Spurs—Brass.
Sword—As described at page 7 ; the hilt of gilt metal, with device
of Royal Cypher and Crown, and lined with black patent
leather.
* After five years' service, as Chief Paymaster, a crown and two stars
below.
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Sword-Knot—Yellow and gold cord, with gold acorn.
Sword-Belt- Gold lace, l£ inches wide, with slings ^-inch wide,
lined with yellow Morocco leather.
Waist-Plate—Round gilt clasp, with the Royal Crest on the centre
piece, and the words " Army Pay Department " on the outer
circle.
Pouch-Belt—Gold lace, 2 inches wide, with f-inch yellow stripe in
the centre, lined with yellow Morocco leather ; gilt buckle, tip,
and slide.
Pouch—Black patent leather, of special pattern, to hold writing
materials ; Royal Cypher and Crown in gilt metal, on the
centre of the leaf.
Frock—Blue cloth, single-breasted ; blue cloth rolling collar ; the
cuffs of blue cloth, pointed with two bars of f-inch mohair
braid round the top, showing J-inch blue cloth between the
bars, a black Russia braiding of small eyes above and below
the lace terminating at the top in an Austrian knot, and at the
bottom in a double crow's foot and eye. The collar, front, and
back skirts edged with ^-inch black mohair braid, five loops of
same braid on each side in front, with two olivets on each loop.
Two olivets at the waist behind, encircled with crow's foot.
Skirts lined with black. Shoulder-straps of the same material
as the garment, edged with £-inch black mohair braid, except
at the base ; black netted button at the top. Badges of rank
in gold.
Patrol-Jacket to be worn on Service in the Field or at Peace Manoeuvres
—As described at page 6.
Shell Jacket—Blue cloth, with yellow cloth collar and cuffs ; the collar
edged with f-inch staff pattern lace round the top, and gold
Russia braid at the bottom ; the cuffs pointed with 3 chevrons
of gold Russia braid at the top, finished with an Austrian
knot above, and a crow's foot and eye below ; a row of small
braided eyes above and below the plain braid, the top of the
braiding to be 10 inches from the bottom of the cuff. The
jacket edged all round with gold lace, f of an inch wide,
forming a ring or bull's-eye at bottom of each back seam. Gilt
studs down the front, on the left side ; hooks and eyes in front.
Blue silk lining ; shoulder-straps with badges of rank as for
tunic
Mess- Waistcoat—Blue cloth, edged with gold Russia braid to fasten
with hooks and eyes, and with gilt studs down the front on the
left side. The pockets edged with Russia braid, with crow's
foot at ends and centre.
Kamarband—See page 6.
Undress Trousers {and Pantaloons when required)—Blue cloth, with
two stripes of yellow cloth, J-inch wide and an inch apart,
down each side seam.
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Knee Boots and Spurs, when required—As described at page 1.
Spurs, brass.
Forage Cap—Blue cloth, with gold embroidered drooping peak,
having a yellow silk line ^ of an inch wide along the centre ;
band of 1^-inch lace with '-inch yellow stripe in the centre ;
gold purl button, and braided figure on the crown.
Forage Cap for Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres—Blue cloth
folding cap, 5 inches high, with yellow cloth top, and blue side
flaps, 4 inches deep, to turn down when required. Black
mohair braid welts on cap and flaps, and at front and back seams.
Badge on the left side, the Royal Crest.
Great-Coat and Cape—Blue milled cloth, as described at page 2.
White lining ; shoulder-straps of the same material as the
garment ; a small button of departmental pattern at the top.
Badges of rank in gold.
Horse Furniture,
Saddle—Hunting ; or the saddle described at page 6 ; plain
stirrups, and blue girths.
Saddle-Cloth—Blue cloth, 3 feet long at the bottom, and 2 feet deep,
with a stripe of 1-inch lace all round, edged with yellow cloth ;
at each hind corner, badges of rank in silver.
Wallets—Brown leather, with black bear-skin covers, except in
tropical climates, where the covers will be of brown leather.
Bridle—Brown leather, cavalry pattern, with blue front and rosettes ;
gilt bosses on bit and breast-plate, having the Royal Cypher
within a garter, and Crown above.
Note.—Officers may, at their option, alter their uniform so as at once
to conform to the above instructions, or they may wait until articles in
possession require to be renewed.

STAFF PAYMASTER.
Uniform and horse furniture (when forage allowance is specially
authorized) as laid down for a Chief Paymaster, with the following
exceptions :—
Tunic—Lace, i-inch wide ; the braid below the lace on the cutis
plain, without eyes.
Badge of Bank—A crown.
Cocked Hat—Loop of i-inch lace.
Undress Sword and Pouch Belts—White enamelled leather, with
gilt mountings, as in dress.
Frock—Will not be worn.
Patrol Jacket—As described at page 6,
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Shell Jacket—The collar edged round the top and bottom with gold
Russia braid ; no braided eyes below the braid on cuffs ; the
jacket edged with yellow cloth J-inch wide.

*PAYMASTER.
As for a Staff Paymaster, with the following exceptions :—
Tunic—The braided eyes on the collar are omitted ; the braid
above and below the lace on the sleeve is plain, without eyes.
Badges of Rank—Two stars.
Dress Trousers and Belts—-Lace of the sword-belt, and on the dress
trousers, 1 J inch wide, with J-inch yellow stripe in the centre.
Lace on the pouch-belt \\ inches wide, with f-inch yellow
stripe in the centre.
The dress trousers and lace belts will be woni only on State
occasions and at balls.
Shell Jacket—Two chevrons of braid on cuffs ; the top of the
braiding reaching to 9 inches from the bottom of the cuff. No
braided eyes on cuffs.
Scabbard— Steel.
Horse Furniturk
I ' When forage allowance is specially authorized.
As for a Staff Paymaster, except that badges of rank on the
saddle-cloth are not worn. Spurs, steel.

PROBATIONERS.
Officers whilst on probation for the Army Pay Department will,
if on full pay, continue to wear the uniform of the corps to which
they belong. Officers appointed on probation, from half-pay, who
may not be in possession of the uniform of their late corps, will
provide themselves with the undress uniform laid down for a Pay
master of the Army Pay Department.
* Paymasters with the honorary rank of Major, and Brevet-Majors
appointed from regiments, wear the uniform laid down for Staff Pay
masters.
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OFFICERS APPOINTED ON TEMPORARY AUGMEN
TATION.
These officers are not required to provide the departmental
uniform.

PAYMASTERS NOW SERVING WHO MAY NOT BE
APPOINTED TO THE ARMY PAY DEPARTMENT,
BUT WHO ARE LIABLE TO BE COMMISSIONED "AS
PAYMASTERS FOR ARMY SERVICES."
The above officers are to wear their present regimental uniform.

ASSISTANT PAYMASTERS, AND ACTING ASSISTANT
PAYMASTERS OF THE PAY SUB-DEPARTMENT
OF THE (LATE CONTROL) DEPARTMENT.
These officers will, until appointed to the Army Pay Department
continue to wear the uniform now in their possession.

ARMY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.
DIRECTOR-GENERAL AND SURGEON-GENERAL.
Tunic—Scarlet cloth. Black velvet collar and cuffs ; the collar
laced round the top and bottom with inch lace ; the cuffs round,
3 inches deep, with two bars of inch lace round the top, showing
J-inch of black velvet between the bars. A scarlet flap on
each sleeve, 6 inches long and 2£ inches wide, edged with inch
lace ; and a similar flap, 10 inches long and 2A inches wide,
on each skirt behind. The back skirts edged with £-inch lace ;
8 buttons down the front, 3 on each flap, 2 at the waist behind,
about 3 inches apart ; the front, collar, cuffs, and flaps edged
with white cloth J-inch wide, and the skirts lined with white.
Shoulder-straps of round gold cord -j^-inch in diameter, inter
twined with a small dead gold cord. On each strap, crossed
sword and baton with star above, in silver.
Lace—Gold, Staff pattern.
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Buttons—Gilt, with the Royal Cypher and Crown and the words
" Army Medical Department " within a star.
Dress Trousers and Pantaloons—Blue cloth, with 2i-inch lace down
the side seams.
Cocked-Hat—As described at page 2, with loop of double gold bullion,
gold purl netted button ; tassels, flat gold-worked head ; 6 gold
bullions, with 5 crimson bullions under them.
Plume—Black cock's-tail feathers, drooping outwards, 10 inches
long from the top of a feather stem 3 inches long.
Helmet, White—See pages 4 and 5.
Spurs—Brass.
Sword—Mameluke, gilt hilt, with device of sword and baton
crossed, encircled with oak-leaves ; ivory grip ; scimitar blade.
Scabbard—Brass, ridged, with crossed lockets and rings.
Sword- Knot—Gold and black cord, with gold and black acom.
Sicord-Belt—Black Morocco leather, 1£ inches wide, with slings an
inch wide ; 3 stripes of gold embroidery on beit and slings ; a
gilt hook to hook up the sword.
Waist-Plate—Round gilt, chased clasp ; with the Royal Crest in
silver, on the centre-piece.
Pouch-Belt—Black Morocco leather, 2 inches wide, with 4 stripes of
gold embroidery, each J-inch wide ; gilt chased buckle, tip,
and slide.
Pouch for Instruments—Black Morocco leather ; the flap 65 inches
long and 3J inches deep, with 3 stripes of gold embroidered
J-inch wide, round the bottom and sides ; in the centre, a
gilt chased Royal Cypher and Crown.
Sash-r-Honorary Physicians and Honorary Surgeons to Her Majesty
wear, as a mark of the distinction conferred on them, a gold
and black sash of special pattern. This sash is to be worn on
State occasions, instead of the dress pouch-belt and pouch.
Frock—Blue cloth, single-breasted. Black velvet rolling collar and
pointed cuffs ; 2 bars of inch black braid round the top of the
cuffs, showing J-inch of black velvet between the bars ; a figured
braiding of alternate large and small eyes above and below the
lace, the lower braid having a crow's foot and eye, and the
upper an Austrian knot at the top, the top of the braided figure
is 10 inches from the bottom of the cuff. The collar, front and
back skirts edged with 1-inch black mohair braid ; 5 loops of
the same brriid on each side in front, with 2 olivets on each
loop ; 2 olivets at the waist behind, encircled with braided
crow's foot ; the skirts lined with black. Shoulder-straps with
badges of rank as for tunic.
Waistcoat, to be worn udth blue Frock Coat.—Black cloth, without
collar, edged with gold Russia braid, and fastening with hooks
and eyes. A pocket oh each side.
Shell-Jacket—Scarlet cloth, edged all round with inch gold lace,
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forming a bull's-eye or ring at the bottom of each back seam ;
black velvet collar and cuffs ; §-inch gimp lace on the collar
seam ; cuffs pointed and edged with inch lace ; a loop of gold
braid at bottom of collar to fasten across the neck ; a row of
gilt studs down the front on the left side, fastened with hooks
and eyes. Scarlet silk lining. Shoulder straps with badges of
rank as for tunic.
Mess- Waistcoat—Black cloth, edged with gold Russia braid : gold
Russia braid on the seam of the collar ; the pockets edged with
the braid, with a crow's foot at each end. Hooks and eyes down
the front ; a row of gilt studs on the left side.
Kamarband—See page 6.
Undress Trousers and Pantaloons—Blue cloth, with scarlet stripes
2i inches wide, and welted at the edges, down the side seams.
Boots and Spurs—As described at page 1.
Forage Cap—Blue cloth, with gold embroidered peak, and band of
2-inch lace ; gold purl netted button and braided figure
on the crown.
Forage Cap for Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres—As for Infantry
of the Line.
Badge (to be worn on the left side)—In gold embroidery, on a raised
blue cloth ground, an eight-pointed star, surmounted by the
Crown ;Ta garter inscribed "Army Medical Department," raised
on the star : within the garter the Royal Cypher. The badge
is edged with scarlet cloth.
Great-Coat and Cape—Blue milled cloth, of pattern described at
page 2, lined with scarlet rattinett ; the collar lined with black
velvet. Shoulder-straps of the same material as the garment ;
a small button of departmental pattern at the top. Badges of
rank in gold.
Horse Furniture.
Saddle—Hunting ; or the saddle described at page 6 ; plain stir
rups, and blue girths.
Holsters—Brown leather, with black patent leather covers.
Saddle-Cloth—Blue cloth, 3 feet 2 inches long and 2 feet 2 inches
deep, with 2 stripes of 1£-inch black oak-leaf lace all round,
|-inch apart ; at each hind corner crossed sword and baton with
star above, in silver.
Bridle—Brown leather, cavalry pattern ; with brown leather front
and rosettes ; steel chain reins ; gilt bosses on bit and breast
plate, having the Royal Cypher within a garter, and a crown
above.
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DEPUTY SURGEON-GENERAL.
Tunic—Scarlet cloth. Black velvet collar and cuffs : the collar
ornamented with £-inch lace at the top, gold Russia braid at
the bottom, and a row of gold braided eyes between : the cuffs
pointed, with 2 bars of £-inch lace round the top, showing i-ineh
black velvet between the bars ; a row of gold braided eyes
above and below the lace, the lower braid having a crow's foot
and eye, and the upper an Austrian knot, at the top ; the cuffs
8 inches deep to the top of the lace, and 10 inches deep to the
top of the Austrian knot. The rows of braided eyes on the
collar and sleeves are J-inch from the lace, the eyes £-inch in
diameter, and J^-inch apart. 8 buttons down the front, and 2
at the waist behind, about three inches apart. The skirt closed
behind, with a plait at each side, and lined with white. The
front collar, and skivt-plaits edged with white cloth, J-inch
wide. Shoulder-straps of twisted round gold cord, universal
pattern, lined with scarlet ; a small button of departmental
pattern at the top. On each strap a crown with two stars below,
in silver.
Lace—Gold, Staff pattern.
Buttons—As for Surgeon-General.
Dress Trousers and Pantaloons—Blue cloth, with lf-inchlace down
the side seams.
Cocked-Hat—As described at page 2, with loop of f-inch lace ;
tassels, flat netted gold purl head, 8 small gold bullions, with
7 crimson bullions under them.
Plume—Black cock's-tail feathers, drooping outwards, 8 inches long
from the top of a feathered stem 3 inches long.
Helmet, White—See pages 4 and 5.
Spurs—Brass.
Sword—As described at page 7, the hilt of gilt metal, with device
of Royal Cypher and Crown, and lined with black patent
leather.
Scabbard—Brass.
Sword-Knot—Gold and black lace strap, with gold and black acorn.
Sword- Belt—As for Surgeon-General, but with only 2 stripes of
embroidery.
Waist-Plate—As for Surgeon General.
Pouch Belt and Pouch—As for Surgeon-General, but with only 3
stripes of embroidery on belt and 2 on pouch.
Sabretache—As described at page 6. Device on flap, gilt chased,
Royal Cypher and Crown as on pouch.
Frock—Blue cloth, single-breasted. Rolling collar ; pointed cuffs
ornamented with black braid of the same pattern as the cuffs
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of the tunic. The collar, front and back skirts edged with
f-inch black mohair braid ; 5 loops of the same braid on each
side in front, with two olivets on each loop ; 2 olivets at the
waist behind, encircled with braided crow's foot ; the skirts
lined with black. Shoulder-straps of the same material as the
garment, edged with £-inch black mohair braid, except at the
base ; black netted button at the top. Badges of rank in gold.
Waistcoat to be worn with blue Frock Coat—As for Surgeon-General.
Undress Trousers and Pantaloons—Blue cloth, with scarlet stripes
If inch wide down the side seams.
Boots and Spurs—As described at page 1.
Forage Cap—As for Surgeon-General, but with 1 f-inch lace.
Forage Cap and Badge for Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres—As
for Surgeon-General
Shell Jacket—As for Surgeon-General, but edged with f-inch lace
and gold Russia braid at bottom of collar. Shoulder straps
with badges of rank as for tunic.
Mess Waistcoat—As for Surgeon-General.
Kamarband—See page 6.
Great Coat and Cape—As for Surgeon-General, except that the
badges will be a crown and two stars below.
Horse Furniture.
Saddle-Cloth—Blue cloth, 3 feet long and 2 feet deep, edged with
inch black oak-leaf lace : at each hind corner a crown and two
stars below, in silver.
The other articles as for Surgeon-General.

BRIGADE SURGEON.
Uniform and horse furniture as for a Deputy Surgeon-General,
with the following exceptions :
Badges of Rank—A crown with one star below.
Pouches—On State occasions, and at balls, the gold embroidered
pouch will be worn ; on all other occasions a black enamelled
Morocco leather field pouch containing instrument case, will be
worn, attached to the gold embroidered pouch-belt by gilt
swivels. On flap of pouch, the Royal Crown on a garter, the
Queen's Cypher within the garter, and the words " Army
Medical Department " on the garter.
Plume—Black cock's-tail feathers, 6 inches long, without feathered
stem.
Forage Cap—Blue cloth, pattern as for Deputy Surgeon General,
but with band of gold lace, If inches wide, with two narrow
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stripes of black silk woven therein; gold and black purl
button, and gold and black braided figure on crown.
Saddle- doth—The badge of rank will be a crown and one star
below, in silver.

SURGEON-MAJOR OVER TWENTY TEARS SERVICE.
Uniform and horse furniture as for Brigade Surgeon, with the
following exceptions : —
Pattol Jacket {to he worn instead of Frock Coat)—Blue cloth,
pattern as for Infantry of the Line, but with stand and fall
collar edged with inch black mohair braid, and a false upright
collar of black cloth, with f-inch gold lace round the top, t<f
button on inside collar of jacket. Cloth shoulder-straps edged
with £-inch black mohair braid, except at the base ; black netted
button at the top. Badges of rank in gold.
Shell-Jacket—Edged all round with gold Russia braid ; the cuffs
edged with £-inch lace.

SURGEON-MAJOR OF LESS THAN TWENTY YEARS
SERVICE.
Uniform and horse furniture as for Surgeon-Major of over 20 yeari'
service, except that the badge of rank will be a crown.

SURGEON.
Uniform, &c. {including Pantaloons, Knee Boots, Horse-Furniture
when required to be mounted), as for Surgeon-Major, with the follow
ing exceptions :—
Tunic—No braided eyes on the collar of the tunic ; the braid above
and below the lace on the cuff is plain, without eyes.
Badges of Rank—Two stars.
Forage Cap—\ inch fidl gold embroidery on the peak.
Scabbard—Steel.
Great Coat and Cape—The collar will not be lined with velvet.
Spurs—Steel.
Horse Furniture.
Saddle Cloth—No badges of rank,
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SURGEON ON PROBATION.
The undress and mess uniform of a Surgeon without the sword.
Apothecaries engaged prior to the 1st March, 1873, will wear
their present uniform.
Medical Officers attached to the Household Cavalry and Foot
Guards wear the dress laid down at pages 35 and 65.
MILITIA MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.
* Uniform and horse furniture as for Officers of the Army Medical
Department of corresponding rank, with the exception that the
letter M will be worn below the badges of rank as authorized for
Officers of Militia Battalions at page 85.
Note.—Medical Officers of Militia Battalions who have not
elected to serve on the Departmental List will continue to wear the
uniform of their regiments, but with cocked hats (with lace of loop
and button of regimental patterns), plumes, belts and pouches as
for officers of corresponding rank in the Army Medical Department.
Badge on the flap of the field pouch as for dress pouch.
* RETIRED MEDICAL OFFICER APPOINTED TO A
MEDICAL CHARGE.
, Retired Medical Officers, who are appointed to Medical charges
under the provisions of Article 323 of the Royal Warrant of 11th
March, 1882, will, while so employed, wear the uniform of the Army
Medical Department according to their rank on retirement, or the
honorary rank they hold.
*
ARMY HOSPITAL CORPS.
Tunic—Blue cloth. Garter blue velvet collar and cuffs, the collar
laced round the top with J-inch lace and gold Russia braid at the
bottom. For Officers of the honorary or relative rank of
Captain the cuffs will be |tointed with two £-inch bars of lace
round the top showing J-inch of cloth between the bars and
a tracing of gold Russia braid ^-inch above and below the lace,
the upper braid forming an Austrian knot, the lower braid a
figure enclosing a gold embroidered circle with Geneva cross,
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worked in red upon a white ground. For Officers of the
relative rank of Lieutenant there will be only one bar of lace.
Eight gilt buttons, universal pattern, in front, and two at the
waist behind. The skirt closed behind with a plait at each
side. The front and skirt plaits edged with scarlet. Lining
black. The lace on the sleeve of an Officer of the honorary or
relative rank of Captain extends to 8 and the Austrian knot to
10 inches from the bottom of the cuff ; for an Officer of the
relative rank of Lieutenant the lace extends to 1\ inches and
the Austrian knot to 9£ inches from the bottom of the cuff.
Shoulder-straps of twisted round gold cord, universal pattern,
lined with blue ; a small button at the top. Badges of rank
in silver.
Lace—Bias and Stand pattern.
Trousers—As for Infantry (dress and undress).
Helmet—As for Infantry of the Line.
Helmet-Plate—As for Infantry of the Line ; in the centre a red
Geneva cross, on a silver ground.
Helmet, White—See pages 4 and 5.
Sword,
1
Scabbard,
> As for Infantry.
Sword-Knot— J
Sword-Belt—Brown Morocco leather, l£ inches wide, with slings an
inch wide. The outer edges of belt and slings embroidered
with gold. A gilt hook to hook up the sword.
Waist-Plate—Round gilt clasp, with the Royal Cypher and Crown
on the centre-piece in silver, and the words Army Hospital
Corps " on the outer circle.
Pouch-Belt—Brown Morocco leather, two inches wide, em
broidered with gold on the outer edges ; gilt chased buckle,
tip and slide.
Pouch—Black patent leather pouch, of special pattern, to hold
writing materials. The Royal Cypher and Crown, in gilt metal,
on the centre of the flap.
Patrol-Jacket—As described at page 6.
Forage Cap—As for Infantry of the Line. Black oak-leaf lace
band.
Badge—In embroidery, a gold circle ; within the circle on a silver
ground, a Geneva cross in red silk purled with gold.
Shell-Jacket—Blue cloth, with Garter blue velvet facings. Pattern
and braid as for Infantry.
Mess Waistcoat—Blue cloth. In all other respects as for Infantry.
Kamarband—See page 6.
Great Coat and Cape—As for Surgeons.
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VETERINAEY DEPARTMENT.
PRINCIPAL VETERINARY SURGEON.
Tunic—Blue cloth, the skirt rounded off in front and open behind.
Maroon velvet collar and cuffs, f-inch lace all round the collar.
The cuffs pointed and edged with round back gold cord, form
ing a triple Austrian knot, traced with gold Russia braid inside
and out, and extending to 11 inches from the bottom of the
cuffs ; 8 buttons down the front and two at the waist behind ;
a blue flap on each skirt behind, edged with round back gold
cord, 3 buttons on each flap. The front, collar, and skirts
edged with maroon velvet, the skirts lined with black silk.
Shoulder-straps of twisted round gold cord, universal pattern,
lined with blue ; a small button of departmental pattern at
the top. Badges of rank : a crown and two stars below, in
silver.
Lace—Gold, Staff pattern.
Buttons—Gilt, universal pattern.
Dress Trousers, die.—Blue cloth, If-inch gold lace, with J-inch
maroon silk stripe in centre, down the side seams. Wellington
boots. Brass spurs for levees and in the evening in mess or
full-dress dress ; steel on all other occasions.
Pantaloons, Ac., for Mounted Duties—Blue cloth, with stripes as on
trousers. Knee boots and steel spurs as described at page 1.
Cocked-Hat—As described at page 2, with loop of four-fold gold
chain gimp ; gold bullion tassels.
Plume— Red cock's feathers, drooping outwards, 8 inches long.
Sword—As for officers of Hussars.
Scabbard—As for officers of Hussars.
Sword-Knot—Gold and crimson cord, with gold acorn.
Sword-Belt—Gold lace, l£-inches wide, with slings an inch wide ;
maroon stripe, J-inch wide, in centre of lace ; maroon Morocco
leather lining.
Waist-Plate—Gilt rectangular plate, froBted, with burnished rim ;
on the centre, the Royal Cypher and Crown, encircled with oakleaves, in silver.
Sabretache—See page 6.
Pouch-Belt to be worn at Levees and State Occasions—Gold lace,
2 inches wide, with a maroon silk stripe in centre, J-inch wide ;
gilt chased buckle, tip and slide. The Royal Cypher with
Crown above the tip. Lining similar to that on sword-belt.
Pouch—Maroon velvet collapsing pouch ; the flap 6 inches long and
3£ inches deep. The flap ornamented with f-inch gold lace
with £-inch maroon silk stripe in centre ; in the middle of flap,
embroidered in gold, an oak-leaf wreath enclosing the Roval
Cypher and Crown.
(d.R.)
|
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Undress.
Frock-Coat.—As for Dragoons.
Undress Trousers and Pantaloons—Blue cloth, with scarlet cloth
stripes, 1f inches wide, down each side seam.
Boots and Spurs—As laid down at page 1.
Stable Jacket—Blue cloth, edged all round, including the collar,
with f-inch gold lace, forming two bull's-eyes at bottom of
back seams. Gold Russia braid at bottom of . collar. The
collar and cuffs of maroon velvet; the cuffs pointed, with
f-inch lace round the top. Gilt studs down the front on the
left side. Hooka and eyes in front, scarlet lining. Shoulderstraps with badges of rank as for tunic.
Mess- Waistcoat—Blue cloth, edged with f-iuch gold lace, to fasten
with hooks and eyes. A row of gilt studs down the front, on
the left side. The pockets edged with gold Bussia braid,
forming a crow's foot at each end.
Sword-Belt—White patent leather,
inches wide, with slings an
inch wide, gilt mountings, gilt snake clasp.
Pouch Belt—White patent leather, 2 inches wide, with gilt chased
buckle, tip, and slide ; the Royal Cypher above the tip.
Instrument Case—Black Morocco leather, of special pattern.
Forage Cap—Blue cloth, with band of If inch gold lace, with
^-inch maroon stripe in centre, gold purl button on the top ;
the peak, staff pattern.
Forage Cap for Active Service and Peace Manoeuvres—Blue cloth
folding cap, 5 inches high, with maroon velvet top ; blue side
flaps, 4 inches deep, to turn down when required. Gold French
braid welts on cap and flaps, and at front and back seams.
Badge on the left side, the Royal Crest.
Cloak and Cape—Blue cloth, lined with black shalloon. Pattern
as for cavalry.
Horse Furniture.
As for the General Staff of the Army.

INSPECTING VETERINARY SURGEON.
Uniform and horse furniture as for the principal Veterinary
Surgeon, with the following exceptions :—
Badges of Rank-—A crown and one star below.
Plume—-6 inches long.
Helmet, White—See pages 4 and 5.
Kamarband—See page .6
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VETERINARY SURGEON (1st dais).
Uniform, &c., as for an Inspecting Veterinary Surgeon, with the
following exceptions :—"
Tunic—|-inch lace at the top and gold Russia braid at the bottom
of the collar ; a double Austrian knot on sleeves, traced as for
an Inspecting Veterinary Surgeon, 0 inches deep.
Badges ofRank—A crown or two stars according to relative rank.
Patrol Jacket 'instead of Frock-Coat—Blue cloth, stand-up collar,
rounded in front, ^-inch mohair braid at top and bottom of
collar. Inch mohair braid traced with Russia braid all round,
up the slits and along the back seam, the Russia braid forming
small eyes at each angle. Five loops of inch mohair, braid at
equal distances down the front on each side, with two olivets
on each loop. The culfe pointed, with inch mohair braid,
traced with Russia braid, forming an Austrian knot at the top,
extending to 9 inches from the bottom of the cuff. Pockets in"
front edged top and bottom with inch mohair braid. Hooks
and eyes in front. Black lining, pocket inside left breast.
Shoulder-straps of the same material as the garment, edged
with i-inoh black mohair braid, except at the base ; black
netted/button at the top. Badges of rank in gold.
Forage Cap—No peak.

VETERINARY SURGEON.
Uniform, &c., as for a Veterinary Surgeon, 1st class, with the
following exceptions :—
Tunic—A single Austrian knot on sleeves, 7 inches deep.
Badge of Rank—A star.
Pouch-Belt—White patent leather, 2 inches wide, with gilt chased
buckle, tip, and slide ; the Royal Cypher above the tip.
Instrument Case—Black Morocco leather, of special pattern.
The gold lace pouch-belt and pouch, authorized for Veterinary
Surgeons of the 1st class, are not worn.
Note.—Veterinary Surgeons gazetted to the Household Cavalry wear
uniform as laid down at page 35.
PROBATIONERS.
Probationers will wear me unaress o the Veterinary Depart
ment.
(d.r.)
I 2
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CHAPLAINS' DEPARTMENT.
Frock—Black cloth, single-breasted, with standing collar ; 6 buttons
down the front, and 6 loops of small round braid on each side :
the top loops 6 inches long, and those at the waist 3 inches ;
2 buttons at the waist behind ; the skirt lined with black.
The several classes are distinguished as follows :
The 1st Class have the collar edged round the top and bottom
with J-inch black braid, and a crown and two stars, em
broidered in black and gold, at each end ; 3 braid loops and
buttons on each cuff.
2nd Class, as for 1st Class, but with a crown and one star on
the collar.
3rd Class, as for 1st Class, but with a crown on the collar.
4th Class, as for 1st Class, but with two stars at each end of
the collar, and without braid on collar and cuffs.
Buttons—Plain black silk.
Trousers—Black cloth, with black braid an inch wide down the
side seams.
Forage Cap—Black cloth, with black patent leather drooping peak,
ornamented with J-inch black embroidery. Band If inches
wide, of black lace, staff pattern ; black netted button and
braided figure on crown.
Gloves—Black leather.
Great-Coat and Cape—Black cloth, of the pattern described at page
2, but without shoulder-straps or badges of rank.

,
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IX -MISCELLANEOUS.

CA VALRT DEPOT.
Uniform and horse furniture of the regiments from which the
Officers are appointed, or of the regiments in which they last
served.
OFFICERS ON THE ACTIVE LIST ON HALF-PAT.
Officers on the Active List on half-pay may, until retired or
brought back to full pay, wear—
General Officers
The uniform of their rank.
Staff Officers on comple- 1 The uniform of the regition of tenure of appoint- I ments in which they
ment
f last served, or that for
Other Officers
J Unattached Officers.
UNATTACHED OFFICERS.
{Officers of the Army not holding Substantive or Regimental Commis
sions and unattached Officers of the Indian Army.)
Tunic—Scarlet cloth, with blue cloth collar and cuffs. The collar
ornamented with £-inch lace along the top, and gold Russia
braid at the bottom : the cuffs pointed with i-inch lace round
the top, and a tracing of gold Russia braid, |-inch below the
lace, terminating in a crow's foot and eye ; 8 buttons in front
and 2 at the waist, behind ; the skirt closed behind with a
plait at each side, and lined with white ; the front, collar and
skirt plaits edged with white cloth J-inch wide ; shoulderstraps of twisted round gold cord, universal pattern, lined with
scarlet ; a small gilt button at the top ; badges of rank in
silver.
Field Officers have a row of braided eyes below the lace on
the collar ; 3 bars of lace along the top of the cuff, showing
J-inch of the facings between the bars ; and the braiding on the
sleeve is in the form of eyes, below the lace, for Colonels and
Lieutenant-Colonels only. The lace on the sleeve extends to
10 inches from the bottom of the cuff.
Captains have no braided eyes on the collar, and only two
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bars of lace along the top of the cuff ; the tracing of the braid
below the lace on the sleeves is plain without eyes.
Lieutenants have one bar of lace only /to the cuff, extending
to H inches from the bottom of the cuff. In other particulars
the lace and braiding are the same as those of Captains.
Lace—Gold, two-vellum pattern.
Button*—Gilt, burnished, with Crown and scalloped edge.
Helmet-PUtte—The Royal Arms, in gilt metal. The dimensions of
the plate are as follows :
From top of crest to end of scroll, 3| inches.
back measurement
Extreme horizontal width, back
measurement
„
[ 31 inches.
Waist-Plate—Round gilt clasp, with Royal Cypher and Crown on
the centre-piece, and the word "Unattached" on the outer
circle.
Forage-Cap—As for Infantry of the Line, with Royal Cypher and
Crown, embroidered in gold, in front.
All the other articles of uniform as for Officers of Infantry of the
Line.

RETIRED OFFICERS.
Officers on the Retired List, i.e., the Officers included in the
classes specified below, whose names are retained in the Army List,
may wear the uniform of the regiments in which they last served,
or that for Unattached Officers, but with the letter R on the
shoulder-straps below the badges of rank.
a. Officers retired on retired pay, or with gratuity, and who
are liable for service, in case of national emergency, with
the " Reserve of Officers."
b. (Officers retired after 15 years' service, who are duly
recommended to retain their rank.
c. Officers compulsorily retired on account of age or con
tinuous non-employment,
d. Officers retired on full pay.
«. Field Officers who have commuted pensions.
/. Officers who are Companions of the Bath.
General Officers will wear the uniform of their rank, with a plain
gold sash inches wide, without crimson stripes. Five years from
the 1st July, 1880, are allowed for the wearing out of the tunics
and sword-belts then in possession. Infantry sashes in possession
on the above date may also be used until they require to be replaced.
They will be worn round the waist,
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MILITIA.
Officers on retirement after 10 years' commissioned service,
including Army service, who are duly recommended to retain their
rank, may wear the uniform of the Militia regiments or battalions
in which they last served, with the addition of the letters MR on
the shoulder-straps below the badges of rank.

DEPARTMENTS.
a. Officers who have retired, or
who may retire, with the
relative rank of Field
Officer.
ft. Officers retired after 15 years"
service, who are duly re
commended to retain their
rank.
f. Officers compulsorily retired
on account of age.
d. Officers retired on full pay.
e. Officers with the relative rank
of Field Officer, who have
commuted pensions.
f. Officers who are Companions
of the Bath.

May wear the uniforms of their
respective departments, but
with the letter R or the
letters MR below the badges
of rank.

The above regulations are not retrospective ; i.e. they do not
apply to Officers who retired prior to the 1st July, 1881. These
Officers can only be allowed to wear uniform if the regulations
existing at the time of their retirement permitted it.
Whenever retired Officers require to renew their uniforms, the
latest approved patterns will be followed.
The letters R and MR will be in silver on gold shoulder-straps ;
in gold on cloth shoulder straps. In the case of Officers retired
from Rifles, the letters will be in bronze,
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GARRISON STAFF.
Tunic—Scarlet cloth of the same pattern as for Officers of Infantry
of the Line, with blue cloth collar and cuffs.
Lace—Gold, Staff pattern.
Buttons—Gilt, frosted, with burnished laurel round the edge.
Trousers and Spurs,
*\
Pantaloons and Knee boots \
for Mounted Duties,
Cocked Hat, and Plume,
Sword, Scabbard, and
Sword-Belt—
Waist-Plate—Gilt rectangular burnished plate, with a device in
silver of the Royal Cypher and Crown, with an oak branch at
each side, and a scroll below bearing the words "Garrison
Staff."
Forage Cap, Great Coat and Cape—As for General Staff.
The other articles of uniform, as for Officers of Infantry.
Horse Furniture, as for General Staff.
Garrison Quartermasters wear black waist-belts, and steel
scabbards ; pouch-belt and pouch as for Infantry of the Line.
Sashes are not worn.
When garrison appointments are of a temporary nature, the
Officers holding them mav wear their regimental uniforms instead
of the uniform described above.

STAFF CAPTAINS FOR RECRUITING DUTIES.
Uniform of the regiments in which they last served, with the
letter R on shoulder-straps should they be on the Retired List.

INDIAN ARMY.
Staff Corps.
Tunic—Scarlet cloth, with blue cloth collar and cuffs. The collar or
namented with £-inch lace along the top, and gold Russia braid
at the bottom ; the cuffs pointed with £-inch lace round the top,
and a tracing of gold Russia braid, J- inch below the lace, ter
minating in a crow's foot and eye ; 8 buttons in front and 2 at
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the waist, behind ; the skirt closed behind with a plait at each
side, and lined with white ; the front collar and skirt plaits
edged with white cloth J-inch wide ; shoulder-straps of twisted
round gold cord, universal pattern, lined with scarlet ; a small
button of corps pattern at the top ; badges of rank in silver.
Field Officers have a row of braided eyes below the lace on
the collar ; 3 bars of lace along the top of the cuff, showing i
inch of the facings between the bars ; and the braiding on the
sleeve is in the form of eyes, below the lace, for Colonels and
Lieutenant-Colonels only. The lace on the sleeve extends to
10 inches from the bottom of the cuff.
Captains have no braided eyes on the collar, and only two
bars of lace along the top of the cuff ; the tracing of the braid
below the lace on the sleeves is plain without eyes.
Lieutenants have one bar of lace only on the cuff, extending
to 9i inches from the bottom of the cuff. In other particulars
the lace and braiding are the same as for Captains.
Lace—Gold, Staff pattern.
Buttons—Gilt, frosted, with edge of special pattern ; The Eoyal and
Imperial (V.R. and I.) Cypher in a garter bearing the words
"Bengal [Madras or Bombay] Staff Corps," with the Crown
above.
Waist-Plate—Round gilt clasp, with the Royal and Imperial (V.B.
and I.) Cypher and Crown on the centre-piece, and the words
" Bengal [Madras or Bombay] Staff Corps," on the outer circle.
Helmet—As for Infantry of the Line.
Puggaree—White muslin.
Forage Cap—Blue cloth, with black patent leather drooping peak,
ornamented with ^-inch full gold embroidery ; band of 1£-inch
gold lace with J-inch crimson silk stripe in the centre ; gold
purl button and braided figure on the crown.
Shell-Jacket—Scarlet cloth or kerseymere, with blue cloth collar and
cuffs ; the cuffs pointed ; gold braid edging all round, including
the top and bottom of the collar ; a loop of gold braid at bottom
of collar, to fasten across the neck ; a row of gilt studs and hooks
and eyes down the front ; scarlet lining ; shoulder-straps with
badges of rank as for tunic.
Field Officers have a row of braided eyes on the collar below
the upper line of braid. Colonels and Lieutenant-Colonels have
three chevrons of braid on each sleeve, f-inch apart, the upper
extending lo 10 inches from the bottom of the cuff, and the
lower braid forming a crow's foot and eye ; a row of braided
eyes below the chevrons, as on the tunic.
Majors have three chevrons on the sleeve, with the crow's
foot and eye, but without the row of braided eyes.
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Captains have two chevrons, the lower forming a crow's foot
and eye, the upper extending to 9 inches only.
Lieutenants have a single chevron of braid extending to 8
inches from the bottom of the cuff, and a crow's foot and eye
below it.
Mess- Waistcoat— Blue cloth or kerseymere, gold braid edging round
the top, down the front, and along the bottom to the side
seams. The pockets edged with braid, forming crow's feet
and eyes. A row of gilt studs and hooks and eyes down the
front.
All the other articles of uniform as for Officers of Infantry of the
Line.*
Horse Furniture.
As for Infantry of the Line.
Officers serving in Departments will wear the uniform of their
Departments ; but with the Staff Corps buttons, sword-belt, and
waist-plate described above.
Officers serving with Regiments will wear the regimental uni
forms.
Unattached Officers, Indian Army.
As laid down for Unattached Officers at page 117.
Officers on the Active List on Half-pay, Indian Army.
Officers on the Active List on half-pay may, until retired, or
brought back to full pay, wear—
General Officers
....
... The uniform of their rank.
Staff Officers on completion of "j The uniform of the Regiments in
tenure of appointment
.... !- which they last served, or that
Other Officers
J for Unattached Officers.
Retired Officers, Indian Army.
General Officers wear the uniform of their rank, but with a plain
gold sash 2| inches wide, without crimson stripes. Five years are
allowed from the 1st July, 1880, for the wearing-out of the tunics
and sword-belts then in possession. Infantry sashes in possession
* Officers who have in possession the blue patrol jacket, may wear it
out instead of providing themselves with the scarlet serge one.
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on the above date may also be used until they are required to be
replaced. They will be worn round the waist.
Officers who have retired on full pay, Officers who have retired
with half-pay or with pensions, Officers who have commuted pen
sions, Officers who are Companions of the Bath, and Officers who
have left the Army, but whose names are allowed to remain in the
Army List, may wear the uniform of the Regiments in which they
last served, or that for Unattached Officers, with the letter R on
the shoulder-straps below the badges of rank.

PRO VOST MARSHAL.
Turiic—Scarlet cloth, of the same pattern as for Officers of Infantry
of the Line, with blue cloth collar and cuffs ; and lace, braid
ing and badges, according to Army rank.
Lace—Gold, Staff pattern.
Buttons—Gilt, frosted, with Royal Cypher and Crown,
Dress
Trousers, 1J As
, for
r General. Staffi
^
Cocked-HatPlume—Black swan feathers, drooping outwards, 5 inches long,
with white swan feathers under them.
Sword, Sword-Knot and Scabbard,
Sword-Belt and Waist-Plate,
Shoulder-Belt and Telescope Case,
-As for General Staff.
Spurs, Undress Trousers,
Pantaloons and Knee Boots—
Patrol Jacket—As described at page (5.
Forage Cap,
"]
Great-Coat and Cape, > As for General Staff
Horbe Furniture—, J

MILITARY MOUNTED POLICE.
As for a Provost Marshal, with the following exception :—
Tunic—Blue cloth, with scarlet edgings and scarlet collar and cuffs,
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GOVERNORS OF MILITARY PRISONS.
As for Infantry of the Line, with the following exceptions :—
Tunic—Blue cloth, with scarlet cloth collar and cuffs. Badges of
rank according to the rank last held in the Army.
Lace—Gold, Staff pattern.
Buttons—Gilt, frosted, with Royal Cypher and Crown.
Helmet—Blue cloth, with gilt plate representing the Royal Arms,
as laid down at page 4. At foreign stations the white cloth
helmet will be worn. See pages 4 and 5.
Waist-Plate—Round gilt clasp, with the Royal Cypher and Crown
on the centre-piece.
Scabbard—Brass or steel, according to rank last held in the Army.
Forage Cap—As for Infantry ; black oak-leaf lace ; no badge.
Shell-Jacket—Blue cloth, with scarlet collar and cuffs.
Mess Waistcoat—Scarlet, in other respects as for the cloth messwaistcoats of Infantry of the Line.
Great-Coat and Cape—Blue cloth.
This uniform will also be worn by the Governor of the Provost
prison at Aldershot.

STAFF OFFICERS OF PENSIONERS.
Tunic—Blue cloth, double-breasted ; with scarlet cloth collar, lappels, and cuffs : the collar edged round the top with £-iuch
lace ; the lappels made to be worn turned back, or buttoned
over ; the cuffs round, 3 inches deep, with £-inch lace round
the top. A blue flap on each sleeve, 6 inches long and 2J
inches wide, with 3 loops and buttons ; and a similar flap on
each skirt-plait, 10 inches long, with 3 loops and buttons, the
top loops at the waist ; 2 rows of buttons down the front, 9 in
each row, the rows 8 inches apart at the top, and 4 inches at
the waist ; the skirt lined with black. Shoulder-straps of
twisted round gold cord, universal pattern, lined with blue, a
small button at the top. Badges of rank in silver.
Field Officers are further distinguished by lace round the
bottom of the collar, a second bar of lace round the cuff, and an
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edging of lace to the flaps on the sleeves and skirts and down the
back skirts.
Lace—Gold, Staff pattern.
Buttons—Gilt, frosted, with burnished laurel round the edge.
Trousers—Blue cloth, with scarlet stripes, lf-inches wide, down the
side seams.
Cocked-Hat—As for General Staff, with plume of red and white
upright swan feathers, 5 inches long.
Sword, Sword-Knot and Sword-Belt—As for General Staff.
Waist-Plate—As for Aides-de-Camp to General Officers.
Sash—Crimson silk net, as for Infantry.
Scabbard and Spurs—For Field Officers, brass ; for Captains, steel.
Patrol-Jacket—As described at page 6. Shoulder-straps of the
same material as the garment, edged with £-inch black mohair
braid, except at the base ; black netted button at the top.
Badges of rank in gold.
forage Cap,
"I
Great-Coat and Cape, > As for General Staff.
Horse Furniture— I
It is optional with Staff Officers of Pensioners to wear, on State
occasions and at balls, trousers with gold lace, as for General Staff,
sword-knot as for General Staff, and sash of gold and crimson net
as for Infantry.

SUB-INSPECTORS OF ARMY SCHOOLS.
Tunic—Of the same pattern as for Lieutenants of Infantry of the
Line, but of blue cloth, with scarlet cloth collar, cuffs, and
edging. Shoulder-straps of twisted round gold cord, universal
pattern, lined with blue ; a small button at the top. Badges of
rank in silver.
Lace—Gold, two-vellum pattern.
Buttons—Gilt, burnished, with a crown in the centre.
Trousers—As for Infantry Officers (undress pattern).
Cocked-Hat—As described at page 2, with loop of £-inch lace ;
tassels of gold and crimson bullions. No plume.
Sword, Sword-Knot, and Scabbard—As for Infantry of the Line.
Sword-Belt and Waist-Plate—As for Infantry of the Line, but of
black Morocco leather, the plate bearing only a crown in the
centre.
Patrol-Jacket—As described at page 6.
Forage Cap—As for Infantry of the Line, with the Royal Cypher
and Crown, embroidered in gold, on the band in front.
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Shell-Jacket— As for Infantry of the Line, but of blue cloth, with
scarlet cloth collar, cuffs and edging.
j As for Infantry of the Line.

OFFICERS OF THE ROYAL MILITARY COLLEGE,
SANDHURST.
Governor.
The uniform and horse furniture of his rank as a General
Officer.
Commandant and Secretary.
Tunic—Scarlet cloth of the same pattern as for an Officer of
Infantry of the Line of corresponding rank, with blue cloth
collar and cuffs.
Late—Gold, two vellum pattern.
Buttons'—Gilt, frosted, with burnished laurel round the edge.
Cocked Hat—As described at page 2 ; with loop of J-inch lace j
tassels of gold and crimson bullions.
Plume—Red and white swan feathery drooping outwards, 6 inches
long;
The other articles as for Infantry of the Line. On the centre
piece of waist-plate the Royal Cypher and Crown.
Horse Furniture—As for Infantry.
Adjutant and Quartermaster.
Uniform, &c. as for the Commandant and Secretary, with the
following exceptions :—
Helmet—As for Infantry of the Line.
Helmet Plate—In gilt metal a star surmounted by the crown ; on
the star a laurel wreath ; within the wreath a^garter pierced
" JVec aspera terrent," the ground of blue enameL In the
centre of the gaiter on a ground of red enamel, the Royal
Cypher in gilt metal.
Riding-Master.
Uniform and horse furniture of the Regiment from which
appointed, or of the Regiment in which he last served.
Commandant or the Staff College.
If a General Officer, the uniform and horse furniture of his
rank. If under the rank of General Officer, the uniform and horse
furniture as for a Colonel on the Staff. ,'
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The Medical Officers wear the uniform of the Army Medical
Department.
Military Professors and Instructors at the Royal Military
College and Military Professors at the Staff College—The uniform
they are authorized to wear irrespective of their appointments as
Professors or Instructors.

OFFICERS OF THE SCHOOL OF MUSKETRY.
Commandant and Inspector-General.
If a General Officer, the uniform and horse furniture of his rank ;
if a Field Officer, those of a Deputy Adjutant-General.
Chief Instructor.
Uniform, &c., as for Assistant Adjutant-General.
Deputy Assistant Adjutant-General.
Uniform, &c., as for the same appointment on the General
Staff.
Captain Instructor, Lieutenant - Instructor, and
Quartermaster and Acting Adjutant.
Tunic—Scarlet cloth, of the same pattern as for Officers of Infantry
of the Line of their respective ranks with blue cloth collar and
cuffs.
Lace—Gold, Staff pattern.
Buttons—Gilt, burnished, with crossed rifles and crown.
Dress Trousers, Cocked Hat and Plume \
Sword, Scabbard, Sword-Knot
> As for General Staff.
Sword-Belt and Waist-Plate, Spurs— ;
Sash—Gold and Crimson, as for Infantry. To be worn at
Court, &c.
Patrol Jacket—As described at page 6.
Shoulder Belt and Telescope Case, "|
Undress Trousers,
> As for General Staff.
Forage Cap and Shell-Jacket
J
Mess- Waistcoat—Blue cloth ; pattern as for Infantry, and braided
in the same manner.
Great-Coat and Cape—As for General Staff, except the buttons ; or
the patterns worn by the regiments to which these Officers
belong.
The Medical Officer wears the uniform of the Army Medical
Department.
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SCHOOL OF MUSIC.
Commandant.
The uniform, &c., are the same as those of an Assistant
Adjutant-General.
Quartermaster.
As laid down for Garrison Quartermasters at page 120.

OFFICERS OF THE ROYAL HOSPITALS AT CHELSEA
AND KILMAINHAM.
Tunic—Blue cloth ; the skirt 12 inches deep for an Officer 5 feet
9 inches in height, with a proportionate variation for any
difference in height. Plain scarlet cloth collar and cuffs,
without badges of rank on the collar. A blue flap on each
sleeve, 6 inches long and 2i inches wide, with 3 small buttons;
and a similar flap, 9 inches long, with 2 buttons, on each
skirt behind ; 8 buttons down the front, and 2 at the waist
behind ; a gold cord loop, witli a small button, on each
shoulder. The front, flaps, and back skirts edged with scarlet
cloth, £ inch wide, and the skirts lined with black.
Lace—Gold, two-vellum pattern.
Buttons—Windsor pattern.
Trousers—Blue cloth, with scarlet stripes, lf-inches wide, down
the side seams.
Cocked-Hat—As described at page 2, with loop of i-inch lace,
tassels, gold purlnetted head, 7 gold bullions, with 5 crimson
bullions under them.
Plume—White swan feathers, drooping outwards, 5 inches long.
Sword, Scabbard, Sword-Knot, Sword-Belt, '
Crimson SashOn State Occasions — Dress Trousers, J- As for Infantry.
Gold and Crimson Sword-Belt, SwordKnot, and Sash Waist Plate—Round gilt clasp, with Boyal Cypher and Crown on
the centre-piece.
Forage Cap—As for General Staff, but with band of two-vellum
pattern.
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B. M. A., Chelsea.

Great-Coat and Cape—Blue cloth, as described at page 2, lined
with scarlet rattinett, the collar lined with black velvet.
General Officers wear the trousers, cocked-hat and plume,
sword and belt, sword-knot, spurs, sash, and forage cap or their
rank.
Captains who are Brevet Field Officers may, when not on
duty, wear brass scabbards and spurs.
The Medical Officers may wear the tunic described above,
with the other articles of Uniform as for Officers of the Army
Medical Department.

OFFICERS OF THE ROYAL MILITARY ASYLUM,
CHELSEA.
Tunic—Scarlet cloth, of the same pattern as for Officers of Infantry
of the Line of their respective ranks, with blue cloth collar
and cuffs. Shoulder-straps of twisted round gold ' cord,
universal pattern, lined with scarlet ; small button at the top.
Badges of rank in silver.
Lace—Gold, two-vellum pattern.
Buttons—Gilt, flat, with Royal Cypher and Crown.
Plume—Red and white upright swan feathers, 5 inches long.
Sword, Sword-Knot, and Scabbard,
Sword-Belt, and Waist-Plate
Sashes—Of the same patterns as for Infantry Officers ; on State
occasions, gold and crimson ; at other times, crimson silk.
Patrol Jacket—As described at page 6.
Undress Trousers—As for General Staff.
Forage Cap—As for " Royal " regiments of Infantry, with band of
scarlet cloth, and Royal Cypher and Crown, embroidered in
gold, in front.
Great-Coat and Cape—As for Infantry Officers.
The Quartermaster does not wear the sash.
The Medical Officer wears the uniform of the Army Medical
Department.

OFFICERS OF THE ROYAL HIBERNIAN MILITARY
SCHOOL, DUBLIN.
The uniform, &c, are the same as those of the Officers of the
Royal Military Asylum, Chelsea.
(D.«.)
K
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OFFICERS OF THE ROYAL VICTORIA HOSPITAL,
NETLEY.
Govbenor and Commandant, Staff Captain and Assistant
Commandant—Uniform and horse furniture are the same as for
. an Assistant Adjutant-General.

MILITARY KNIGHTS OF WINDSOR.
Dress Coat—Scarlet cloth, double-breasted ; blue cloth Prussian
pollar ; blue cloth cuffs, turnbacks and skirt linings, 10 button
holes up the front at regular distances ; 2 rows of large buttons ;
square end to collar, with 2 cord holes and 2 small buttons on
each side ; scarlet flap on each skirt, with 4 cord holes and 4
large buttons on each flap, 2 buttons at the waist behind ;
scarlet flap on each caff, with 4 small buttons and button-holes,
each skirt ornamented at its termination with an embroidered
- St. George's cross.
,Buttons—Gilt half dome, Garter Star, and Crown over.
Epaulettes—Gold bullion, gilt crescents, St. George's shield with
• badges of rank above.
, • .t
Sash-r^iimBon silk net, bullion tassels. Worn round the waist.
Sword—Crossed hilt ; gilt mountings.
Scabbard—Black leather.
,Sword-Belt—Black enamelled leather, with frog ; gilt clasp, with
Garter Star and Crown over, the whole encircled by a laurel
wreath.
Cocked Hat—Black silk, gold lace loop and gilt button, 2 bullion
tassels.
Plume—Upright feather, 8£ inches long ; the bottom scarlet, the
top white.
Trousers—Blue cloth (no stripes).

_

UNDRESS.

^Fto'ck Coat—Blue cloth, tingle-breasted ; 8 buttons up Uw frant at
regular intervals ; short side, edges, 2 buttons on each skirt, H
>;small buttons on cuffs ; Prussian collar. '
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Mil. Kts. of Windsor.

Scales—Gilt crescents with embroidered St. George's cross ; V.E,
and badges of rank above.
Forage Cap— Blue cloth, scarlet cloth band, scarlet piping round
top of crown ; plain black patent leather peak, drooping ;
embroidered St. George's cross on band.
Trousers—As for Dress.
,
Cloak—Blue clolh, lined with scarlet ; deep cape lined with black,
black velvet collar, gilt rose clasp, and 5 gilt buttons up the
front.

(D.B)
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BADGES OF
L Deviations from the universal patterns of HelmetII. The badges authorized to be worn on the collars
III. No badges will be worn on the collars of PatrolRegiment.

On
Buttons,

On
Collar of
Tunic.

On Helmet-Plates;
Ornaments for Racoon
Skin Caps, and High
land Head-dress.

The badge of the The Thistle, in gold The Garter and uni
Order of the embroidery, on a versal wreath are
cloth omitted. The Star
Thistle ; below blue
of the Order of the
the badge, "The ground.
Thistle, in gilt
Royal Scots."
metal. On the star,
a silver circle,
pierced Nemo me
tmpunelacetrit ; the
ground of green
enamel. Within
the circle, on a
convex ground of
green enamel, the
Thistle, in silver.
On the universal
scroll ' * The Lothian
Regt."
Lamb, On a scarlet velvet
The Queen's Within a circle sur Thein Paschal
frosted gilt ground, the Paschal
mounted by the
(Royal "West
Lambinsilver. On
metal
Crown, the Pas
Surrey
the universal scroll
chal Lamb. On
Regiment).
"The Royal West
the circle "The
Surrey Regiment."
Royal
West
Surrey Regi
ment." Below
the circle, a scroll
inscribed ' ' The
Queen's."
A circle sur In silver, the White On a black velvet
The Buffs
the
mounted by the Horse of Kent on ground,
(East Kent
Dragon, in silver.
Crown. On the a silt scroll, in
Regiment).
circle " The East scribed " In- On the universal
scroll, "The East
Kent
Regt.'* victa."
Kent Regiment."
"Tho Buffs";
within,
the
Dragon; below,
on a scroll, Veteri
frondtscit honore.
silver, on a scarlet
The King's The Lion of Eng The Lion, in silver. Invelvet
ground, the
land with Crown
Own (Royal
Lion
of England.
above and Rose
Lancaster
On the universal
below. On circle
Regiment).
scroll " Royal Lan
"The King'sOwn
caster Regt."
Royal Lancaster
Regt."

The
Royal Scots
(Lothian
Regiment).
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TERRITORIAL REGIMENTS.
Plate and Waist-Plate are noted in the annexed Table,
of Tunics may be wQrn on the collars of Shell-Jackets.
Jackets.
On the
Waist-Plate.

On the round
Forage Cap.

On Forage Cap for Actire
Service and Peace
Manoeuvres.

In silver, on a frosted gilt In silver, the Star of the As for the round forage
centre, St. Andrew with Order of the Thistle; in cap.
Cross. On the circle, gilt metal on the Star, a
"The Royal Scots Regi raised circle inscribed
ment."
Nemo me impune lacesait.
Within the circle, on a
ground of green enamel,
the Thistle in gilt metal.

On a frosted gilt centre, the In gold embroidery, on a In gilt metal, the Garter,
Paschal Lamb in silver. blue ''loth ground, the with motto, surmounted by
On the circle, Prietina vir- Paschal T.amb : the flag in the Crown. Badge and
tutis manor.
silver with crimson cross. ground as for helmet-plate.

On a frosted gilt centre, the The Dragon, hi
Dragon, in silver. On the embroidery.
circle "The East Kent
Regt. The Buffs.''

gold In gilt metal, the Garter,
with motto, surmounted by
the Crown. Badge and
ground as for helmet-plate.

In silver, on a frosted gilt In gold embroidery, the In gilt metal, the Garter,
centre, the Lion. Below Lion ; below the Lion, the with motto, surmounted by
the Lion, in gilt metal and Rose of Lancaster.
the Crown. Badge and
red enamel, the Hose of
ground as for helmet-plate.
Lancaster. On the* circle,
"The King's Own Royal
Lancaster Regt.''
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BADGES OF TERRITORIAL
On
Buttons.

Regimcnt.

The
Northum
berland.
Fusiliers.

The Royal
Warwick shii
aent.

OA
Collar of
Tunic.

St. George and the A grenade, in gold A grenade, in gilt
metal. On the ball,
Garter inscribed St. George and a Garter inscribed
the Dragon in Quo fata vocant.
Quo fata vocant.
silver, on the ball. Within the Garter
—St. George and
the Dragon.
An antelope with In silver, the Hear On a 1 lack velvet
collar and chain and
ltaggcd Kiound, the Ante
within a circle, Staff; the Bear lope, in silver, with
inscribed "The muzzled
and gilt, collar and
Royal Warwick
chained.
cliam. On the uni
versal scroll " The
shire Regiment."
Royal Warwick
The circle sur
mounted by the
shire Regiment."
Crown,

The Garter in A grenade, in gold
The Royal
scribed Honi soit embroidery, with
Fusiliers
(City of Londcn qui mat y pense; the White Rose,
on tin' Garter at in silver, on the
Regiment.)
the top, the ball.
Crown ; within,
the Rose.

The King's
(Liverpool
Regiment).

The Norfolk
Regiment.

On Holmet-Flates;
Ornaments for Racoonskin Caps, and High
land Hoad-drcss.

In gilt metal, a
grenade ; on the
ball, the Garter sur
mounted by the
Crown. The Garter
pierced with the
motto ; the ground
of blue enamel.
Within the Garter,
the Rose ; below tfae
Gaiter, in silver,
the White Horse.
In silver, on a crimson
velvet ground, the
White Horse with
scroll above in
scribed in old Eng
lish capitals, See
a*]ieraterrent. On
the universal scroll
" The Liverpool

circle sur The Rose of Lan
mounted by the caster, in gilt
Crown within a metal and red
laurel wreath : enamel. A gilt
scroll below, de
the circle in
scribed "The tached from the
Rose, and in
Liverpool Regi
ment:" within scribed " King's "
Ihc circle, the in old English
WhiteHorse.with capitals.
ft scroll above in
scribed Nec aspera
lerrent.
Scroll on wreath
at the bottom in
scribed "The
King's."
On the circle "The The figure of The figure of Britan
Norfolk Regi
Britannia, in gilt nia, in silver, on
ment"; within metal.
a black velvet
the circle the
ground. On the uni
figure of Britan
versal scroll " The
nia holding an
Norfolk Regiment.'*
A
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REGIMENTS—continued.
On the
Waist-Plate.

On the round
Forage Cap.

On Forage Cap for
Active Service
anl Peace Manoeuvres,

In silver, on a frosted gilt A "grenade, in gold" em ATFor Racoon- il
centre, St. George and the broidery, with St. George a nailer.
Drag< n, with scroll above and the Dragon, in silver,
inscribed Quo fata vocant. on the ball.
On the circle "Northum
berland Fusiliers."
The Antelope, in silver, In gilt metal, the Garter, In gilt mc,tal, the Garter,
with gilt collar and chain, With motto Hani $oit qui with i nrotfo, sunnournrd
on a frostou gilt centre. maf, $ pense, within a by th* Crown. Badgc-and
On the circle—" The lloyal wreath of laurel, in gold grouqd as for helmet-plate.
Warwickshire.''
embroidery. The Garter
surmounted by the Crown
in gold embroidery. Within
the Garter, on a blue* en
amelled ground, the Ante
lope in silver, with gilt
collar and chain.
In silver, on a frosted gilt A grenade, in gold em As for Rac6gn-skin cap, but
centre, the White Rose broidery, with a crown on smaller ; the Rose in silver.
with Crown above. On the flame; recessed in the
the circle "The lloyal ball, the garter pierced
Fusiliers."
With the motto; the ground
of blue enamel* The White
Rose, in silver, in the
centre ofthe Garter.

In silver, on a frosted gilt In gilt metal, the Garter In gilt metal, the Garter,
centre, the White Horse, pierced with the motto with motto, " surmounted
with a pctqI1 above, in? Honi soit qui mal y pense ; by the Crown. Badge and
scribed in old English the ground of bine velvet. ground as for helmet-plate.
capitals, Nee aspera Within the Garter, on a
terrent. On the circle, crimson velvet raised
"The King's—The Liver ground, the White Horse,
in silver, and a gilt scroll
pool Begt."
below, inscribed "King's"
in old English capitals.

The figure of Britannia, The figure of Britannia, in Ta gilt metal, the Garter,
with Castle of Norwich gold embroidery; the shield with inotto, surmounted by
helow^, In silver, on a embroidered in gold and the Crown. Badge anu
frosted gilt centre. On the silk.
ground as for helmet-plate.
-'rtfle, ^The Norfolk
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BADGES OF TERRITORIAL
On
Collar of
Tunic.
olive branch in the
right band ; the
trident
rests
against the left
shoulder.
Within a laurel On a silver eightThe
Lincolnshire wreath, a circle pointed star, a
surmounted by the circle in gilt metal,
Begiment.
Crown. On the inscribed " Lin
circle "The Lin colnshire Regi
colnshire Regt." ; ment." Within the
within, the Sphinx circle, on a ground
over Egypt.
of blue velvet, the
Sphinx overEgypt,
in silver.
On an eight-pointed In gilt metal, on a
The
8tar a circle sur silver eight-pointed
Devonshire
mounted by the star, a circle sur
Regiment.
Crown. On the mounted by the
circle "The De Crown. On the
vonshire Regt.," circle "The De
within, the Castle vonshire Regi
of Exeter.
ment*'; within, in
silver, the Castle
of Exeter with
scroll inscribed
Semper fidelis, on
a ground of blue
velvet.
The Suffolk Within a laurel The Castle and Key,
wreath, the Castle in gold embroidery.
Regiment,
and Key with
scroll above in
scribed " Gibral
tar," and above
the scroll, the
Crown. Below the
Castle and Key,
two scrolls, the
upper inscribed
Montis Insignia
Calpe, the lower
"The
Suffolk
Regt."
Within a laurel In gold and "silver
The
Prince Albert's wreath, a circle embroidery, on a
(Somersetshire surmounted by a ground of green
mural crown. On cloth, a bugle with
Light
the circle, "The strings,
Infantry).
sur
Prince Albert's"; mounted by a
within, a bugle mural crown em
with strings.
broidered in silver;

On Helmet-Plates;
[Ornaments for Racoonand High-

Trie Norfolk

In silver, on a black
velvet ground, the
Sphinx over Egypt.
On the universal
scroll "The Lincoln
shire Regt.'*

The Castle of Exeter,
with scroll inscribed
Semper fidelity in
silver, on a black
velvet ground. On
the universal scroll
"The Devonshire
Regt."

In silver, on a black
velvet ground, the
Castle and Key, with
scroll above in
scribed " Gibraltar,"
and scroll below in
scribed Montis In
signia Calpe. On the
universalscroll "The
Suffolk Regiment.''

In silver, on a black
velvet ground, a
bugle with strings
surmounted by a
mural crown with
scroll above in
scribed 1 ' Jettalabad "; the Sphinx
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REGIMENTS—continued.
On the
Waist-Plate.

On the round
Forage Cap,

In silver, on a frosted gilt In gilt metal, on a silver
centre, the Sphinx over eight-pointed star, a circle
Egypt. On the circle inscribed " Lincolnshire
"The Lincolnshire Regi Regiment." Within the
ment."
circle, on a raised ground
of blue velvet, the Sphinx
over Egypt, in silver.

On Forage Cap for
Active Service
and Peace Manoeuvres.

As for the round forage
cap.

As for helmet-plate on a As for collar badste, except In gilt metal, the Garter,
frosted gilt centre. On the that the circle is pierced with motto, surmounted by
circle "The Devonshire with the designation of the the Crown. Badge and
Begiment."
Regiment, the ground is of ground as for helmet-plate.
blue velvet, and the cap of
the Crown is of crimson
velvet.

In silver, on a frosted gilt In gold embroidery, on a In silver, an oak-lcaf
centre, the Castle and Key raised blue cloth ground, wreath ; within the wreath
with scroll above inscribed the Castle and Key within a circle surmounted by
"Gibraltar," and scroll a wreath of laurel ; above the Crown. On the circle
below inscribed Montis in the Castle the Crown; Montis Insignia Calpe.
signia Calpe. On the below, a scroll in blue Within the circle, the
circle " The Suffolk Begi velvet inscribed " Gib Castle and Key with scroll
above, inscribed " Gib
ment."
raltar."
raltar."

On a frosted gilt centre, On a green cloth ground, In gilt metal, the Garter,
badge as for helmet-plate. in gold and silver em with motto, surmounted
On the circle, "The broidery, a bugle ; within by the Crown. Badge and
Prince Albert's" with two the strings on a convex ground as for helmet-plate.
transverse twigs of laurel surface, the Cypher of
in the lower bend.
H. R. H. the late Prince
Consort, in gilt metal.
Above the bugle, em-
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BADGES OF TERRITORIAL
Regiment.

On
Buttons.

The
Prince Albert's
(Somersetshire
Light Infantry)—
continued.

On
Collar of
Tunic.

On Helmet-Plates;
Ornaments for Racoonskin Caps and High
land Head-dress.

over Egypt within
the strings of the
bugle. On the uni
versal scroll, "Somer
setshire Light In
fantry."
The Prince of In silver, on a black
Wales's Plume, in, velvet grourid, the.
with
gold and silveT White
inotfo Horse,
ATeq asperd
embroidery.
terrerit on a scroll
above. On the uni
versal scroll ' ' The
West Yorkshire Regi
ment."
above the crown,
in gold embroi
dery, a scroll in
scribed "Jellalabad."

The Tiger, within a
The
circle, inscribed at
Prince of
Wales's Own the top, " India,"
and at the bottom,
(West
" Waterloo." Out
Yorkshire
side the circle,
Kegiment).
" Prince of Wales's
Own, West Yorktershire."

A laurel wreath on In gilt metal, an In gilt metal, on a
The
East Yorkshire an eight-pointed eight-pointed star ; ground of black
star. The White on the stara laurel enamel, ' * laurel
Kegiment.
Rose, in silver, wreath; within the wreath on an eightwithin the wreath. wreath, on a pointed star. Within
ground of black the wreath the White
enamel, the White Rose, in silver. On
the universal scroll,
Rose, in silver.
"The East York
shire Regt."
The
Bedfordshire
Kegiment.

On an eight-pointed In dead gilt metal, In silver, on a raised
star, a Maltese a Hart crossing a ground of blue
cross. On the ford ; the water in enamel, an eightcross, a circle in silver. On a scroll pointed star; on the
scribed " Bedford below " Bedford star, hi gil* metal, a
Maltese cross. With
shire." Within the shire.'*
circle, a Hartcros
in a gilt circle on the
sing a ford.
cross, a Hart, in
silver, crossing a
ford.
On theu uni
versal scroll,
The
Bedfordshire Regt."

Within a laurel The Royal Tiger in On a black velvet
The
Leicestershire wreath, the Royal silver, within a ground, the Royal
Tiger, with scroll wreath in gilt Tiger in silver, with
Kegiment.
above, inscribed metal.
silver scroll above,
"HindoQStan,"and
inscribed
" Huidoostai&i" OrifS'tJfe
nnf1
scroll below, in
scribed "Leices
versa!scroll, "Leices
tershire."
tershire Regiment."
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REGIMENTS—continued.
On the round
Forage Cap.

On the
Waist-Plate.

On Forage Cap for
Active Service
and Peace Manoeuvres.

I
broidercd in silver, a mural
crown, surmounted by a
[, gold embroidered scroll,
' inscribed " Jellalabad."
The Koyal Tiger, in silver, On a blue cloth ground, the In gilt metal, a circle in
on a frosted gilt centre. White Horse in silver; scribed " Prince of Wales's
On the circle " West York above, ihc Prince of Own, West Yorkshire " ;
Wales's Plume, in gold and within the circle, the White
shire Regiment."
(rilver embroidery ; below, Horse in silver ; and on a
a Sold embroidered scroll, gilt scroll above, the
motto, eiec asprra terrent.
inscribed " West York
On and above the circle
shire."
the Prince of Wales's
Plume in gilt and silver .
metal.
On a frosted gilt centre, In gilt metal, star etc., as In gilt metal, the Garter,
badge as, for helmet-plate. for helmet-plate, but with motto, surmounted
On the circle, "TheT ' larger.
by the Crown. Badge and
ground as for helmet-plate,
Yorkshire Regiment.'

On a fronted gilt centre, In gilt metal, a Maltese
badge as for helmet-plate, cross on an eight-pointed
except- that the barter, star. On the cross, the
inscribed Honisnit qui vial barter, with motto; within
y pense, is substituted for the Garter, on a raised
the gilt circle on the ground of blue enamel, the
centre- of the crose. On Hart crossing a ford, in
the circle " Bedfordshire silver. A silver scroll in-,
scribed *' Bedfordshire "
Regiment."
below tho Garter.

In gilt metal, the Garter,
with motto, surmounted
by the Crown Badge and
ground as for helmet-plate.

In silver, on a "frosted gilt An eight-pointed star in In gilt metal, the Garter,
centre,, the Royal Tiger, gilt metal ; on the star, in . with motto, surmounted by
with tfce irisfi Harp below, silver, the Royal Tiger, the Crown. Badge and
and Scroll above inscribed with the H arp below. ground as for helmet-plate.
Hindoostan.™ On the Above the tiger, a scroll
circle " Leicestershire Regi inscribed " Hindoostan "
below, and at either side of
ment."
the Harp, a scroll inscribed
" Leicestershire
Regi
ment."
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BADGES OF TERRITORIAL
Regiment.

On
Buttons.

On
Collar of
Tunic.

On Helmet-Plates
Ornaments for Racoon-;
skin Gaps and High
land Head-dress.

Within a shamrock In silver, an Esco- In silver, on a scarlet
wreath, a circle in cheon of the Arms ground, the Harp
scribed VirtutU of Nassau, with a and Crown within a
Namurcemis Pra- silver scroll below, wreath of shamrock.
mium. Within the inscribed' ' VirtutU On the universal
circle, the Harp; Namurcensis Pre scroll "The Royal
the circle sur mium."
Irish,"
mounted by the
Crown.
The Cypher of The Cypher of On a black velvet
The
H.R.H. the Prin H.R.H. the Prin- I ground, the Cypher
Princess
cess of Wales com cess of Wales, com- | of H.R.H. the Prin
of
bined
with a cross, bined with across. cess of Wales com
Wales's Own
and surmounted The Cypher and bined with a cross,
Yorkshire
by the Coronet of Coronet in gold and surmounted by
Regiment.
the Princess. On embroidery ; the the Coronet of the
the cross the cross in silver.
Princess. On the
figures 1875. On
centre of the cross,
scroll below, "The
the figures 1875.
Princess of Wales's
The Cypher and
Own."
Coronet in gilt
metal; the cross in
silver. On the uni
versal scroll "The
Yorkshire
Regi
ment."
Within a wreath of A grenade, in gold A grenade in gilt
The
laurel, the Sphinx embroidery.
metal; on the ball,
Lancashire
over Egypt, with
in silver, the Sphinx
Fusiliers.
the Crown above.
over Egypt within a
laurel wreath.
The
Royal Irish
Regiment.

The
Royal Scots
Fusliers.

The Thistle, sur A grenade in silver A grenade in gilt
mounted by the embroidery; on metal ; on the ball of
Crown.
the ball of the the grenade, the
grenade,
the Royal Arms.
Thistle, in silver
metal.

The
Cheshire
Regiment.

On an eight-pointed
star, a circle with
acorn and oak
leaves in the
centre. On the
circle
"The
Cheshire Regi
ment."

Acom with oak- In silver, on a black
leaves. The leaves velvet ground, an
and cup in dead eight-pointed star.
gilt metal ; the Within a gilt circle
acorn in burnished on the star, the
silver.
Prince of Wales's
Plume on a bur
nished silver ground.
On the universal
scroll "The Cheshire
Regiment."
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REGTMENTS—continued.
On the
Waist-Plate.

On the round
Forage Cap,

On Forage Cap for
Active Service
and Peace Manoeuvres.

On a frosted gilt centre, The Harp and Crown, in In gilt metal, the Garter,
badge as for helmet-plate. gold embroidery, on a blue with motto, surmounted
On the circle "The Koyal cloth ground.
by the Crown. Badge and
ground asforhelmetplate.
Irish Regiment."

On a frosted gilt centre, As for helmet-plate, bnt in In gilt metal, the Garter,
badge as for helmet-plate. embroidery; the Prin with motto, surmounted
On the circle " The York cess's Cypher, the Coronet, by the Crown. Badge and
and the figures 1875, in gronnd as for helmet-plate.
shire Regiment."
gold embroidery; the
cross in silver embroidery,
edged with crimson. Blue
cloth ground.

On a frosted gilt centre, A grenade in gold em A grenade in gilt metal,
badge as for the gt enade on broidery, with badge in as for Racoon-skin cap, but
smaller. Badge on the
Racoon-skin cap, but silver, as for waist plate.
ball as for waist-plate.
smaller. On the circle
-'The Lancashire Fusi
liers."
Special pattern. Tn silver, A grenade in gold em As for Racoon-skin cap, but
on a frosted gilt rectangular broidery. In silver metal, smaller.
plate, a wreath of thistles ; on the ball of the grenade,
within the wreath, the the Thistle.
figure of St. Andrew with
cross. On the wreath at
the bottom, a silver scroll,
inscribed "Royal Scots
Fusiliers."
On a frosted gilt centre, On a silver eight-pointed In gilt metal, the Garter,
badge as for helmet-plate, star, a gilt circle with a with motto, surmounted by
but smaller. On the circle gilt acorn and oak-leaves the Crown. Badge and
" Cheshire Regiment."
in the centre on a ground gronnd as for helmet-plate.
of green enamel. On the
circle "The Cheshire Regi
ment."
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BADGES OF TERRITORIAL
Regiment.

The
Royal "Welsh.
Fusiliers.
The
South Wales
Borderers.

The
King's Own
Borderers.

On
Buttons.

On
Collar of
Tunic.

On Helmet^Plates ;
Ornaments for Bacoonskin Caps and High
land Head-dress.

The Prince of A grenade, in silver A grenade in gilt
Wales's Plume embroidery.
mejal; the Prince of
within
desig
Wales's Plume, in
nation lithe
TheRoyal
silver, on the ball.
Welsh Fusiliers."
"The Welsh Dra The Sphinx over In silver, on a black
gon'' within a Egyyt in dead gilt velvet ground, the
wreath of laurel.
metal.
Welsh Dragon, with
in a laurel wreath.
On the universal
scroll " The South
Wales Borderers."
The Royal Crest, The Castle of Edin In silver, on a black
within the desig burgh insilverem- velvet ground, the
nation
" The broidery, on a Castle of Edinburgh.
King's Own Bor ground ofgold em On the universal
broidery. Battle scroll "The King's
derers."
ments, etc., picked Own Borderers."
out in blue silk.

The
Cameronians
(Scottish
Rifles).

For the Great Coat No badge.
only/. Within a
thistle wreath* a
bugle with strings ;
above the bugle,
the Crown.

The Royal
Inniskilling
Fusiliers.

A castle with three
turrets with St.
George's colours
flying,
super-

A thistle wreath sur
mounted by a crown.
On the leaves of the
wreath, the battles
of the . regiment.
Within the wreath,
a mullet, and below
the mullet, a bugle
with strings. On a
tablet to the right
of the wreath, the
Dragonof China; cn
a tablet the left,
the Sphinx. On the
bottom of the wreath,
a scroll inscribed
"The
Scottish
Rifles."
A grenade in gold A grenade in gilt
embroidery ; the metal ; the Castle, in
Castle, in silver, itlver, on the hall.
oq (he ball.

*
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REGIMENTS— continued.
Oh the
Waist-Plate,

On the round
Forage Cap,

On Forage Cap Tor
Active Service
and Peace Manoeuvres.

In silver, on a frosted gilt A grenade in gold em As for forage cap.
centre, the Prince of broidery. The Red Dragon
Wales's Plume. On the in silver, on the ball.
circ!e "Royal Welsh Fusi
liers."
On a frosted gilt centre, In silver, within a gilt In silver, the Garter, with
badge as for helmet-plate. laurel wreath, the Welsh motto, surmounted by the
On the circle "The South- Dragon on a raised ground Crown. Badge and ground
Wales Borderers."
of black velvet. The as for helmet-plate.
Crown in gilt metal above
the Dragon.
The Royal Crest, in silver, In gilt metal, a thistle Asforthe round forage cap,
on a frosted gilt centre. wreath ; within the wreath with the following excep
On the circle "The King's a circle pierced with the tions :—The badge is in
designation "The King's silver and larger. The
Own Borderers."
Own Borderers.'" Above motto, In vsritate religithe circle, a scroll sur- 6nis conJUloi, is in relief;
mounted by the Royal the motto Nisi Dominus
Crest. The scroll pierced frustra is pierced.
with the motto, In veritate
religionis confido. On the
wreath at the bottom, a
scroll with the motto, in
relief, Nisi Dominus
frustra. The Cross of St.
Andrew in burnished gilt
metal over the circle. On
the cross, the Castle of
Edinburgh.
Special pattern. In silver, No badge.
The Thistle in silver, on a
on a frosted silver rectan
dark green cord boss.
gular plate with burnished
edges, a thistle wreath.
Within the wreath, in
burnished silver, a mullet
surmounted by a crown.
On the bottom of the
wreath, a bugle with
strings.

em- As for Racoon-skin cap,
Special Pattern. In gilt A grenade in
metal, on a round bur broidery; the Castle,
bu( smaller.
silver,
on
the
ball.
nished gilt plate, a deep
laurel wreath intertwined
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Eegiment.

On
Buttons.

The Boyal
hiniskilling
Fusiliere—
continued.

scribed "Inniskilling."

On
Collar of
Tunic.

On Helmet-Plates;
Ornaments for Racoonskin Caps and High
land Head-dress.

Within a laurel In dead gilt metal, In silver, on a black
The
Gloucestershire wreath of single on two twigs of velvet ground, the
leaves, inclining laurel, the Sphinx Sphinx over Egypt.
Eegiment.
inwards, the Royal over Egypt.
On the universal
Crest above the
scroll, " The Glou
monogram G.R.
cestershire Regi
ment." Badge, for
back of helmet—In
dead gilt metal, the
Sphinx over Egypt
within a laurel
wreath.
On an eight-pointed In silver, on a silver On a black velvet
The
Worcestershire star, a circle sur eight-pointed star, ground, a silver
mounted by the the Garter pierced eight-pointed star.
Regiment.
Crown. The circle with the motto In gilt metal, within
inscribed ' 'The lioni soit qui mat y a silver circle on the
WorcestershireRe- pense; the ground star, a Castle on a
gimcnt." Within of blue enamel. raised ground ofbine
the circle, a lion. The Lion in gilt enamel. On the star,
Below the circle, metal, within the at the bottom, a
a scroll, inscribed Garter, on a scroll in gilt metal,
"Firm."
ground of blue inscribed "Finn."
enamel. Below the On the universal
Garter, a scroll, in scroll, in gilt letters,
gilt metal, in "The Worcester
scribed " i irm."
shire Regiment."
Within a circle in The Rose of Lan In silver, on a black
The East
scribed "The East caster, in red and velvet ground, the
Lancashire
Lancashire Regi gold embroidery. Sphinx over Egypt.
Regiment.
ment," the Sphinx
On the universal
over Egypt; below
scroll, "The East
•
the Sphinx, the
Lancashire Eegi
Rose of Lancaster.
ment,"
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REGIMENTS- continued.
On the
Waist-Plate.

On the round
Forage Cap.

On Forage Cap for
Active Service
and Peace Manoeuvres.

with a silver scroll bearing
the battles of the Begiment. Within the wreath,
in silver, on a ground of
piIt metal, the White
Horse, with motto Nec
aspera terrent on a scroll,
in gilt metal below. Above
the White Horse, a
grenade, in gilt metal ; on
the ball of the grenade, in
silver, the Castle of Inniskilling with scroll above,
inscribed " Inniskilling.''
On the wreath, at the
bottom, in gilt metal, the
Sphinx over Egypt.
In silver, on a frosted gilt In gilt metal and red enamel, In gilt metal, the Garter,
centre, the Sphinx over thi Arms of the City of with . motto, surmounted
Egypt, On the circle, Gloucester surmounted by by the Crown. Badge and
" Gloucestershire liegi- the Sphinx over Egypt on ground as for helmet-plate.
two twigs of laurel. Below
ment."
the shield, a gilt scroll in
scribed, in silver, "Glou
cestershire Begiment,''

On a frosted gilt centre, In gold embroidery, an
badge as for helmet-plate, eight-pointed star. The
except that the scroll and Garter, in gilt metal, raised
motto are in silver. On the on the star, and pierced
circle "The Worcester with the motto Honi soit
qui mat y pense; the
shire Regiment."
ground of blue enamel.
Within the Garter, on a
black velvet ground, the
Lion in silver. Below
the star, a scroll, in gold
embroidery,
inscribed
"Firm;'' the ground of
blue cloth.

In gilt metal, the Garter,
with motto, surmounted by
the Crown. Badge and
ground aa forhelmet-plate.

In silver, on a frosted gilt In red and gold embroidery, In gilt metal, the Garter
centre, the Sphinx over the Eose ; above the Bose, with motto, surmounted
Egypt ; below the Sphinx, in silver metal, the Sphinx by the Crown. Badge and
ground as for helmet-plate.
the Hose in gilt metal. On over Egypt,
the circle "The East Lan
cashire Begiment."
(p.R.)
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Regiment.

The East
Surrey
Regiment.

On
Buttons.

On
Cellar of
Tunic.

On an eight-pointed The Arms of Guild In silver on a black
star, a circle sur ford, in silver, on a velvet ground, an
mounted by the shield in frosted eight - pointed star;
Crown. The circle gilt metal, with oh
the star, badge
inscribed " East burnished edges.
as for collar, but
Surrey," with two
smaller.
On . the
twigs of laurel in
universal
scroll, ,
the lower bend.
"The
East
Surrey
Within the circle,
Regiment."
the Arms of Guild
ford.

Within the designa In black enamel set
The Duke
of Cornwall's tion " Duke of in gilt metal, the
Light Infantry. Cornwall's Light badge of the
Infy.," a bugle
of Corn
with strings, sur County
wall, surmounted
mounted by the by the Coronet, in
Coronet of the
metal, of the
Prince of Wales, gilt
Prince of Wales,
as shown on Hie as shown on His
Royal Highness'* Royal Highness's
Great Seal as
Seal as Duke
Duke of Cornwall. Great
of Cornwall. On
a seioll the motto
One and All,
pierced in gilt
letters.
The
Within the designa Theelephant indcad
Duke of
tion " Duke of
metal, witn
"Wellington's Wellington's West gilt
("West Riding Riding Regt ,"the howdah, in silver.
Begiment).
Elephant with
howdah.

The Border
Regiment.

On Helmet-Plates ;
Ornaments for Racoonskin Caps and High
land Head-dress.

Within a laurel A laurel wreath in
wreath, the Dra
the
gon of China, with silver; within
in gilt
scroll above in wreath
metal,
the
Dragon
scribed "China." of China ; above
"The Border Re the Dragon, a
giment " outside scroll
in gilt metal,
the wreath.
inscribed" China."
Ground of half
white, half red
enamel.

In gilt metal, on a
ground of dark green
velvet, a bugle with 1
strings. On the \
strings of the bugle
two red feathers set
in gilt metal. On the
stems of the feathers,
in silver, a turreted
archway. On. the
universal
scroll, 1
"The Duke of Corn- I
wall's Lt. infy."

In silver, on a black
velvet ground, the
crest of the Duke
of Wellington, with
motto on a scroll be
low, Virlutis for- 1
tuna comes. On the j
universal
scroll
"The West Riding
Regiment."
On a ground of halt"
white, half red ena
mel, a laurel wreath
in silver. Within the
wreath, in silver,
the Dragon of China,
with a scroll above
inscribed " China."
A scroll of special
pattern inscribed
"The Border Regi
ment ; " below, on
another
scroll
Arroyo dos Mblmos. 1
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REGIMENTS—continued.
On the
Waist-Plato.

On the round
Forage Cap. .

On a frosted gilt centre, On a silver eight - pointed
badge as for helmetplate. star, a raised gilt circle
On the circle, " East Surrey surmounted by the Crown.
The circle pierced with the
Regiment."
words "East Surrey," with
two twigs of laurel in the
lower bend ; the ground of
blue velvet. On aground
of blue velvet, badge aa for
collar, hut smaller. The
cap of the Crown is of
crimson velvet.
Oak-leaf ends. In silver, on As for the centre of the hel
a frosted gilt centre, a met-plate, but larger. Be
bugle with strings. Above low, but detached from the
the bugle, the Coronet of badge, a scroll in gilt
the Prince of Wales, as metal, inscribed ''The
described for the Collar Duke of Cornwall's Lt.
badge, but in silver.
Infy."

orage Cap fo
Active' Service
and Peace Manoeuvres.
In gilt metal, the Garter,
with motto, surmounted
by the Grown. Badge and
ground as for helmet-plate.

In g|lt metal the Garter,
with motto, surmounted by
the Crown. Badge and
ground as for helmet-plate.

On a frosted gilt centre, the In gold embroidery, the In g)H metal, the Garter,
Elephant with howdah, in Crest of the Dttke of Wel with motto, surmounted
silver. On the circle '' The lington, with motto on by the Cfrowti; Badge and
West Biding Regiment."
scroll below. Blue cloth ground as for helmet-plate.
ground .

On a frosted gilt centre, the In gold embroidery, on a In gilt metal, a laurel
Garter in gilt metal on a raised blue cloth ground, a wreath ; within the wreath,
silver eight-pointed star. wreath of laurel; within a circle inscribed "The
The Garter pierced; with the wreath, the Dragon of Uoricr Regiment," with
the motto Honi soit qui mal China.
two twigs of laurel in the
,
ypenset, the ground of blue
lower bend, Within., the
enamel. Within the Gar
circle, on a red and Tfhit©
ter, the Cross of St. George
enamelled ground, * the
with the ground of red ena
Dragon of China, in silver,
mel. On the circle " The
with a silver scroll above
Border Regiment.''
inscribed "China." Atbot^
tern; of wreath, on a silver
scroll of special pattern,
Ait\tvo
i i dos Molinoa,
L 2
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BADGES OF TERRITORIAL
Regiment.

On
Buttons.

Within a circle in
The
"The
Boyal Sussex scribed
Royal
Sussex
Begiment.
Rent.," a Maltese
cross on a feather;
on centre of cross
a wreath; within
the wreath a
raised
circle ;
within the circle,
St. George's Cross.

CoUar of
Tunic.

On Helmet-Plates;
Ornaments for Racoonskin Caps and High
land Head-dress.

A Maltese cross, in On a black velvet
gilt metal, on a ground, badge as for
feather in silver; collar, but larger.
on the cross a On the universal
wreath in silver scroll "The Royal
and green ; on the Sussex Regiment."
wreath a raised
circle in blue ena
melset with silver.
Within the circle
the Cross of St.
George in red ena
mel, set with sil
ver, on a ' silver
ground.

The
Hampshire
Begiment.

Within a laurel The Hampshire On a black velvet
wreath, the Royal Rose, in gold and ground, the Royal
Tiger; below the red and green em Tiger, in gilt metal,
within a laurel
Tiger, the Hamp broidery.
wreath, in silver. On
shire Rose.
the universal scroll
"The Hampshire
Regt."

The South
Staffordshire
Begiment.

The Staffordshire The Staffordshire In silver, on a black
Knot with Crown Knot, in gold em velvet ground, the
Sphinx over Egypt.
above.
broidery.
On the universal
scroll, "The South
Staffordshire Regi
ment."

The
Dorsetshire
Begiment.

The Castle and Key. The Sphinx in sil In Bilver, on a black
Above the Castle, ver, on a gilt tab velvet ground, the
a scroll inscribed let. On the tablet Castle and Key. A
" Gibraltar," and "Marabout" in scroll above the
one below, in gilt letters on a Castle inscribed Pri
scribed Primus in ground of green mus in Indis, and
Indis. Above the enamel.
one below, inscribed
top scroll, " The
Montis Insignia
Dorsetshire Regi
Calpe. On the uni
ment; " below the
versal scroll "The
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REGIMENTS—continued.
On the
Waist-Plate.

On the round
Forage Cap. ,

On a frosted gilt centre, In silver embroidery, an
-pointed star, on a
badge,
the Mhelmetplate. Onastheforcircle
Royal eight
feather; the stem of the
featherin gold embroidery.
Sussex Regiment."
On the star, the Garter in
gilt metal, with the motto,
pierced; the ground ofblue
enamel. Within the Gar
ter, the Cross of St. George
with the ground of red ena
mel. A blue silk and gold
embroidered scroll, in
scribed "Royal Sussex
Regiment," the word
"Regiment " being in the
centre of the scroll.
In silver, on a frosted gilt In gold embroidery an
centre, the Royal Tiger eight-pointed star. On the
within a laurel wreath ; be star, the Garter in blue
low the Tiger, the Hamp silk, surmounted by the
shire Rose in gilt metal and Imperial Crown, as repre
Ted and green enamel. On sented in the collar of the
the circle, "The Hamp Order of the Star of India,
in gold embroidery. The
shire Regiment."
motto on the Garter em
broidered in silver. Within
the Garter, the Hampshire
Rose, in red and gold em
broidery.
Special pattern with oak-leaf On a raised ground of blue
ends. In silver, on a bur silk, a gold embroidered
nished gilt centre, a laurel circle, inscribed "The
wreath. Within the wreath, South Staffordshire Regi
in silver, Windsor Castle ment." The circle sur
with the Sphinx over Egypt mounted by the Crown in
above, and the Stafford gold embroidery. Within
shire Knot below. On the the circle, on a black cloth
wreath, at the bottom, recessed ground, the
"The South Staffordshire Sphinx over Egpyt with the
Staffordshire Knot below,
Regiment.''
in silver embroidery. The
word " Egypt" embroi
dered in black silk.
In silver, on a frosted gilt The Castle and Key; the
centre, the Castle and Key, Castle in silver, the Key in
with scroll above inscribed gilt metal. Above the
"Gibraltar." Below the Castle, a scroll in gilt
Castle, the Sphinx on a tab metal, with the words
let inscribed "Marabout." Primus in India in gilt
On the circle, " Dorset letters on a ground of green
enamel. Below the Castle,
shire Regiment."
a gilt scroll, with the words
Montis Insignia Calpe in

On Forage Cap for
Active Service
and Peace Manoeuvres,
In gilt metal, the Garter,
with motto, surmounted
by the Crown. Badge and
ground as for helmet-plate.

In gilt metal, the Garter,
with motto surmounted by
the Crown. Badge and
ground as for helmet-plate.

In gilt metal, the Garter,
with motto surmounted by
the Crown. Badge and
ground as for helmet-plate.

In gilt metal, the Garter,
with motto, surmounted by
the Crown. Badge and
ground as for helmet-plate.
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' BADGES OF TERRITORIAL
Begiment,

On
Buttons.

The
Dorsetshire
Regiment—
continued.

bottom scroll, the
Sphinx on a tablet
inscribed " Mara
bout."

The Prince
of Wales's
Volunteers
(South
Lancashire
Begiment).

Within a scroll, and
the laurel branch
issuing from either
end, a circle sur
mounted by the
Crown, On the
circle, "The South
Lancashire Begi
ment;'' within, the
Prince of Wales's
Plume above the
Sphinx
over
Egypt.

On
Collar of
Tunic.

On Helmet-Plates;
Ornaments for Racoonskin Caps and High
land Head-dress.
Dorsetshire
ment."

Regi

The Prince of In silver, on a black
Wales's Plume, in velvet ground, the
gold and silver Sphinx over Egypt.
embroidery, pn a On the universal
blue cloth ground; scroll "South Lan
the scroll in blue cashire Regiment."
silk, with the
motto in silver em
broidery.
•
,

Within a laurel The Welsh Dragon, In silver, on a black
velvet ground, the
wreath, a circle in gilt metal.
Prince of Wales's
surmounted by
Plume
with scroll
the Crown. On
below inscri bed
the circle, "The
Giccll
augau
neu
Welsh
Regi
Ckwilydd, On the
ment ; " within,
universal
scroll
"The
the Prince of
Welsh Regiment."
Wales's Plume.
Within the designa St. Andrew and For Highland head
The
dress and white hel
Black Watch tion "The Royal Cross, in silver.
met. In silver, the
Highlanders,
<Royal
Star of the Order oi
Highlanders). Black Watch," the
the Thistle; in gilt
Star of the Order
metal on the Star, a
of the Thistle, re
thistle wreath. With
cessed. On the
in the wreath, in gilt
centre of the
metal, an oval sur
Star, a circle ;
mounted by the
within the circle,
Crown. The oval in
St. Andrew and
scribed, Nemo r.it
Cross.
impune
lactssit.
Within the oval, on
a recessed sc<hM
ground*- St. Andrew
and Cross, in solver.
Below the wreath,
the Sphinx, in gilt
metal. In silver, a
half scroll, to the left
of the Crown, in
scribed
" The
The "Welsh
Begiment.
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REGIMENTS—continued.
On the
Waist-Plate.

Special pattern ; oak-leaf
ends. In silver, on a bur
nished gilt centre, a laurel
branch at either side ; at
the top, a scroll, inscribed
"South Lancashire
Itegt. ; " at the bottom, a
scroll, inscribed " Prince of
Wales's Vols." In silver,
within the scrolls and
laurel branches, the Prince
of AVales's Plume above
the Sphinx over Egypt.
Oak-lcaf ends. The Welsh
Dragon, in silver, on a
frosted gilt centre. On the
circle " The Welsh llogtment."

On the round
Forage Cap.

On Forage Cap for
Active Service
and Peace Manoeuvres.

gilt letters on a ground of
green enamel. Under this
scroll, the Sphinx in gilt
metal, on a gilt tablet,
with the word " Marabout "
in gilt letters on a ground
of green enamel.
In silver, on a raised In gilt metal, the Garter,
ground of blue cloth, the with motto, surmounted by
Sphinx over Egypt. Above the Crown. Badge and
the Sphinx, in gold and ground as for helmet-plate.
silver embroidery, the
Prince of Wales's Plume ;
the motto in silver cmbroidery on a blue silk
ground. On each side a
laurel branch, in gold em
broidery. A blue silk
gold embroidered scroll,
inscribed "The Prince of
Wales's Volunteers."
In gold and silver em In gilt metal the Garter,
broidery, on a blue cloth with motto, surmounted by
ground, the Prince of the Crown. Badge and
Wales's Plume; the scroll in ground as for helmet-plate.
blue silk ; the motto in gold
embroidery, 1st Bn.—In
metal.

Special pattern. On speeded This forage cap is not worn. Glengarry — Badge as
Highland head-dress.
gilt rectangular plate, with
burnished edges, badge as
for bonnet, but smaller.
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BADGES OF TERRITORIAL
Regiment.

The
Black Watch
(Royal
Highlanders)—
continued.

On
Buttons.

On
Collar of
Tunic.

On Helmet-Plates;
Ornaments for Racoonskin Caps and High
land Head-dress.
Royal; " another to
the right inscribed
" Highlanders." A
half scroll to the left
of the Sphinx, in
scribed "Black;"
another to the right,
inscribed "Watch."
In silver, on h ground
of black enamel, a
bugle with strings.
On the universal
scroll. "The Oxford
shire Lt. Infy." The
plate is of gilding,
not of gilt metal.

Scalloped edge; Edgeless button ;
The
within a laurel on the button,
Oxfordshire
a bugle within a laurel
Light Infantry. wreath
with strings; be wreath, a bugle
low the bugle with
strings ;
above the bugle,
" Oxfordshire."
the Crown ; below
the wreath "Ox
fordshire."
A
piece of gold
Russia braid 2\
inches long, at
tached to the but
ton.
Within an oak-lcaf The County Badge. An oak-leaf wreath is
The Essex
wreath, the badge The shield in gilt substituted for the
Regiment.
of the County of metal; the blades universal wreath. In
Essex, with the of the seaxes in silver, on a black
Sphinx over Egypt silver. 2nd and velvet ground, the
above, and the 3rd Bns. : the Castle and Key, with
Castle and Key badge is in em the Sphinx over
below.
broidery with the Egypt above, and a
seaxes wholly in scroll below, in
scribed
Montis
silver.
Insignia Calpt. On
the universal scroll
"The Essex Regi
ment."

The Sherwood
Foresters
(Derbyshire
Regiment).

A Maltese cross sur A Maltese cross sur In tho helmet-plate,
mounted by the mounted by the the Garter, with
Crown; within an Crown, in silver. motto, is omitted.
oak-leaf wreath on Wreath and Within the universal
the cross, a Stag scrolls, in gilt wreath, a Maltese
lodged. A half metal, as for but cross, in silver. On
scroll on the left tons. Within the the cross, in gilt
division of the wreath, a Stag metal, an oak-leaf
cross, inscribed lodged, in silver, wreath ; within the
"Sherwood"; an on a ground of wreath, on a ground
other on the right blue enamel.
of blue enamel, a
division, inscribed
Stag lodged, in
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REGIMENTS—continued.
On the
Waist-Plate.

On the round
Forage Cap.

On Forage Cap for
Active Service
and Peace Manoeuvres.

In silver, on a frosted gilt A bngle with strings, In A bugle with strings, in
centre, a bugle with gold embroidery, on a silver.
strings. On the circle green cloth ground.
"Oxfordshire Light In
fantry."

Special pattern with oak- On a raised ground of blue In gilt metal, the Garter,
leaf ends. £On a burnished cloth, a blue silk gold em with motto, fsurmounted
gilt centre, an oak-leaf broidered scroll inscribed by the Crown. Badge
wreath, in silver. Within ' ' The Essex Begt." Within and ground as for helmetthe wreath, a dead gilt the scroll, the County plate.
circle, surmounted by the badge surmounted by the
Crown, in silver. The circle Crown. The Crown and
inscribed, " The Essex Re shield in gold embroidery ;
giment." Within the circle, the seaxes in silver em
the County badge, on a broidery.
shield of red enamel, set
in gilt metal. The seaxes
inlaid, the hilts in gilt
metal, the blades in silver.
The shield surmounted by
the Sphinx over Egypt, in
silver. On the wreath, at
the bottom, the Castle and
Key, in silver.
Special pattern : oak-leaf As on Waist-plate.
As on Waist-plate.
ends. On a burnished gilt
plate, the badge as for
collar, but larger.

r
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Regiment.

On
Buttons,

The Sherwood
Foresters
(Derbyshire
Regiment)
continued*

"Foresters." On
the lower division,
a scroll inscribed
"Derbyshire."

On
Collar of
Tunic.

The Loyal
North
Lancashire
Regiment.

Within a circle in In embroidery, the
scribed " Loyal Arms of the City
North Lancashire of Lincoln. The
Regiment," the ground of the
Arms of the City shield in silver,
of Lincoln, sur the Cross of St.
mounted by the George in red silk
on the shield ; the
Royal Crest.
Jleur-de-lti in gold
on the cross.

The
Northampton
shire
Regiment.

Within a scroll in In gilt metal, within
scribed
"The a laurel wreath, a
Northamptonshire gilt circle pierced
Regiment," the "Northamp tonCastle and Key shire Regt." ; the
with the Crown ground of blue
above.
enamel. In relief,
within the circle,
on a raised ground
of blue enamel,
the Cross of St.
George, in silver.
Below the cross,
and on the circle,
a horse-shoe in
silver. The circle
surmounted by a
crown in gilt
metal.
A circle inscribed The Dragon of
" P. Charlotte of China, in gold em
Wales's " ; within broidery.
the circle, the
Dragon of China;
above the Dragon,
the Crown ; below,
" Berkshire."

Princess
Charlotte
of Wales's
'Berkshire
Regiment).

On Helmet-Plates ;
Ornaments for Racoonskin Caps and High
land Head-dress.
silver. In gilt metal,
on the left division
of the cross, the
word "The5'; on
the right division,
"Regt.," and on a
scroll on the lower
division, " Derby
shire." A scroll of
special pattern on
the bottom of the
universal wreath in
scribed "Sherwood
Foresters."
In silver, on a black
velvet ground, the
Royal Crest. Below
the Crest, the Rose
of Lancaster in gilt
metal and red and
green enamel. On
the universal scroll
" Loyal North Lan
cashire Regiment."
In silver, on a black
velvet ground, the
Castle and Key ; on
ascrollabove, "Gib
raltar," on a scroll
below, "Talavera."
On the universal
scroll "The North
amptonshire Regi
ment."

In silver, on a black
velvet ground, a
Stag under an oak.
On the universal
scroll "The Berk
shire Regiment."
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REGIMENTS—continued.
On the
Waist-Plate.

•

On the round
Forage Cap.

On Forage Cap for
Active Service
and Peace Manoeuvres.

On a frosted gilt centre, In j?old embroidery, the In gilt metal, the Garter,
the badge as for helmet- Royal Crest; below the with motto, surmounted
plate. On the circle Crest, the Rose of Lan by the Crown. Badge and
"Loyal North Lancashire caster.
ground as for helmet-plate.
Regiment."

In silver, on a frosted gilt In gold embroidery, the In gilt metal, the Garter,
centre, badge, and scrolls Castle and Key. Above with motto, surmounted
as for helmet-plate. On the Castle, a blue silk gold by the Crown. Badge and
tho circle " Northampton embroidered scroll, in ground as for helmet-plate.
scribed "Gibraltar," and
shire Regiment."
a similar scroll, below, in
scribed "Talavera."

Oak-leaf ends. In silver, on The Dragon of China, in In gilt metal, the Garter,
with motto, surmounted by
a frosted gilt centre, the gold embroidery.
the Crown. Badge and
Dragon of China. On the
circle " The Berkshire
ground as for helmet-plate.
Regiment."

15G
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BADGES OF TERRITORIAL
Regiment.

On
Buttons.

The Royal Crest.
The
Queen's Own
(Royal West
Kent
Regiment).

On
Collar of
Tunic.

On Helmet-Plates;
Ornaments for Racoonskin Caps and High
land Head-dress.

The Koyal Crest, in In silver, on a black
gold embroidery. velvet ground, the
White Hone of Kent
on a scroll inscribed
Invicta. Above the
Horse, anotherscroll
with motto Quo fat
et gloria ducurtt.
On the universal
scroll, "The Royal
West Kent Regi
ment."

The King's
Own Light
Infantry
(South
Yorkshire
Regiment).

Scalloped edge ; A French horn, in In silver, on a black
Within a laurel gold embroidery ; velvet ground, a
wreath, a French the White Rose, French horn with
horn with the in silver embroi the Whiie Rose in
Crown above. A dery, in the centre the centre; on the
Rose in the centre of the horn.
scroll below, Cede
of the horn.
Nullit. On the uni
versal scroll, "The
South Yorkshire
Regiment."

The King's
Shropshire
(Light
Infantry).

A circle surmoun A bugle
ted by the Crown. strings, in
On the circle, embroidery,
"Shropshire" ground of
with two twigs of blue cloth.
laurel in the lower
bend. Within the
circle, the mono
gram, K.L.I.

The Duke of
Cambridge's
Own
(Middlesex
Regiment).

with In silver, on a ground
gold of dark green velvet,
on a a bugle with strings.
dark In gilt metal within
the strings of the
bugle, the mono
gram K.L.I. On the
universal
scroll,
"The Shropshire Lt.
Infty."

Within a wreath of A laurel wreath in In silver, on a black
laurel, the Prince gilt metal; within velvet ground, a
of Wales's Plume ; the wreath, in laurel wreath ; with
on the bottom of silver, on a frosted in the wreath, the
the wreath, a gilt centre, the Prince of Wales's
scroll inscribed Prince of Wales's Plume; below the
"Albuhera."
Plume ; above the Plume, the Coronet
Plume,
in and Cypher of
scribed a scroll
M Albu
H.R.H. the Duke of
hera"; below the Cambridge. On the
Plume, the Coro bottom of the wreath
net and Cypher of a scroll inscribed
H.R.H. the Duke *' Albuhera." On
the universal scroll
of Cambridge.
" The Middlesex
Regt."
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REGIMENTS—continued.
On the
Waist-Plate.

On the round
Forage Cap.

On Forage Cap for
Active Service
and Peace Manoeuvres.

In silver, on a frosted gilt In silver metal, the White In gilt metal, the Garter,
centre, the Royal Crest. Horse of Kent on a scroll, with motto, surmounted
On the circle " The Queen's inscribed Invicta. Below, by the Crown. Badge and
Own Regiment."
a blue silk gold embroi ground as for helmet-plate.
dered scroll, inscribed
" The Queen's Own Hoyal
West Kent Regt."

In gilt metal, on a frosted In gold embroidery, a As for the round foragecap.
gilt centre, a French horn French horn surmounted
surmounted by a Crown. by a crown. The White
In the centre of the horn, Rose, in silver embroidery,
the White Rose, in silver. in centre of horn.
Below the horn, a silver
scroll inscribed Cede Nullit.

In silver, on a frosted gilt
centre, a bugle with
strings. Within the strings,
In gilt metal, the mono
gram K.L.I. On the circle
"Shropshire Light In
fantry."

In gilt metal, on a silver As for the round forage cap.
eight-pointed star, a raised
circle, inscribed "Shrop
shire" with two twigs of
laurel in the lower bend.
Within the circle, on a
ground of dark green
velvet, a bugle with
strings, in silver. Within
the strings, the monogram,
in gilt metal.

In silver, on a frosted gilt In gold embroidery on a
centre, a laurel wreath; raised blue cloth ground, a
within the wreath tho laurel wreath; within the
Prince of Wales's Plume; wreath, the Prince of
below the Plume, the Wales's Plume, the motto
badge of the County of embroidered in silver on a
Middlesex. A scroll on ground of blue silk; below
the bottom of the wreath, the Plume, in gold em
inscribed " Albuhcra.'' On broidery, the Coronet and
the circle "The Duke of Cypher of H.R.H. the
Cambridge's Own,"
Duke of Cambridge. On
the bottom of the wreath,
a light blue silk gold em
broidered scroll, inscribed
"Albuhera."

In gilt metal, a circle sur
mounted by the Crown.
On the circle, "Duke of
Cambridge's Own Middlesex Begiment;" within
the circle, on a ground of
blue enamel, the badges
as for tho helmet-plate
except that the word
"Albuhcra" is on a scroll
above the Plume.
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On Helmet-Plates ;
Ornament* for Racoonskin Caps and High
land Heaa-dress.

Regiment,

In bronze, a Maltese
cross with scroti, at
the top, inscribed
"Peninsula," and
another, at the
bottom, inscribed
Ceter et Audax.
Above the top scroll,
the Crown. On the
Cross a circle, in
scribed ' ' The King's
Royal Rifle Corps " ;
within the circle, on
a scarlet cloth
ground, a bugle with
Strings, A Lion
between each divi
sion of the crtisfi ;
and on each division,
the battles of the
Regiment, fhe di
mensions are—from
the top of the Crown
to the bottom of the
plate, back measure
ment, 3| inches ;
extreme width at
back, 2| inches.
Oil a black velvet
ground, the Maltese
cross t& lifted gilt
metal, ' ' with bur
nished edges. On
the cross, a round,
convex, burnished
plate. On the plate,
in silver, the Cypher
surmounted by the
Coronet., On the
universal scroll,
"The
Wiltshire
Regiment."

The King's
Royal Rifle
Corps.

Within a laurel Ho badge.
wreath, a hugle
with
strings ;
above the bugle,
the crown.

The Duke of
Edinburgh's
(Wiltshire
Regiment).

The Gopher of Island SrdBns.—A
H.R.H. the Duke Maltese cross in
of : Edinburgh, lined silver, with
with
Coronet burnished edges.
above, arid " Wilt On the cross, a
convex
shire Regiment " round
plate, in burnished
below.
Silver. On ' the
plate, in gilt metal,
the Coronet Within
the Cypher.
2nd Bn.^A Maltese
cross in silver em
broidery, edged
with gold. On the
cross, a round
convex circle, in
blue Velvet edged
With gold embroi
dery. On the
circle, in gilt
metal, the Coronet
within the Cypher.
The Garter, with The Spbii}x over In silver, on a black
motto, Iloni soit Egypt in gold em velvet ground, the
gwt ,mal y pense. broidery; the word Arras with motto of

The
Manchester
Jlegiment,
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REGIMENTS—continued.
On the
Waist-Plate.

No badge.

On the round
Forage Cap.

No badge.

On Forage Cap for
Active Service
and Peace Manoeuvres.
A bugle, in »flver, on
scarlet cord bow.

On a frosted gilt centre, The Maltese cross In gold In silver, a Maltese cross.
badge as for helmet-plate. embroidery, surmounted On each division of the
On the circle "The Wilt by the Coronet. On the cross, the battles of the
shire Regiment."
cross, a convex circle in Regiment. On the cross a
blue velvet, edged with circle, in silver, inscribed
gold purl. On the circle, '-The' Wiltshire Regithe Cypher in silver em qient." Within the circle,
broidery, with Coronet on a raised blue velvet
above in gold. Below the ground, the Cypher with
cross, alight blue silk gold Coronet, in gilt metal.
embroidered scroll, in
scribed " The Wiltshire
Regiment.'' 1st and 3rd
Bris.: In gilt metal, the
Cypher and Coronet in
silver.

In silver, on a frosied gilt The . Sphinx over Egypt in In silver, the Arms with
centre, an eight-pointed gold embroidery j the word motto of the City of
star; on the star, iq dead " Egypt " ip silver em- Mapctjester. On scroll
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BADGES OF TERRITORIAL
Regiment.

On
Buttons.

On
Collar of
Tunic.

The
Manchester
Regiment—
continued.

Within the Garter,
the Sphinx over
Egypt with the
Crown above.

"Egypt" em
broideredin silver.

On Helmet-Plates;
Ornaments for F
skin Caps and ]
land Head-dress.

the City of Man
chester. On the uni
versal 6croll, "The
Manchester Regi
ment."
The Prince Within a scroll in The Staffordshire In silver, on a black
scribed " Prince of Kuot in gold em velvet ground, the
of Wales a
Wales's" and the broidery.
Prince of Wales's
(North
Plume. On the uni
Staffordshire laurel branch Is
suing from either
versal scroll, "The
Begiment.)
end, a circle in
North Staffordshire
scribed
"The
Regiment.",
North Stafford
shire Begiment; "
within the circle,
the Staffordshire
Knot; above the
circle, the Prince
of Wales's Plume.
A scroll inscribed The Royal Tiger, in In silver and gilt
The York
" The York & Lan dead gilt metal.
and
metal,on ablack vel
caster Regiment ; "
Lancaster
vet ground, the
within the scroll,
Begiment.
Union Rose. On the
a laurel wreath ;
universal
scroll,
within the wreath
"The York & Lan
the Royal Tiger;
caster Regiment."
above the Tiger, a
Coronet. On the
wreath at the bot
tom, the Union
Rose.
The Durham Bugle, with the Bugle with strings, In silver, on a black
Light Infantry. Crown above.
in gold em velvet ground, a
broidery.
bugle with strings.
On the universal
scroll," The Durham
Light Infantry."
The Highland Star of the Order of In silver, the Star For Chaco. As for
Light Infantry. the Thistle. On the of the Order of the collar badge, except
star, a horn ; in Thistle. On the
the cap of the
the centre of the star a silver horn. that
is of crimson
horn, the. mono In the centre of Crown
velvet.
gram
H. L. I. the horn, the is detachedThefromscroll
the
Above the horn, monogram H.L.I, Elephant, and the
the Crown as Ire- in gilt metal. badge is larger.
presented in the Above the horn,
collar of the Order in gilt metal, the
of the Star of Crown as repreIndia; below the sentedinthe collar
horn a scroll, in of the Orderof the
scribed " Assaye," Star of India; be-
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BEGIMENTS—continued.
On the
Waist-Plate.

On the round
Forage Cap.

On Forage Cap for
Active Service
and Peace Manoeuvres.

gilt metal, the Sphinx over
Egypt. On the circle " The
Manchester Regiment/'

broidery. Below, on a
blue cloth gold embroidered
scroll "Manchester Regi
ment."

below, "The Manchester
Regt."

On a frosted gilt centre, On a blue cloth ground, the In gilt metal, the Garter,
badge as for helmet-plate. Staffordshire Knot in gold with motto, surmounted
On the circle, "North embroidery, surmounted by the Crown. Badge and
Staffordshire Regiment."
by the Prince of Wales's ground as for helmetPlume in gold and silver plate.
embroidery. The motto in
silver embroidery on a
gold embroidered scroll.

On a frosted gilt centre, the
Union Rose in gilt and
silver metal; below the
Rose, the Royal Tiger, in
silver. On the circle " fork
& Lancaster Regiment."

On a blue cloth ground, in In gilt metal, the Garter,
gold embroidery, the with motto, surmounted
Union Rose; below the by the Crown. Badge and
Rose, the Royal Tiger.
ground as for helmetplate.

On a frosted gilt centre, In gold embroidery, on a In gilt metal the Garter,
badge as for helmet-plate. blue cloth ground, a bugle. with motto, surmounted
On the circle, "Durham Within the strings, on a by the Crown. Badge
Light Infantry."
blue cloth raised ground, and ground as for helmetplate.
the letters D.L.I.
Special pattern. Frosted As for Chaco.
gilt rectangular plate, with
badge as for Chaco.

(d.r.)

As for Chaco.

It
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On Helmet-Plates ;
Ornaments for Racoonskin Caps and High
land Head-dress.

On
Buttons.

On
Collar of
Tunic.

The Highland
Light Infantry—
continued.

under the scroll,
the Elephant.

low the horn, a
scroll, in gilt
metal, Inscribed
"Assaye; " under
the scroll, in gilt
metal, the Ele
phant.

Beaforth
Highlanders
(Boss-shire
Buffs, the
Duke of
Albany's).

A stag's head, with Two badges in gilt For Highland head
dress and white hel
the Cypher of metal—
H.R.H. the Duke i. The Cypher of met. In silver, a
of Albany above. H.R.H. the late stag's head ; above,
A scroll, uSeaforth
below, in Duke of York the Coronet and
scribed
with scroll in Cypher of H.R.H.
scribed "Caber the Duke of Albany ;
Highlanders."
below, a scroll in
Feidh."
scribed t"Cuidich'n
ft. The Elephant.
Both badges to be Righ."
worn on each side
of the collar, the
Cypher of the late
Duke Of York
being nearest the
end.

T?he Gordon
Highlanders*

The Cross of St. The Royal Tiger, in For Highland "head
Andrew; on 'the gold embroidery. dress and White
Helmet. In silver,
cross a thistle
the Crest of the
wreath joined to a
Marquis of Huntley
scroll let into the
upper divisions of
withinan ivy wreath.
the cross and in
On the bottom of the
wreath, Bydand.
scribed "Gordon
Highlanders."
Within the scroll,
on the upper divi
sions of the cross,
the Sphinx over
Egypt, within the
wreath on the
lower divisions of
the cross, the
Royal Tiger over
India.

Within the designa The Thistle sur For Highland head
The
Queen's Own tion "The Queen's mounted by the dress and White
Own Cameron Crown, in silver Helmet. In silver,
Cameron
a thistle wreath ;
Highlanders. Highlanders,", the embroidery.
within the wreath
Thistle surmount
ed by the Crown.
the figure of St.
Andrew with Cross.
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On the
Waist-Plate.

On the round
Forage Cap.

On Forage Cap for
Active Service
and Peace Manoeuvres.

Special pattern. Burnished i. In gold embroidery, a As for Highland head-drees:
gilt rectangular plate. thistle ; on the thistle, the
Badge as for Highland Star of the Order of the
head-dress, except that it Thistle in silver metal ; on
is smaller, and that the the star, a circle in gilt
motto on scroll is Tolloch metal; within the circle,
on a ground of blue ena
Ard.
mel, the Cypher of the late
Duke of York with Coronet
above, in gilt metal.
it. In dead gilt metal, the
Elephant over a scroll, in
scribed "Assaye." Both
badges are worn at one
time, the Elephant below
the Thistle.
Special pattern. Burnished The Thistle, in gold em
gilt rectangular plate. In broidery.
silver, badge as on buttons,
but larger.

As for Highland head-dress.

As for Highland
Special pattern. Burnished This forage cap is not worn. Glengarry.
head-dress.
gilt rectangular plate. In
silver on the plate, a thistle
wreath; within the wreath
St. Andrew with Cross.
(d.r.)

m 2
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On Helmet-Plates;
On
Ornaments for RacoonOn
Collar
of
skin
Caps and High
Buttons.
Tunic,
land Head-dress.

The
Boyal Irish
Bines.

Scalloped edge ; No badge
within a scroll
and the shamrock
leaves issuing from
either end, the
Harp and Crown.
On scroll, " Royal
Irish Rifles."

In bronze, a sham
rock wreath inter
twined with a scroll
bearing the battles
of the Regiment;
within the wreath,
the Harp and Crown,
Above the Harp, a
scroll,
inscribed
Quis 8eparabit\ be
low che Harp, the
Sphinx over Egypt;
below the Sphinx, a
bugle with strings.
Over the strings of
the bugle, a scroll,
inscribed " Royal
Irish Rifles." No
star behind.

Princess
"Victoria's
(Royal Irish
Fusiliers).

grenade in gold
Scalloped edge ; an Aembroidery,
with
Eagle with a
on ball as
wreath of laurel; badge
for buttons, but in
below the Eagle a silver.
Badge
small tablet in —On a 2nd
blue cloth
scribed with .the
ground, the mono
figure 8.
gram, in silver
embroidery, of
H.R.H. the Prin
cess
Victoria,
passing through a
Coronet in gold
embroidery.
Above the mono
gram, the Sphinx
over Egypt, in sil
ver embroidery.
The wonT'Egypt"
embroidered . in
black silk.

A grenade in gilt
metal. In silver
on the ball, the
Eagle with a wreath
of laurel. Below the
Eagle a small tablet
inscribed with the
figure 8.

The
Connaught
Bangers.

silver, on a dark
Scalloped edge. The Elephant, in Ingreen
velvet ground,
Within a wreath silver embroidery,
of shamrock, the on a ground of the Harp, with
Harp over the Ele gold embroidery. scroll, inscribed Qui*
Caparison in blue separabU. A sprig
phant.
velvet edged with of laurel issues from
gold. Gold girths. cither end of the
scroll. On the uni
versal scroll, "The
Connaught Ran
gers."
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REGIMENTS—continued.
On the
Waist-Plate,

No badge

On the round
Forage Cap,

No badge

On Forage Cap for
Active Service
and Peace Manoeuvres.
In silver, on a dark green
cord boss, the Harp sur
mounted by a crown; on
the Harp, a scroll, in
scribed '' Royal Irish
Rines."

Special pattern; shamrock A grenade in gold em As for Eacoon-skin cap, but
ends with harp. In gilt broidery.
Above the
metal, on a frosted gilt grenade, the Coronet of smaller.
centre, a grenade, with H.R.H. the Princess Vic
badge in silver, as for the toria. In silver, on the
Racoon-skin cap, but ball of grenade, the Prince
smaller. On the circle, a of Wales's Plume over the
laurel wreath with the Harp.
Crown at the top ; on the
wreath at the bottom, a
scroll, inscribed " Royal
Irish Fusiliers."

In silver, on a frosted gilt In gold embroidery, on a In silver, a circle sur
centre, the Elephant with
by the Crown;
the Crown !above. On the blue cloth ground, the mounted
the circle inscribed " The
circle, " Connaught Ran Harp and Crown.
Connaught
Rangers ; "
gers."
shamrock leaves in the
lower bend. On a convex
ground of dark green vel
vet, the Harp, in silver.
i
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Regiment.

On
Buttons.

On
Collar of
Tunic.

A myrtle wreath In frosted silver, a
Princess
interlaced with a myrtle wreath in
Louise's
wreath of but- terlaced with a
(Argyll and
eher"s
broom. wreath of but
Sutherland
Highlanders). Within the myrtle cher's broom. In
wreath, a Boar's gilt metal, within
head on scroll, in the myrtle wreath,
scribed, Ne obli- the Boar's head on
viscaria ; within scroll, inscribed
the wreath of but Ne obliviscaris ;
cher's broom, a within the wreath
Cat on scroll, in of butcher's broom,
scribed Sanspeur. the Cat on scroll,
A label of three inscribed Satis
points above the pew: A label of
Boar's head and three points in
the Cat. Above silver above the
the wreaths, the Boar's head and
Coronet of H.R.H. the Cat.
the Princess
Louise.

On Helmet-Plates;
Ornaments for Racoonskin Caps and High
land Head-dress.
For Highland head
dress and White
Helmet. In silver
a thistle wreath ;
within the wreath,
a circle, inscribed
"Argyll and Suth
erland," Within the
circle, the double
Cypher of H.R.H.
the Princess Louise.
To the left of the
Cypher, the Boars
head; to the right
the Cat. Above the
Cypher, and on the
circle, the Coronet
of the Princess.

The Prince
of "Wales's
Leinster
Regiment
(Royal
Canadians).

A Circle, inscribed The Prince of In silver, on a black
"Prince of Wales's Plume, in velvet ground, the
Wales's Leinster silver; the Coro Prince of Wales's
Regiment ; " with net in gilt metal. Plume over two
maple leaves. On a
in the circle, the
scroll, beneath the
the Prince of
leaves, " Central
Wales's Plume.
India." On the uni
versalscroll, " Prince
of Wales's Leinster
Regiment."

The Royal
Munster
Fusiliers.

Within the designa A grenade in gold A grenade, in gilt
tion, "Royal Mun embroider}', with metal. On the ball,
ster Fusiliers"; the Royal Tiger, a deep wreath of
a grenade, with in silver, on the laurel intertwined
the Royal Tiger on ball.
with a scroll bearing
the battles of the
the ball.
Regiment. Within
the wreath, the
Heraldic device for
the Province of
Munster, the crowns
in gilt metal, the
shield in silver. On
the bottom of the
wreath, a scroll, in
silver,
inscribed
t
"Royal Munster."
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REGIMENTS—continued.
On the
Waist-Plate.

On the round
Forage Cap.

On Forage Cap for
Active Service
and Peace Manoeuvres.

Burnished gilt rectangular This Forage Cap is not worn. Glengarry. Badge as for
niate. Devices as for collar
Highland head-dress.
badge, but all in silver.
Above the wreaths, in
frosted silver, a scroll sur
mounted by the Coronet of
the Princess. The scroll
inscribed
"Princess
Louise's," below the
wreath, a silver scroll,
inscribed "Argyll and
Sutherland Highlanders."

Special pattern, maple leaf In silver, the Prince of In gilt metal, the Garter,
ends. In silver, on a bur- Wales's Plume ; the scroll with motto, surmounted by
nisned gilt centre, a maple with motto, in gilt metal.
Crown. Badge and
and laurel wreath. Within Below the Plume a scroll, the
as for helmetthe wreath, a circle in in gilt metal, inscribed ground
plate.
scribed, " The Iseinster "The Lemster."
Regt." Above the circle,
the Crown; within, the
Prince of Wales's Plume ;
below,, in dead gilt metal
on the maple and laurel
wreath, a scroll, inscribed
" Centred India,"
Special pattern; oak-leaf A grenade, in gold embroi Grenade in gilt metal, with
ends. On a burnislreu gilt dery with the Royal Tiger, device for the Province of
centre, a deep laurel in silver metal, on the Munster, on the ball ; the
wreath intertwined with ball.
crowns in gilt metal, the
a silver scroll, bearing the
shield in silver.
battles of the Regiment.
Within the wreath, a
grenade, in gilt metal,
with the Eoyal Tiger, in
silver, on the ball. On the
wreath at the bottom, a
scroll, in silver, Inscribed
" Royal Munster.
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Regiment.

On
Buttons.

On
Collar of
Tunic.

On Helmet-Plates ;
Ornaments for Racoonskin Caps and High
land Head dress.

grenade in gilt
Within the designa A grenade in gold Ametal;
The
the ball,
; in in silver,onthe
Boyal Dublin tion " Royal Dub embroidery
Arms*
silver,
on
the
ball,
lin Fusiliers," a
Fusiliers.
the City of Dublin;
grenade ; on the the Royal Tiger; of
below
the
shield—
below
the
Tiger,
ball of the gren
to the right, the
ade, the Crown.
the Elephant.
Royal Tiger, on a
silver tablet in
scribed " Plassey,"
to the left, the Ele
phant, on a silver
tablet
inscribed
"Mysore/' Below
the tablets a silver
scroll inscribed Spectamur agendo. In
silver on either side
of the shield, a rich
mounting of sham
rock leaves.
In bronze, an eightWithin a laurel No badge
The
pointed star; on the
Bifle Brigade wreath, and the
star, a wreath of
designation Rifle
(The Prince
laurel intertwined
Consort's Own). Brigade, a bugle
with a scroll, bearing
with
strings ;
the battles of the
above the bugle,
Brigade. Within the
the Crown.
wreath, a Maltese
cross, with a Lion
between each divi
sion. On each divi
sion, other battles
of the Brigade. On
the centre of the
cross, a circle in
scribed "Rifle Bri
gade ; " within the
circle, a bugle with
strings, surmounted
by the Crown. Above
the cross, a crown
on a tablet, in
scribed "Waterloo j"
below the cross, a
scroll, inscribed
"Peninsula," and
another on the
bottom of the
wreath, inscribed
"The Prince Con
sort's Own." The
dimensions of the
star, measured at
the back, are, from
top to bottom, &i
inches; width 4j
inches.
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Badges.
BEGIMENTS—conrtauerf.
On tho
Waist-Plate,

On the round
Forage Cap.

On Forage Cap for
Active Service
and Peace Manoeuvres.

Special pattern; shamrock A grenade, in gold embroi As for Racoon skin cap, but
ends, with the Harp. In dery; in silver, on the ball, smaller.
gilt metal, on a round the Royal Tiger; below
burnished gilt plate, a the Tiger, the Elephant.
grenade ; in silver, on the Below, and detached from
ball, a circle inscribed the grenade, a gilt scroll
" Royal Dublin Fusiliers;" pierced " Royal Dublin
within the circle, the Harp. Fusiliers;*' the ground of
Below the ball, in gilt blue enamel.
metal, a scroll inscribed
Sptctamur agendo. Below
the scroll, in gilt metalto the right, the Royal
Tiger on a scroll inscribed
" Plassey," to the left, the
Elephant on a scroll in*
scribed " Mysore." . On
either side of the grenade,
a rich mounting of sham
rock leaves, in gilt metal.
Bugle* in silver on ft
No badge
No badge
black cord bo3s.
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under the rank of
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30
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.. 31
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.. Ill
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. . 105
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57
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57
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26
Badges of rank
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Special . .
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2
Brigade Major ..
.. 25
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..
•. 109
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15
Buttons, General Instructions 2
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..
..
.. 5
Cameronlans (Scottish Rifles) 75
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. . 117
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. . 33
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.. 56
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Chaplains' Department. . 116
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Coldstream Guards
. 63
Collar.*, General Instructions 2
Colonel on the Staff
15
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port Staff
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96
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116
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24
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25
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.
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100
Quartermaster
General..
25
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port Staff
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of Ordnance
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Judge Advocate
26
.
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neral, with the rank of
General Officer . .
18
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Surgeon-General
108
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106
Dragoon Guards and Dra
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38
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District
85
Engineers, Royal, General
and Staff Officers
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.
, Officers on the Ac
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, Regimental Officers 68
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Engineers, Royal, Retired
Officers
62
Equerry to the Queen .. 29
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Royal Family . . 29
Field Brigades, Royal Ar
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Foot Guards
..
63
Forage Caps, General In
structions
..
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Fusilier Regiments
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Instruction,
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. . 25
Instructor ..
26
Stair
..
.. 120
General
..
..
.. 12
Instructions . .
.. 1
Staff
18
Gloves, General Instructions 2
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General Instructions .. 2
Dominion of Canada 3
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.. 63
Gymnasia, Inspector of . . 25
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Half-Pay Officers on the
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..
. . 117
, Royal Artillery . . 56
, „ Engineers., 62
, Indian Army . , 122
Haversacks. .
..
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Helmet, Home Pattern . . 4
White
4
Where worn
.. 5
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tions
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..
.. 5
Hibernian Military School 129
Highland Regiments
70
eight Infantry
74
Militia Battalions
85
Horse Artillery ..
51
Guards..
33
Household Cavalry
33
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42
Indian Army
Staff Corps
120
120
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of the Line . .
. . 66
Inspecting Officer of Ca
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structions
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.. 15
Life Guards. .
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Light Infantry . .
. . 69
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Medical Charge, Retired
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110
Military Asylum, Chelsea. . 129
'
Attache at a Foreign
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Military College, Sandhurst 126
Knights of Windsor 130
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Mounted Police
. . 123
— Prisons, Governors . . 124
'
School, Hibernian . . 129
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..
30, 31
Assistant . ,
30, 31
Militia Artillery ..
. . 57
,
, Channel Islands . . 57
Battalions . .
, . 85
'
Medical department , . Ill
Retired Officers. .
. . 118
Music, School of . .
, , 128
Musketry, School of
. . 127
Nitley, Royal Victoria Hos
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130
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Ordnance Store Department 96
Corps
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. . 101
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ral Instructions , .
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structions
..
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. . 104
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Personal Staff of General
Officers and Governors . . 30
of the Royal Family 27
Sovereign . . 27
Plumes, Helmet, General In
structions. .
..
.. 5
Principal Veterinary Sur
geon . .
..
. . 113
Probationers, Army medical
Departments . .
. . Ill
•
Army Pay Department 104
Commissariat and Trans
port Staff
94
Ordnance Store Depart
ment
100
Veterinary Department 115
Provost Marshal . .
. . 123
Puggarees, General Instruc
tions
.•
.>
,i 5
Quartermaster - General,
with the rank of General
Officer ,
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,
under the rank of
General Offioer . .
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Quartermasters, Commis
sariat
Ordnance
and Transport
Store Depart
Staff 94
ment
100
Regimental Districts . . 83
Reserve of Officers
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Retired Officers ..
.. 118
Departments
119
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..119
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„ Engineers . . 62
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riat and Transport Staff 95
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128
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128
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School of Music
t. 128
Musketry
..
. . 127
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128
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63
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Sealed Patterns
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Shoulder - straps, General
Instructions
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.. 7
Skirts, depth of
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,,
t. 120
Corps, Indian . .
120
Officers of Pensioners 124
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Sub-Inspectors of Army
Schools
125
Superintendent of Garrison
Instruction
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25
Surgeon
110
General
105
Surgeon-Major, oyer twenty
years' service . ,
, . 110
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under „
„ . . 110
Surgeon en probation
111
Swords, General Instructions 7
Territorial
Regiments,
Badges of
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Tunics, General Instructions 7
Unattached Officers
117
•——
Indian Army . . 122
Veterinary Department. . 113
Probationers
115
Surgeon, 1st class
116
Surgeon
,•
. . 115
Waterproof Cloak
.. 7
West India Regiments . . 83
8
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MILITARY BOOKS, published by Authority—continued.
GUNS: Rang-e Tables for, viz.:—
13-PR. R.M.I,. Gun of 8 owt. 1882. Price 8d.
16-PB.
„
18 „ 1882. Price 8d.
9-PE.
„
6 „ 1882. Price 8d.
7-PB. Gun of 400 lbs. 1882. Price 8rf. '
RANGE-FINDEB. DEPBESSION. For Elevated Batteries.
Land Service. With Appendices. I., Observations on the Choice of Positions.
II., Information to be supplied and Preliminary Work to be carried out by Royal
Engineers. 8vo. 13pp. Illustrated Wrapper. Price 6d.
BANGE-FINDER. NOLAN. MARK I. : Land Servioe. Hand
book for. 1882. Price Is.
BANGE-EINDEB. WATKIN : Regulations for the Instruc
tion in, and Practice with. 1882. Price Is.
RANGE-FINDER, "WELDON. Provisional Handbook for.
May, 1884. Price 6d.
BASHFORTH CHRONOGRAPH : Report on Experiment.with. (1870.) Price Is.
Do.
Pinal do.
do.
(1878-80.) Price Is. tt'
MUSKETRY. RIFLE AND CARBINE. Manual Exercise:
for the. And Bayonet Exercise. Horse Guards, War Office, 1885. 12mo. 9f,l p.
25 plates. Wrapper. Price 3d.
RIFLE EXERCISES AND MUSKETRY INSTRUCTION. Al
terations made by General Orders in, since date of first issue in July, 187!'
(1882.) Price 2d.
MUSKETRY INSTRUCTION. Regulations for. (Issued
Provisionally.) 1884. Price 6d.
TEXT BOOK ON THE THEORY OF THE MOTION OJ
PROJECTILES. Addenda to. Translated from the Aide-Memoire a l'usage d»
Officiers d'Artillerie. (Quatricme Edition.) 1381. Price 6d.
SCHOOL OF MUSKETRY AT HYTHE : Report on the In
struction carried on at, and of the Progress of Musketry Instruction in the
Army during the Year ending 31st March, 1884. Price 4s. Also,
REPORTS for the Years 1859 to 1861. Price Is. each.
REPORTS for the Years 186S to 1881. Price 2s each.
REPORTS for the Years 1S82 and 1883. Price 3s. 6d. each.
ROYAL MILITARY COLLEGE, ADMISSION TO: AMI
FIRST APPOINTMENTS THEREFROM TO THE ARMY: Regulation for.
War Office, 1st August, 1884. Issued with General Order No. 116 of 1884.
8vo. Price Id.
ROYAL MILITARY COLLEGE: Synopsis of Course of In
struction at. 1882. Price 6d.
ROYAL MILITARY ACADEMY : Regulations for Govern
ment of. 1875 Price Id.
MILITARY EXAMINATION PAPERS, viz. :—
Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, June and July, 18&-5. Price Is.
Royal Military College, Sandhurst. Hnd Royal Marine Light Infantry, Dec., 188,1
Price Is.
Stall College. Admission to. hejon of the Examination for. June, 1885.
with copies of the Examination Papers, 18J-5. Price Is.
Stall College. Final Examination. Ucport on. December, 1885; with copiei
,,i Kxi.tinnation Papers. 1885. Ptice Is.
Militia. Subalterns of Military Competitive Examination of, for Commissiont
in the Line Report on. September, 18^-5. With copies of the Kxamina
tion Papers. Price Is.
Papers of earlier dates can still bt had.

WORKS prepared in the Intelligence Branch of the
Quartermaster General's Department, Horse Guards.
ARMED STRENGTH OF AUSTRIA. By Captain W. S. Cookb,
22nd Foot.
PartPart
II.t Price
10s. 6ii.
lis. 6ci.
1.RMED STRENGTH OF BELGIUM. 1882. Price 2s.
ARMED STRENGTH OF DENMARK. By Captain "W. a.
Cooke, ':2nd Begt. Price 3s.
ARMED STRENGTH OF FRANCE. By Major C. J. East,
67th Ilegt.. D.A.Q.M.G. 187;. Price 7s. 6.i.
ARMED STRENGTH OF THE GERMAN EMPIRE. Part i.
Organization and Administration. With Map. By Captain F. C. H. Cuiit,
It.A.. D.A.Q.M.G. 1876. Price 8s. C.(.
ARMED STRENGTH OF ITALY. Translated from the
German by Lieutenant W. A. II. HarB, B.E. 1875. Price 5s. 6(7.
ARMED STRENGTH OF THE NETHERLANDS. By Captaia
F. C. II. Clabke, H.A., D.A.Q.M.G. With Map. Price 4s.
ARMED STRENGTH OF RUSSIA. 1882. Price 12..
ARMED STRENGTH OF SPAIN. "With Map. 1883. Price i,,.
ARMED STRENGTH OF SWEDEN AND NORWAY. By
Captain w. s. Cooke, S2ud Rent., D.A.Q.M.G. With Map. Price 3s. Gd.
ARMED STRENGTH OF SWITZERLAND. By Major
Frank S. Rcssell. 14th Hussars. 1880. Price Is. Sd.
ATTACK FORMATION FOR INFANTRY IN THE AUS
TRIAN, FRENCH, GERMAN, AND ITALIAN AEMIES: Outline of. 1881.
Price Is.
1AYALRY. Instructions for the Training-, Employment, and
Leading of. By Major-General Caul Von Scumidt. Couip<led by Captain Von
Vollaed-Bockelbero, 2nd Silesian Dragoons. Translated by Captain C. W.
Boivdlee Bell, 8th Hussars. 1881. P'ke 3s. 6d.
JJVPRUS. Compiled by Captain A. R. Saville, 18th Foot. 1873.
Price 2s. 6,(. ,
O^NGHIL—TEPE. Siege and Assault of. General Skobekli's
Report. Translated b} Lieut. J. J. LtVERSoN, II.E. 1881. 1 'rice 3s.
5GYPT, MAP OF. Four Sheets. 1882. Price 4s.
3NGLISH-ARABIC VOCABULARY AND DIALOGUES
FOB THE USE OF THE ABMY AND NAVY. By Captain C M. Watson, E.E.
82 pp Cloth. 1885. Price Is.
F RANCE: Military Reports, Addressed to the French Wai
Minister by Colonel Baron Stoffel, French Military Attache In Prussia.
'8fifi— 1870. Translated by Lieut.-l ol. Home, C.B., B.E. Koyal 8vo. Price Sj.
FRANCO-GERMAN WAR, 1870-71. Authorised Translation
<rom the German Official Account, by Major F. C. H. Clabke, C.M.G., E.A.
First Part:—History
the lie/ l«ofthtHostilities
Uoumjalloj
Empire.
vrcl. I. :—Sections
1 to 5. From theofOutbreak
to thetheBattle
of Gravelotlo,
[With case of Maps and Plans. Price 26s.
/ol. II.:—Sections 6 to9. From the Battle of Gravelotte to the Downfall of the
Empire.
[With cas< of Maps and Plans. Price 22.'.
Second Part:—History of the War against the Republic.
V*<1. 1. Sects. 10 to 13:—From the Investment of Paris to the re-occupation of
Orleans by the Germans, with case of Maps and Plans. Price 26s.
V-'-l. II., Sects. 14 to 18:—Events in Northern France from the end of November.
In the Noi th-west from the beginning of December. And the Siege of Palis
from the commencement of December to the Armistice; the operations in the
South-east, from the Middle of November to the Middle of January. 1883.
Price 2(ia.
Vol. III., S( cts. 19 and 20 :—Ev< nts in Souih-tast France from the middle of January
to the Termination of Hostilities. Rearward Communications. The Armistice.
Homew ard March an i Occupation. Betrospcct. 1884. 8vo. 374 pp. Cloth.
With Case of Maps and Plans. Price 31s. 6d.

I
, WORKS prepared in Intelligence Branch —coutinued.
I FRANCO-GERMAN WAR, 1870-71—continued.
Also separately', in paper covers:—
First Section:—The Events in July.
Plan. Price 3.;.
: Second Section:—Events to the Eve of the Battles of Worth and Spieheren.
1
Third Edition, revised and corrected. 1 882.
3 Plans. 3s.
?.'hird Section:—The Batiles of Worth and Spicheren. Third Edition, revised and
corrected. 1882.
[2 Plans and 3 Sketches. 5*.
Fourth Section:—Advance of the Third Army to the Moselle, <fec. Second Edition,
revised and corrected.
[With 1 Plan and 7 Sketches. 4t.
Vifth Section :—Operations near Met* on 15th, I6th, and 17th August. Baiilo ot
Vionville Mars-la-Tour. Second Edition, revised and corrected. 1881.
[4 Plans and SKetches in the Text. Qs. 6d.
Sixth Section :—The Battle of Gravelotte—St. Privat.
[With 2 Plans and Sketches in Text. 5s. (Out of print.)
Seventh Section:—Advance of Third Army and of the Army of the flleust agatnst
the Army of Chalons. With 2 Plans, a general Map, and numerous Sketches.
Price 6s.
! I ighth Section:—The Battle of Sedan. With 2 Plans and 2 Sketches. Price 3*.
! Ninth Section:—Proceedings on the German Coast and before the Fortresses in
Alsace and Lorraine. Battle of Noisseville. General Review of the FrancoI
German War up to the commencement of September.
[With 3 Plans and 2 Sketches, it. (!•/,
i L'fjnth Section Investment of Paris. Capture of Toul and Strassburg. Price 6s.
i Eleventh Section :—Events before Paris and at other Points of the Theatre of W.ii
in Western France until the end uf October. 1878. Price 5^. M.
Trelfth Section:—Last Engagements with the French Army of the Khine. Occni
rences after the Fall of Strassburg and Metz to the middle of November. IBIS.
Price 4s. 6d.
Ilihteenth Section :—Occurrences on the Theatre of War in Central France up to
the re-occupation of Orleans by the Germans. 1880. Price 6s.
Fourteenth Section :—Measures for the Investment of Paris up to the Middle of
December. 1880. Price 4s.
Fifteenth Section :—Measures for protecting the Investment of Paris and Occurrences
before the French Capital to the Commencement of the Year 1871. 1880.
Price 2s. 6d.
Sixteenth Section :—Proceedings of the Second Army from the Commencement of the
Year 1871 until the Armistice. 188L. Price 3*. 6d.
S*iventeeth Section :—Proceedings of the First Army from the Commencement of the
Year 1871 until the Armistice. 1832. Price 3s.
Ki^hteenth Section :—Occurrences on the South-eastern Theatre of War up to the
middle of January, 1881. Events before Paris from the Commencement of the
year 1871 to the Armistice. 1883. Price 8s.
Nineteenth Section:—Occurrences on the South-east Theatre of War from thi
|
Middle of January, 1871. Proceedings in rear of the German Army and in the
I
Coast Provinces, from November, 1870. until the Armistice. 8vo. 213 pp.
2 Maps and 2 Plans. Wrapper. 1884. Price 13s. 6<l.
. Twentieth Section —General Retrospect of the War from the beginning of September,
1870, to the Cessation of Hostilities. Armistice and Peace Preliminaries. Returi:
of German Army and Peace of Frankfort. The Occupation. The Telegraph,
Post, Supply of Ammunition, Commissariat, Hospital Service, Divine Service,
Military Justice, Recruitment, and Home Garrisons. The Results of the War.
Price 5s.
FRENCH ARMY; Reforms in. Part I.- The Law of Re
cruiting. Translated by Colonel Home, C.B., B.E. Royal 8vo., 104 pp., sttt
paper cover. Part
Price Is.
II.—General
Gd.
Organization. Translated by
Major C. B. Brackenbcrt, R.A. Price 2s.
FRENCH ARMY : Re-organization of. Speech of the Duk.
D'AirDiFFbET-pASQCiEb. Price ltt.
GERMANY: Campaign of 1886 in. Compiled by the Depart
ment of Military History of the Prussian Staff. Translated into English b
Colonel Von Wright, Chief of the Staff VIII. Prussian Corps, and Captai
Henet M. Hozier, Assistant Controller. Price £1 Is., in one vol., royal 8vo.
cloth boards, with a Portfolio of Plans.
HOSTILITIES WITHOUT DECLARATION OE "77AR. Ah
Historical Abstract of the cases in which Hostilities have occurred between .
Civilised Powers prior to declaration or warning. Fro n 1700 to 1870. B/
Bt. Lieuu-Coionel J. F. Madeicb, K.M. Price U.

